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PREFACE
This study had its genesis in a seminar on the
Papago Indians given in the spring of 1970 at the
Department of Anthropology of The University of Arizona
under the direction of Bernard L. Fontana and Daniel S.
Matson.

My contribution to that seminar was an attempt

to locate and photograph as many of the religious
structures on the Papago Reservation as I could in the
available time.

I visited and recorded 31 Catholic

chapels, one Protestant chapel, and three aboriginal
Papago religious structures.

I also gained an inkling

of the size and possible ramifications of the project
which I had innocently undertaken, and determined to
return to it at a later date.

A year later, after

passing my preliminary examinations, I sought and
received approval to write a dissertation on the subject
of Papago chapels.
The study has taken several different forms over
the course of its existence.

It started, as I said,

with the simple recording of the appearance and location
of the buildings.

I soon realized that Catholic religious

architecture was by far the most numerous on the
reservation, and decided to concentrate on that.
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desire to learn when the chapels were built developed
into a search of the available literature, which in
turn led me to the periodicals, photographs, and
manuscripts on file in the Oblasser Library of San
Xavier Mission.

In the course of these researches, I

discovered that some of the Franciscans who had directed
the building of chapels on the Papagueria were still
alive, and my study was expanded further to include the
collection of oral history.

Finally, I interviewed both

Papagos and Franciscans in an attempt to determine the
functions and meanings of the various types of building.
During this time, the objective of my study was
shifting.

What had started out as a simple cataloguing

project grew into an historical study of the construction
and maintenance of a large number of buildings.

It was

also dawning upon me that there were not one but two
bodies of Catholic religious architecture on the Papago
Reservation.

There were, of course, the churches and

chapels which the Franciscan missionaries had constructed
for the use of the Indians, but there was also a large
number of chapels which had apparently been built by the
Papagos for their own purposes.

I became interested in

the idea of comparing these two groups of buildings in
some way.

My first idea was to make a study of the ways

in which the two samples were maintained, hoping to

arrive at some principles which would be of use in the
field of applied anthropology.

Some of the ideas and

methods involved in this abortive study are to be found
in Chapter VI of the present work.
I grew dissatisfied with this approach, however,
as it did not seem to deal directly enough with the
buildings themselves, which after all had provided the
impetus for my embarking on the study in the first place.
I therefore settled on a somewhat more direct attempt to
understand some of the reasons behind the presence and
appearance of the two groups of chapels.

Inasmuch as a

dissertation is intended to be a part of the learning
experience of the person writing it, I determined to
employ some of the methods of investigation which are
currently popular among archaeologists.

These methods,

which include the formulation and testing of hypotheses,
are discussed in the body of the text.
By September, 1972, I was ready to begin the final
steps of the study.

These included revisiting all the

chapels in the company of a Papago interpreter, taking
detailed photographs and notes, and collecting a
standardized set of data which had been determined with
the test implications in mind.

When this phase was

completed, in January, 1973, I had exposed over 300
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black and white negatives and taken about 1000 color
slides.

These have been useful tools in the analysis

of the data, and will hopefully provide a permanent
record of the chapels as they were at the time of my
study.
A note is in order concerning my sources of
information.

All printed and manuscript references,

with one exception, are cited in the usual way and are
listed at the end of the paper.

This exception involves

the files of correspondence concerning the San Solano
Missions on the Papago Reservation for the years 1911
through 1950.

Any attempt to list this material item

by item would prove impractical due to its sheer
quantity.

For this reason I have simply referred to it

as "San Solano Missions Correspondence" C S S M O , and then
given the year in which it was written.

This correspondence

is currently on file in the Oblasser Library of San Xavier
Mission.
Many of my statements depend on taped interviews
rather than written documents.

In such cases, I have

given the name of the interviewee, followed by the word
"interview," as in "The chapel was rebuilt (Fremdling
interview)..."

Copies of these tapes will shortly be

on file in the Arizona State Museum Library.

I have
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not referenced information which I gained from informal
chats, or which is based on my own observations.
Looking back over the study, I find myself to be
indebted to a remarkably large number of people.

First

and foremost on the list is Bernard Fontana of the
Arizona State Museum.

He is both the chairman of my

committee and a friend of many years' standing.

His

knowledge of Franciscan and Papago history was generously
placed at my disposal from the very beginning of the
project.

I can honestly say that I would have accomplished

very little indeed without his constant help and encourage
ment.

The other members of my committee are Thomas Hinton

and William Rathj e of the Anthropology Department and
Robert Quinn of the Fine Arts College of The University
of Arizona.

Each of these men gave valuable aid and

suggestions in his field.

I deeply regret that the

untimely death of Edward Dozier, a former member of my
committee, prevented me from working with and learning
from that talented man.
I am indebted to the Doris Duke American Indian Oral
History Project of The University of Arizona for a grant
covering some of the field expenses of the project.
Many members of the Order of Friars Minor have helped
me during the course of my investigations.

F r . Keiran

McCarty of San Xavier Mission has given advice, support,

and information.

Fr. Maynard Geiger of Santa Barbara

Mission located valuable documents for me.

The

Provincial Office in Oakland, California, kindly lent
me tapes of lectures by Fr. Bonaventure Oblasser.
Fathers Lambert Fremdling, Clarence Manns, Regis Rohder,
Edward Schultz, and Theodore Williges all submitted to
taped interviews, and Fathers Celestin Chin and Richard
Purcell kindly answered a multitude of questions.
Fathers Justin Moncrief and Remy Rudin wrote informative
letters.

All these men demonstrated great courtesy to

me and a deep love of the Papagos and their land.
Many Papagos assisted me during the later phases
of the study.

Theodore Rios of San Xavier served as

interpreter, guide, and source of information on most
of my trips on the reservation.

Mr. and Mrs. John Lewis

of Schuchuli kindly granted me an interview, as did
Benito Garcia of Hickiwan.

Many other Papagos proved

themselves to be gracious hosts on my journeys through
their country.

I thank them all, and hope that I have

been able to preserve images and information that they,
as well as I, feel to be important.
I received help from many other individuals.

Daniel

Matson of Tucson taped reminiscences of his experiences
on the Papagueria, as did Jim Metz of Truth Or Consequences
New Mexico.

David Taylor helped me in my encounters with

computers and statistics.

Donald Bahr of Arizona State

University translated Papago texts for me and shared
with me his considerable knowledge of Papago ritual.
Edward Spicer of The University of Arizona clarified
my ideas for me on at least one occasion.

Charles Polzer,

S.J., enlarged my understanding of Roman Catholic ritual
and doctrine.

Fellow graduate students Lee Larson, S.J.,

Michael Hauer, and James Rock supplied field vehicles in
times of need.

Finally, I have discussed my interests,

problems, and enthusiasms with a multitude of friends and
fellow students.

I thank them all, and admit my indebt

edness to them.

Any mistakes in this work are, of course,

my own.
Last but not least, I must thank my wife Loma and my
children Kelly and David.

This was not a project that

they could share in as much as they have in others.

They

did, however, have to live with me while I was struggling
with confusion, lack of direction, and occasional bouts
of despair.

Thus they partook of the unpleasant aspects

of the study while they were unable to share in the joys
of desert travel as much as they would have liked.

That

they did not throw me out of the house says wonders for
their patience and understanding.
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ABSTRACT
There are sixty-five small Catholic churches and
chapels on

or near the Papago Reservation of Arizona

which were constructed and are maintained for the use
of Papago Indians.

Some of these were built by members

of the Order of Friars Minor, who have been operating
a mission to the desert Papagos since 1911.

These

structures are Roman Catholic churches, designed as
suitable settings for the administration of the
Sacraments of the Roman Catholic church.

However,

there is a group of chapels which were built by Papagos,
with little help or encouragement from the Franciscans.
These chapels provide the setting for the rituals and
ceremonies of the folk Catholicism of the Papago Indians,
or Sonora Catholicism, as it is often called.

This

Little Tradition of Catholicism probably came to the
Papagos in the second half of the 19th century, and was
learned by them in Northern Sonora.

While Roman Catholic

ritual involves the administration of the sacraments by
full time religious specialists, Sonora Catholic ritual
is more concerned with the collection of sacred images,
the community recitation of sacred texts, and community
participation in regularly scheduled feasts.

Sonora

chapels provide a setting for these activities.
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The present study is an attempt to relate the
differences between the two groups of chapels to
differences between the two sets of ritual and the
economic and artistic resources of the two groups of
chapel builders.

This is done in the following way.

The history of chapel building by each group is examined,
along with the functions of the chapel in each religious
system and the methods by which chapels are planned and
built.

This historical section is followed by a

catalogue raisonng of the standing Catholic religious
architecture on the Papago Reservation.

This catalogue

includes exterior and interior photographs of each
building where possible.
Finally, the hypothesis concerning the relationships
between religious architecture and other aspects of
culture is tested.

This is done by constructing a

series of nine test implications which will prove to
be correct if the hypothesis is accurate, and examining
them in the light of the data.

As a result of this, it

is concluded that, while the chapels do differ from each
other in ways which are directly related to the ceremonial
and ritual needs of the two groups which constructed
them, the differences in construction techniques,
construction materials and architectural style were not
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as great as had been expected.

Furthermore, one of

the main areas in which the two samples do differ
from each other is in the utilization and manipulation
of space.

CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION TO THE PROBLEM
Marvin Harris tells us that "there is no name of
consequence in the history of the social sciences who is
not in some measure concerned with relationships among the
parts of culture (1968:521)."

This preoccupation has been

especially apparent among archaeologists who have recently
been concerned with demonstrating that they are attempting
to reconstruct not art styles or technologies but societies
(Binford and Binford 1968 ; Longacre 1970).

Much of the re

cent literature of American archaeology deals with an
attempt to wrest from the physical evidences available to
the student a reconstruction of the social organizations of
past societies (Hill 1970 ; Flannery and Coe 1968).

Although

Lewis Binford (1968:20-23) has taken strong exception to the
assumption that the most difficult inferences to make are
those connected with religious institutions and spiritual
life, few if any archaeologists have seen fit to work in
this sphere.
Archaeologists, however, are not the only students
who have expressed an interest in the relationships between
what people carry in their heads and what they make with
their hands.

The study of material folk culture in the
1
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United States is just in its infancy, to be sure, and admit
tedly most of the work has so far been directed towards
collection of data and the working out of geographical dis
tribution and historic sequences (Glassie 1968, Dornbusch
1958).

The most exciting recent development is the com

pletion by Glassie (n.d.) of a study utilizing the data
revealed through an analysis of the domestic architecture
of a small region in middle Virginia of a people's perceived
relationship with each other and with their nonhuman sur
roundings .
Most of the work on folk architecture which has been
done so far also deals with domestic architecture.

This

category includes both dwellings and such subsistence con
nected structures as barns, tobacco curing sheds, and other
outbuildings.

For any treatment of religious architecture

and its reflections of other aspects of culture, one must go
to the field of art history and to such works as Erwin Panofsky’s Gothic Architecture and Scholasticism (1968).

In

this brilliant essay, Panofsky demonstrates that the two
expressive forms referred to in the title were products of
the same basic mode of thought and world view.

This sort of

analysis has not yet been attempted, however, outside of the
realm of what is usually called fine or high art.
In this paper I wish to examine the religious
architecture produced by the adherents of two different but

3
related ceremonial systems.

The geographical setting for

the study is the Papago Indian country of southern Arizona.
The two ceremonial systems are Roman Catholicism, a Great
tradition, and Sonora or Papago Catholicism, a related
Little, or folk,tradition.

Both of these living systems in

volve the construction and use of specialized buildings and
other architectural features.

-

The methodology which I use in examining my data is
that which has recently been recommended by those archaeol
ogists who are concerhed with drawing inferences concerning
nonmaterial cultural phenomena from their data (Hill 1970:
22-27).

This methodology includes the forming of hypotheses

and then testing these hypotheses by means of constructing a
series of test implications, which are then proved to be
correct or otherwise in the light of the data.

The basic

hypothesis which I shall set out to test is that religious
architecture will reflect the nature of the ceremonies for
which it was constructed and also the economic and artistic
resources of the community which constructs it.

More spe

cifically, I intend to demonstrate that differences between
the architectures of the two distinct but related ceremoni
al systems which comprise my data arise out of differences
between other aspects of the two systems.

Specifically,

these other aspects are: the nature of the ceremonies to be
carried out in the architectural setting, the economic
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resources of the community, and the artistic heritage of
the community.
I shall return to this hypothesis in a later chap
ter.

The immediate task before me will be to present the

ceremonial, historical, and architectural data necessary to
an understanding of the two bodies of architecture.

CHAPTER II
ROMAN AND FOLK CATHOLICISM
ON THE PAPAGUERIA
In a 1962 article, Delmos Jones describes five
types of contemporary residential settlement on the Papagueria.

One of these types of village is defined by Jones

as "a unit of settlement which has a year round population
of more than one family Cp. 4 ) . He states that two of the
village types are based primarily on the location of the
settlement and of the fields (p. 5).

The first of these

two types— also called a ”summer village" or a "field vil
lage"— is located in a valley and, historically, was a
temporary settlement used only for farming during the peri
od of the summer rains.

These villages have now become

permanent settlements due to the existence of deep wells
which have been dug during the past sixty or so years.
Topawa, Gu Achi, and Pisinimo are examples of this type of
village, as is
gueria.

the majority of the villages on the Papa-

The second type of settlement is the old "winter

village" or "well village."

These villages were permanent

settlements in the mountains near reliable water sources.
Examples of these communities are the villages of Ko Vaya,
Pan Tak, and Sil Nakya.
5
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Both types of village typically may consist of sev
eral scattered houses or house clusters and a Catholic
church or.chapel.

I should state at this point that these

terms as used throughout this paper have essentially the
same meaning.

I will sometimes favor one over the other in

order to make a distinction of size.
be slightly larger than a chapel.

A church is taken to

The chapel is frequently

part of a larger complex of structures which are used
during the course of periodically recurring saints' day
celebrations.

This chapel complex often includes the only

nondomestic buildings in the village.

Although the village

chapels are almost without exception Catholic rather than
Protestant, it must be recognized that there are two dis
tinct Catholic traditions on the Papagueria.

In the first

place there is Roman Catholicism, which was introduced to
most Papagos by Franciscan missionaries in the twentieth
century and which is the "official" Catholicism.

This

hardly varies from the Catholicism which may be encountered
anywhere in the world.

At the same time there exists a

local variant of Catholicism which is practiced by many
Papagos.

This folk Catholicism is frequently called

"Sonora" or "Papago" Catholicism.
In the following pages I shall examine the Catholic
churches and chapels of the Papagueria and attempt to deter
mine whether or not any consistent variations among them may

7
be linked to any differences between the two Catholic tra
ditions.

My data have been drawn from varied sources.

In

the first place, I have visited each chapel at least once
and at most twice.

The buildings and their attendant fea

tures have been photographed, measured and recorded.

I

have examined documents pertaining to the Franciscan mission
efforts on the reservation with an eye to placing each
building in its historical perspective.

In addition, docu

mentary research and interviews with both Papagos and
Franciscans were conducted in an attempt to understand the
different kinds of decision-making, fund-raising and organi
zation which were employed in the course of building
chapels.
This chapter contains a brief summary of Roman Cath
olic missionary activity among the Papagos, followed by a
comparison of the two Catholic traditions in question, inas
much as they appear to affect the construction or use of
chapels.

Chapters III and IV deal with chapel construction

as it has been practiced by both Franciscans and Papagos in
the twentieth century.

Chapter V contains a generalized

description of the Papago chapel complex, followed by a
catalogue raisonne of the standing Catholic religious
architecture of the Papagueria.

Finally, in Chapter VI,

the hypothesis which was formulated in Chapter I is tested
against the data.
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A brief mention must be made of the nature of the
sample with which I am dealing.

I have attempted to visit

and record every Catholic church and chapel in Papago
country with a few consistent exceptions.

San Xavier del

Bac, being an eighteenth century building, stands stylisti
cally and chronologically outside the corpus of twentieth
century architecture with which I am concerned.

I have

also confined myself to a study of those chapels which
appear to serve a larger community than the occupants of
one house cluster.

Furthermore, I have not attempted to

study the body of Papago Catholic religious, architecture
which lies in Sonora, Mexico, with the exception of the
chapel at Sigogoksik, Sonora, which was built by Francis
cans from the United States.

Finally, the catalogue is

confined to standing structures and to buildings whose
foundations are plainly visible above ground.

In many

cases, documentary research has unearthed descriptions or
photographs of chapels of which no visible trace now re
mains .

While the existence of such buildings is frequently

noted in the catalogue, they have been excluded from the
sample, thus providing a more consistent body of data for
analytical purposes than would otherwise be the case.
Historical Background
The first Catholic missionary who is known to have
visited the desert Papago villages was Father Eusebio Kino,

9
S, J., who made a series of entradas between 1698 and 1706.
He stopped at several villages to discuss Christianity and
other matters, but he founded no permanent mission in the
desert.

The remainder of the eighteenth century saw sev

eral similar visits, none of which resulted in a permanent
establishment being formed (Oblasser n.d.:D).

By the year

1811, however, a small visita chapel of either stone or
adobe had been built by Fray Juan Bautista Llorens, 0. F. M.
at the village of Santan, then situated to the north and
east of the present site of Sil Nakya.

Llorens had been in

touch with these villagers for some time and had arranged
with them that they visit San Xavier del Bac at certain
times of the year for further instruction (Llorens 1811).
This mission settlement was abandoned by 1827 (Oblasser n.d*:
D), possibly as a result of Apache raiding.

There is some

evidence that the people from this village moved north to .
the site of the present-day Pima settlement of Santan
(Oblasser 1961).

The desert villages then remained unvis

ited by missionaries until 1880 when Bishop Salpointe of
Tucson "made a trip to the Papago villages in order to se
cure their cooperation in the building of a boarding school
for them at San Xavier (Oblasser n.d.:D)."

After that,

missionaries apparently left the villages alone until 1908.
In October of that year, Fr. Matthias Rechsteiner,
0. F. M . , who was then stationed at St. John's on the Pima
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Reservation, visited the Santa Rosa Valley on the first of
five trips into the desert.

These trips were made for the

purpose of exploring the need for and possibility of estab
lishing a permanent mission among the desert Papagos.
Although this mission became a reality on July 13, 1911, Fr .
Matthias died before he was able to continue his work on a
permanent basis (Oblasser n.d.:2-33).

He was replaced by

two other Franciscans, Fr. Tiburtius Wand and Fr. Bonaventure Oblasser.

Initially working out of San Xavier del Bac,

they were responsible respectively for the northern and
southern portions of Papago country.

In 1915, following a

decision to move the headquarters of the mission to a more
central location, an official residence was established
near the Papago village of Ko Vaya on land obtained from a
British mining syndicate that was planning to reopen the
Cababi mine (Oblasser 1961).

The location was named San

Solano after St. Francis Solanus, patron of the Papago mis
sion venture.

This residence, now known as Old San Solano,

remained the headquarters of the missions until the early
19201s , when the residence was canonically transferred to
its present site at Topawa (Oblasser n.d.:319).
The history summarized above neglects to mention
one important fact.

When Fr. Matthias visited the Papago

village in 1909 and the years immediately following, he
found that many of them contained small chapels and that
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the Papagos had some knowledge of Catholic ritual (Oblasser
n.d.:2-25; Anon. 1911).

Several accounts mention that many

Papagos were Catholics— of a sort— when the missionaries
arrived (Oblasser 1940; Underhill 1949:317-320).

This folk

Catholicism may have come from one or more of several pos
sible sources.

In the first place, desert Papagos had been

told about Catholic Christianity during the various entradas
/
of the eighteenth century as well as at the mission visita
at Santan.

How much memory of this survived on into the

later nineteenth century is not known, although there are
contemporary traditions of the Santan venture.- Fr. Bonaventure Oblasser felt that traditions of Father Kino’s visits
had persisted until his day (Oblasser 1961).

In addition,

villagers at Santan (Llorens 1811:1) and other villages in
the Santa Rosa Valley (Hoover 1935:260) had been in the
habit of visiting San Xavier del Bac during at least parts
of the nineteenth century.

It should be mentioned at this

time that desert Papagos had been filling in the gaps which
disease and warfare had left in the Piman population of the
middle Santa Cruz Valley since the late eighteenth century
(Dobyns 1963:176).

Papagos have long held the custom of

visiting their Piman relatives to the north, east, and
south during seasonal hard times for purposes of trading or
obtaining wage work (Underhill 1939:103, 104).

To the

north, the Gila River Pimas not only might have absorbed
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some of the refugees from Old Santan (Oblasser 1961) but
also had been ministered to by Catholic missionaries since
1895 (Geiger 1939:37).

To the east was San Xavier and to

the south lay the mission towns of the Altar and Magdalena
valleys in Sonora.

Thus there were several routes through

/
which a rudimentary knowledge of Catholicism could have
been acquired by desert Papagos in the years before 1908.
It is likely that most of this influence came from
the south.

Papago folk Catholicism includes many items

which are shared with Catholic ritual in northwest Mexico,
including hymns and prayers in Spanish and annual pilgrim
ages to the important center of Magdalena, Sonora.

The

most widely accepted name for Papago folk Catholicism,
"Sonora Catholicism," recognizes and accepts these similar
ities.

In addition, Papagos themselves consider their

Christianity to be something they learned from Mexico
(Garcia interview); however, the possibility of some con
tributions from other directions should not be ignored.
Thus, there have existed since 1908 two different
Catholic traditions on the Papagueria.

For the most part

these have existed side by side, separate at times, inter
acting at others.

Both varieties of Catholicism require

the construction of special buildings as settings for their
rituals.

In order to arrive at an understanding of the

differences, if any, between these two sets of buildings,
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it is necessary to have some understanding of the purposes
for which the buildings were constructed.

The remainder of

this chapter will be devoted therefore to a discussion of
those aspects of the two ritual systems which seem to have a
potential influence on their architecture.
Roman Catholicism
The Roman Catholic church is an international orga
nization uniting people of many languages and cultural
backgrounds in a common set of religious beliefs and prac
tices.

The church has its headquarters in Rome.

The Pope,

or leader of the church, is considered to hold his position
in direct line of succession to St. Peter, who is believed
to have been appointed to his post by Jesus Christ (Wilhelm
1934:641-642).

Articulate members of the church feel they

have behind them a long tradition of Catholic Christianity,
covering much of the world and stretching almost two thou
sand years back into time.

The artistic and expressive

heritage of the church is mostly that of western Europe as
this was the area in which the church matured and grew for
the first fifteen hundred years of its existence.
The church is composed of two sorts of individuals:
lay persons having no religious specialities and clergy or
religious specialists.

The clergy are necessary as the

administrators of five of the seven sacraments.

These sac

raments are "outward signs of inward grace, instituted by
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Christ for our sanctification (Kennedy 1913:295)."

They

are held to be necessary ingredients of the Christian life
as they may cause divine grace in the souls of men (Kennedy
1913:296).

The clergy, therefore, are a necessary part of

the Christian community.
The Franciscan missionaries who went among the
Papagos in the early years of the twentieth century partook
not only of this general Catholic tradition but also a more
specific Franciscan one.

Members of the Order of Friars

Minor have been involved in the work of converting North
American Indians to Christianity since the arrival in
Mexico of Fray Pedro de Gante and his two companions in
1522 (McAndrew 1965:30).

In many ways the manner in which

they responded to this task has been surprisingly uniform
over the years.

Sixteenth century Franciscans started secu

lar and religious schools, administered the sacraments, and
erected various forms of monumental architecture and sculp
ture ranging from village crosses to churches and
monastaries (McAndrew 1965).

Twentieth century Franciscans

did much the same in southern Arizona.

The first systematic

religious instructions on the Papagueria were begun in 1912
with the erection of the Topawa and Ali Chukson day schools.
These parochial institutions also provided secular school
ing,

Fr, Matthias Rechsteiner1s visits to the desert

villages invariably involved the celebration of the Mass
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and the baptism of infants.

Fr. Bonaventure erected

crosses in villages where he felt the mission effort had a
strong chance of being permanent (Oblasser 1911a) and
started building churches in 1912.
The reasons for the construction of churches are
somewhat complex.

A church is the suitable setting for the

administration of the sacraments, although most may be ad
ministered elsewhere.

Churches were felt to be visible and

ever present reminders of the Catholic religion in villages
where the missionary was only able to make an occasional
visit.

In addition, it may well be that construction of a

church was a morale-building factor for the missionary him
self.

Churches should be as beautiful as the resources of

the community permit in order to provide a setting for the
sacraments, especially Mass.

For the realization of this

latter goal, the Franciscans had a wide range of outside
economic sources and architectural traditions to draw upon.
As will be shown in the next chapter, funds for church
building came from all over the United States.

Architec

turally and artistically, the Franciscans had available to
them a wide range of models, even considering that photo
graphic reproductions of art and architecture were not as
common sixty years ago as they are in 1973.

The nineteenth

century was an age of architectural reproduction and eclec
ticism, and most Catholic priests would have been unable to
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avoid some knowledge of the neoclassic, neo-Gothic, mission
revival, and other styles.

As shall be seen later, certain

styles were selected and others rejected out of the totality
of available models.
Papago Catholicism
Catholicism as it is traditionally practiced by
Papagos is a Little rather than a Great Tradition (Redfield
1967:26).

By this I mean that Papago Catholicism is a local

ized, limited, "folk" variant of Roman Catholicism.

Histori

cally, it appears to be the result of the diffusion of
Catholic ideas and practices to Papagos from their Sonoran
neighbors at a time when priests were absent from much of
northwestern Mexico.

As with many religions having a popu

lar base and urban, specialized leadership, Roman
Catholicism tends to be constant in its outer forms, while
retaining the possibility of considerable change in meaning
as one moves farther away from the urban intellectual centers
of religious thought.

The sort of articulate and sophisti

cated thought that one finds in, say, a discussion of the
sacraments in The Catholic Encyclopedia (Kennedy 1913) would
be almost impossible to find even today among Spnoran
country folk.

In other words, what diffused to the Papagos

was in itself a Little Catholic Tradition.
As might be expected by one who is aware of the
shortage of clergy in late nineteenth century Sonora and
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Arizona, little emphasis is placed upon the sacraments in
Papago Catholicism.

Baptism is important not only for

people but for such ritual objects as saints' pictures, but
baptism is one of the sacraments which even Roman Catholics
permit to be performed by a lay person (Kennedy 1913:295).
Other sacraments had apparently been considered less impor
tant, with the occasional exception of marriages, which were
saved for the annual pilgrimage to Magdalena, Sonora (Under
hill n.d.:21).

Otherwise Papago Catholic ceremonialism can

be and often is conducted entirely by lay persons.

It in

volves the reciting of prayers and singing of sacred songs
in Spanish, periodic celebration of saints' days, occa
sional pilgrimages to Magdalena, Sonora, usually on or near
October fourth, and the accumulation of and care for holy
pictures and statues.
The setting for much of this ceremonialism is the
chapel.

Underhill (n.d.:22) feels that the first chapel in

what is now the Papago Reservation was built at Quijotoa at
some time in the third quarter of the nineteenth century.
The idea was brought from Mexico by a woman who had married
into a local family.

She also feels that the Papago tradi

tion of female prayer and song leaders and chapel guardians
stems from the fact that the chapels were introduced by a
woman, as well as the fact that in the Catholic churches of
Mexico, the most assiduous attendants are usually women
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(Underhill n.d.:22).

Chapels grew in popularity until they

could be found in most Papago villages in the central and
western parts of the Papagueria by the time the Franciscan
arrival on the scene (Oblasser n.d. :l-20; Perschl 191.6).
The chapels appear to serve several functions.

They

are places where people gather on occasion to be led in
prayers or songs, or to attend some ceremony such as a fu
neral.

They are public repositories for holy images.

Finally, they provide the focal areas for the annual saints'
day celebrations which are an important part of Papago cere
monial village life.

More recently, some of them have also

served as places where the priest can say Mass or administer
other sacraments on the occasion of his visits to the
village.
It is a bit simplistic to divide the chapels into
two categories of Roman and Sonora Catholic and leave it at
that.

Many of the churches and chapels now standing on the

Papago Reservation are used both for the administration of
the sacraments by a priest and for the observance of folk
Catholic rituals by the Papagos; however, there does seem
to be some sort of division.

In the first place, some

churches were built by the Papagos with no aid from the
Franciscans, while others were planned by the missionaries
and built with Papago labor.

Still others appear to have

been the result of a Franciscan-Papago cooperation in the
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planning and building processes.

In the second place, there

are certain physical differences in the construction and
organization of the chapels which appear to be linked to
their use by one or another of the two religious groups.
The next three chapters will be devoted to an examination of
the data in an attempt to clarify the situation.

CHAPTER III
FRANCISCAN CHAPEL BUILDING
The history of Franciscan church building on the
Papago Reservation appears to fall into two phases.

The

first phase begins with the construction in 1912 of Our
Lady of Lourdes church at Ali Chukson and ends in 1936 with
the dedication of the church of St. Paschal at Vamori.

Dur

ing this period, the missionaries built their churches with
little or no Indian participation in the planning processes.
Later on, beginning in the early 1940's, a second phase can
be distinguished.

It is marked by increasing Papago partic

ipation in the various decisions leading up to the
construction of the churches.

To state the situation in

other words, during the first phase the missionaries essen
tially built churches "at" the Papagos, while in the later
period they served as facilitators and fund raisers for
Papago church construction.

It must be emphasized that

there are exceptions to this.
constructed

The church at Vaya Chin was

during. 1949 with little Papago planning, as

possibly were some others.

In the discussion that follows,

I shall describe the state of affairs for the earlier
period and then present any changes that may become evident
later on.
20
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Several different sorts of decisions have been in
volved in the construction of a Franciscan church on the
Papagueria.

In the first place, given that a church is to

be built, a suitable location must be chosen.

This con

sisted of selecting a village to receive the church and a
site within that village.

Churches have been established

in villages for a variety of reasons.

San Miguel, for ex

ample, was selected as a building site due to a desire on
the part of Fr. Bonaventure to counteract strong Presbyte
rian activity in the immediate area (San Solano Missions
Correspondence [SSMC] 1912).

Fr. Nicholas Perschl built

his 1919 church at Sil Nakya because the chapel then stand
ing there was on the verge of collapse (Perschl 1959:3).
The site of Old San Solano was chosen because it was near a
mine which was expected to draw large numbers of Papago
laborers and the land was available at no cost (Oblasser
1961).

As the number of converts grew and funds for

church construction became available, the missionaries se
lected villages in which to build churches.

Often, these

churches were accompanied by day schools, which were con
sidered extremely important institutions by the early
missionaries.

A reading of Fr. Bonaventure.’s correspond

ence and other writings leaves the distinct impression that
there were times when he thought schools to be more impor
tant than churches.

The village day school meant that the
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children would not have to be sent to the government board
ing school.

It also provided a setting for the Catholic

instruction of the children.

Many of the early churches,

including those at Ali Chukson, Cowlic and San Miguel, were
combination church and school buildings in their earliest
days.
The earlier Franciscan churches, then, were built in
the villages that seemed to the missionaries to need them
the most.

The church was considered to be a tangible evi

dence of "our Holy Religion," and as such was a desirable aid
in the conversion and maintenance process (SSMC 1926).

In

later days, when the pressure from the boarding schools was
less and when most of the Papagos had presumably been con
verted, villages to be favored by church construction were
selected for different sets of reasons.

Most of the written

and verbal accounts of church building in the period 1940 to
1970 agree that the stimulus to build came from the villagers
themselves and that the Fathers acted in response to Papago
wishes.

This is in strong contrast with the evidence for the

earlier period.
Once a village was decided upon, the next task was to
select and secure land within that village.

Papago villages

tend towards a scattered rather than a nucleated plan, and
the older churches seem to be on the peripheries of existing
villages.

Undoubtedly there were reasons for the selection
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of specific sites, but so far I have been unable to dis
cover them.

This contrasts with the Spanish practice of

establishing the mission church at the center of the town
or village.
Occasionally, as at Comobabi in 1914 (Oblasser n.d.:
79), there would be local opposition to Franciscan con
struction plans.

This opposition could be based on Presby

terian hostility (Oblasser n.d.:52), upon fear that
construction would use too much water (p.79) or upon resent
ment that the priest concerned had not approached the
proper village authorities (Perschl 1959:3).

The tendency

in these cases seems to have been for the Franciscans to
build anyway, overriding the opposition by whatever means
were available.

A claim was often made that the mission

aries had the backing of the majority of the village
population.
Prior to the passage of the Indian Reorganization
Act of 1934, government policy was to grant title to reser•
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'r>

vation lands to religious organizations which were using
those lands for churches or schools (Kappler 1903:35).
Although the present Papago Reservation was not created
until the Executive Order of January 14, 1916, small reser
vations had been created in the area just south and west of
Casa Grande (Fontana 1964:69).

Proper authorization was

obtained and churches were constructed at two of these
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sites, Chuichu and Vaiva Vo.

Later, after the main reser

vation was formed, similar procedures were followed until
1934.

In this way, the Franciscans came not only to admin

ister but to own lands and buildings on the Papagueria.

In

a few other cases, land for church construction was obtained
from private companies and individuals.

Thus the early

phase of Franciscan church construction involved decisions
by an international religious organization,by the government
of the United States, and by private corporations.

In at

least some instances, these decisions were in conflict with,
and permitted to override, the expressed wishes of at least
some locally dwelling Papagos.
After the Indian Reorganization Act, churches no
longer could become Franciscan property.

Construction of

buildings slowed down almost to a standstill during the
1930*5 due to such external factors as the Great Depression
and a resulting lack of money for chapel construction.

When

things got going again in the 19401s most churches on the
reservation were constructed in villages whose inhabitants
indicated a felt need for a church building.

According to

the Franciscans I have interviewed on the subject, Papagos
would approach the missionary and tell him that they needed
a church in their village.

The location would be settled

on by the villagers and the priest would assist them in any
way possible.
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Once it was decided that a church was to be built
at a given site, several problems had to be faced.

The

first and most vital of these was the funding of the con
struction.

This usually involved providing some of the

building materials, as supervision was usually provided by
the Franciscans and labor by the Papagos.

In a few docu

mented cases, such as the 1914 construction of St.
Augustine’s church at Chuichu, masons or carpenters were
hired to supervise the work; but as a matter of course,
labor was not included in the expenses.

A priest or more

frequently a Brother would live at the site and direct the
building, assisted by Papago volunteers who would be given
food while the job lasted but who were otherwise unpaid. In
addition, the walls of most churches were of adobe, stone,
or, in one case, railroad ties.

All these materials could

be provided and prepared by local Papagos.

The three ex

ceptions to this rule were all built in the late 1960’s.
This left hardware, glass, lumber, cement, and roofing
materials to be purchased.
Funds for these materials had to be solicited off
the reservation as they were simply not available locally.
Occasionally actual building materials were donated by mer
chants and others in nearby towns (Matson interview).

In

most cases, however, they were purchased with funds which
had been obtained from off-reservation sources.

The funds
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were sometimes secured from personal friends of the mission
ary involved (Williges interview), but more often they came
through the services of such Catholic organizations as the
Bureau of Catholic Indian Missions in Washington, D. C. and
the Marquette League in New York.
lished a magazine.

Each of these groups pub

The Bureau put out the Indian Sentinel

and the League issued the Calumet.

In addition to these,

there was The Franciscan Herald, published by the Order of ;
Friars Minor.

In each of these magazines pious articles,

human interest stories, and reports of missionary activity
and accomplishments were interspersed with appeals for funds.
These appeals could be either general or specific.

For ex

ample, in Volume 8, Number 3 of the Indian Sentinel, issued
during the summer of 1928, there is a full page advertise
ment featuring a picture of a priest standing before an
altar in a log chapel.

The caption reads: "Where altar and

chapel are needed, donor of chapel has privilege of naming
it."

Other ads give the scale of funds that were needed for

different sorts of projects.

For instance, $1,000 could

erect a small chapel in 1936.
had risen to $2,500.

By 1948, the necessary sum

In all cases, the donor of the chapel

was allowed to select its name.
Other requests were not so general, especially in
the later period.

New chapels (Bauer 1954), repairs

(Kelly 1959), and alterations (Rudin 1955) to existing ones
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are all mentioned specifically as needing funds.

Frequent

ly, follow-up articles were published to acquaint readers
with the success of projects and presumably to prepare the
way for future solicitations (Bauer 1953).

In addition,

the Papago missions were kept in the minds of readers by
occasional articles on ceremonies, churches, and the adven
tures of missionaries.

Another function of these articles

was to induce a spirit of cooperation in the editorial
staffs of various magazines.

Fr. Theodore Williges had the

practice of submitting articles of general interest to the
Indian Sentinel and then following these up with a request
for funds (Williges interview).
Every Roman Catholic church is dedicated to and bears
the name of some saint or holy personage.

As was mentioned

above, the donor of a chapel had the right to determine the
dedication of that edifice.

Frequently this was done in

memory of some deceased relative, and often the church bears
the same saint’s name as the relative.

The chapel of St.

Aloysius at Gu Oidak, for example, was named in memory of
Aloysia M . Kroener (SSHC 1931).

Funds would often become

available for chapel construction with the stipulation that
the building, whenever and wherever it was built, should
bear a specific dedication.
the earlier period.

This was more often the case in

Later on, as mentioned above, funds

were given for specific chapels in response to specific
pleas.
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In cases where the name of the chapel was not stipu
lated, the Franciscan priest in charge of it at the time
would decide upon a patron.

Sometimes this was in honor of

a fellow priest (Rohder interview), and sometimes it was in
memory of favorite or influential saints (Manns interview).
I have discovered no cases in which Papago villagers were
consulted as to the naming of a church.
At times the donor would also attempt to influence
the appearance of a church.

Plans for the church presently

standing at Pisinimo were apparently submitted and approved
by the donor before construction commenced (SSMC 1929).
There is also evidence that plans and sketches were at least
occasionally sent to the administrators of the various funds
(SSMC 1929) and to the provincial office of the Order (SSMC
1929).

Some donors expressed a desire to supply not only

the funds necessary for the actual construction but also the
altar, saints’ images, altar linens, and all the parapherna
lia of Roman Catholic worship.

An instance of this is found

in the history of the construction of the church of Our
Lady of Guadalupe at Cowlic in the early 1920’s.

This

church was funded by the Third Order of St. Francis at
Cleveland, Ohio.

The Third Order is a Franciscan organi

zation of lay persons, dedicated to works of charity
(Jarrett 1940).

Its members are also called ’’tertiaries.”

Early in the negotiations preceding the construction of the
church, the commissary of the Cleveland tertiaries wrote to
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the priest in charge on the reservation that they (the tertiaries) wanted the sole responsibility for building and
furnishing it.

"Other benefactors must look to some other

church, otherwise we must withdraw, for the tertiaries told
me, they want a monument they can call theirs (SSHC 1920)."
Although this is a somewhat extreme case, it serves to illus
trate the way in which the appearance and furnishing of
Franciscan churches on the Papago Reservation came to be
influenced by many different groups and individuals, most
of whom lived east of the Mississippi River and had never
visited Arizona or seen a Papago Indian.

Incidentally, the

Cleveland tertiaries originally wanted a church dedicated to
Our Lady of Lourdes; however, as the church at Ali Chukson
already had that dedication, they were persuaded to settle
for Our Lady of Guadalupe, the patroness of Mexico.

Appar

ently the Chicago artist who was commissioned to paint the
picture was unfamiliar with the appearance of the Guadalupana, as there is on file a request for a picture for him
to copy (SSMC 1920, 1921).
The desires of provincial authorities, fund raisers,
and eastern donors were not the only forces which influ
enced the dedication and appearance of Franciscan churches
on the Papago Reservation.

Being members of the Roman

Catholic church, they are subject to an internationally
applied set of rules and interpretations known as Canon Law.
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Canon Law defines a church and its functions in fairly
rigid terms, distinguishing it from other similar struc
tures called oratories.

A church is a "sacred edifice

dedicated to divine worship, especially with a view to en
abling all the faithful to practice public worship (Moywod
1 9 4 0 : 2 3 5 ) Erection of a church requires the consent of
the local Ordinary or regional ecclesiastical authority.
This consent is given only in cases where there is evidence
that the church will be properly built and maintained, and
that local resources are sufficient for the support of the
appropriate clergy.

This last stipulation does not apply

in cases of missions.
The church must be built according to "approved
Christian traditions of ecclesiastical architecture and in
conformity with the laws of sacred art."

It must have no

door or window opening into a house occupied by lay per
sons.

Churches must be blessed or consecrated before they

can be used for worship.

This dedication cannot take place

if it appears that the building will eventually be used for
some purpose other than worship.

Churches must be of stone,

brick, or cement to be consecrated.
merely be blessed.

Otherwise they may

It is to be noted that the status of

unfired brick is not specifically mentioned in this con
nection.

As far as I have been able to determine, all the

churches on the Papagueria have been blessed rather than
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solemnly consecrated.

Fr. Bonaventure tried to get the

residence chapel at Topawa consecrated but this request was
denied after consultation with experts on Canon Law.

The

grounds for the denial were that the population of the area
was of too transitory and shifting a nature to allow for
the permanency that consecration demands CSSHC 1925).
Canon Law has also influenced church construction
on the reservation in another way.

When the church at Com-

obabi burned, funds were sought for its replacement.

When

these moneys became available, they were earmarked for the
construction of a chapel with a specific name, different
from the name the chapel had previously held.

Provincial

authorities objected to their use on the grounds that Canon
Law forbade the changing of the dedication of a church.
This problem, like several others of similar nature, was
never totally solved due in part to the isolation of the
Papago Reservation (SSMC 1928).
The actual construction was done under the direction
of a non-Indian.

Sometimes this was a priest but more often

this task fell to a lay brother or a hired mason or carpen
ter, with the priest exercising a more remote control.
Indians prepared the stone and made the lime mortar and
adobes as they were needed.

The practice mentioned above

of expecting the villagers to provide labor with no recom
pense except food continued from 1912 through the 1960's.
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After about 1940, much of the chapel building pro
cedure changed.

In the first place, land could not be

simply acquired by the Franciscans, and so churches were
built in villages which wanted them.

Indians had more of a

hand in the over-all decision-making process.

When they

were built, churches were frequently replacements for older
buildings which had become too small or for buildings which
had been destroyed or seriously damaged.
A typical incident from this later period is the
construction of the presently standing church at Gu Komelik.
In the early 1960’s, when Fr. Lambert Fremdling was sta
tioned at Chuichu, the existing Gu Komelik chapel proved to
be too small for the needs of the villagers.

When they de

cided that they needed a bigger church, they approached Fr.
Lambert and said, "Father, if you design a church we will
build it and try to get almost all the [necessary] money
(Fremdling interview)."

Fr. Lambert drew up a plan and

showed it to the villagers, who discussed it.
orientation of the church were left up to them.

Location and
There was

some money belonging to the village (probably from the sale
of cattle), and this was used to buy fired adobe bricks
from a brickyard at Caborca, Sonora.

The brickyard had

them delivered to Gu Komelik for 13-1/2 cents per brick.
All labor at this stage of construction was volunteered by
the men of the village.

The women of the village made
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tamales and baskets and sold them to provide food for the
workers.

Lumber was salvaged from an old bridge over the

Santa Rosa Wash.

Those timbers which were too heavy to

use were traded for ordinary lumber with a firm in Casa
Grande.

The cost of the church up to the roof was $900.

The Bureau of Catholic Indian Missions had by this time
stopped funding church construction as it was apparently
felt that the buildings were not receiving sufficiently
heavy use.
When they reached the roof, the villagers had to
halt the work for half a year to allow the men to work to
support their families.

When they started up again, the

men, most of whom were mature and fairly heavy, hired
younger men from the nearby village of Anegam to do that
work.

In this way the building was finished.
The tower was designed by Fr. Lambert to be sepa

rate from the church as a result of his experiences with a
leaky roof at Cowlic which led him to believe that it was
impossible to avoid leaks in cases where the tower was
attached.

Towards the end of the work on the tower, the

men who were on the job decided to simplify the project by
leaving off some of the decorative details.

The women

heard of this and threatened not to cook the meals if this
were done.

As a result, the tower was completed according

to the original plan.

An Indian family later added a small
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brick shrine on the side of the church opposite the tower
"to balance it off (Fremdling interview)."
This sort of give and take, with the impetus for
construction originally coming from Papagos, is typical of
Franciscan accounts of church construction in the period
since roughly 1940.

All the Franciscan accounts I have en

countered for this period emphasize the following details:
Indians decide that they need a church.

They approach the

missionary resident in their district for help in drawing
the plans and raising the necessary money.

Plans are de

cided upon in a series of meetings, after which construction
starts, with labor being provided by the Papagos.

The

priest gets money and some of the materials from outside
sources, and the Indians frequently make the adobes. Final
ly, after the church is completed- and furnished, it is
dedicated by the priest.

I have few data on how the patrons

for these recent churches were selected.
It must be emphasized that all these accounts are
from Franciscans and may possibly contain some romanticizing
of the priest’s role as director and facilitator.

Recent

events seem to indicate that this pattern is pretty much a
thing of the past, now that Papagos have other sources of
construction funds.

This will be discussed in the chapter

dealing with chapels built by Papagos.
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Once a Franciscan church had been built, it usually
remained much as it was at the time of dedication.

Alter

ations or rebuilding can occur for any one of three main
reasons.

In the first place, churches get repaired when

they have deteriorated or have been partially destroyed as
a result of neglect or some natural disaster.

If the de

struction is sufficiently great, this can amount to
constructing a whole new church on the foundations of the
old one.

The Sil Nakya church was destroyed by a fire in

the early 1940’s and rebuilt by Brother Robert Schuchert.
The rebuilding job entailed new construction above a level
of about ten feet.

Several roofs have blown away or have

been damaged as a result of occasional high winds on the
reservation.

These roofs have been replaced.

In the second place, many villages have discovered
that their old chapels or churches were too small for
their congregations.

This was due at times to changes in

population patterns, to conversions of numbers of addi
tional villagers to Catholicism, or to population increases.
In many of these cases, a standard pattern seems to have
been followed.

Many churches which were built before 1940

had a small room at the back in which the priest could
spend the night.

With the improvement of roads on the res

ervation, many of these rooms were no longer needed.

When

it became necessary to expand the church, frequently this
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was done by including the back room in the nave.

Fr. Lam

bert Fremdling performed this operation on the churches at
Chiawuli Dak, Anegam, and Gu Achi (Fremdling interview). In
other cases, as at Sells in the early 1950’s, the church
was enlarged by the addition of extra space that had not
been previously part of the building (Rudin 1955).
Finally, the interior arrangements of the church
could be altered.

According to Fr. Lambert Fremdling, this

was frequently done by a priest upon his arrival at a
church.

In addition to this, most Franciscan churches were

at least partially redone inside to accommodate the litur
gical changes that were brought about as a result of the
Second Vatican Ecumenical Council, which took place in Rome
between the years 1962 and 1965.

At the end of the second

session, in December of 1963 a decree was promulgated on
the sacred liturgy of the Roman Catholic Church (Abbott
1966).

One of the changes brought about by this document

was that the priest was to face the people during the cele
bration of Mass.

This resulted in the moving of altars,

which previously had been constructed flush with the apse
wall, out into the front of the presbytery of the church.
This was accomplished on the Papago Reservation in one of
several ways.

The minimum change that took place was of

the sort observable at Anegam, where the old altar has been
left in place and a new one installed in front of it.

The

minimum change in the arrangement of the altar took place
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at Ventana, where there was no change at all.

This must be

described as a reaction in spite of the decree rather than
in response to it.

In many cases the old altar has been

removed either to a position at the side of the church or
to the chapel or into the sacristy.

Finally, the apse wall

itself has at times been altered, as at Cowlic, where two
flanking doors have been filled in and replaced by a cen
tral one.
Alterations in Francis can-built churches can thus
be seen as responses to direct stimuli, such as deteriora
tion, natural disasters, overcrowding, or liturgical
changes.

If these stimuli do not occur, the tendency is to

leave the church alone and let it continue as it was when
it was built.
Three Builders
Although it has been difficult to identify all of •
the builders and designers of many of the churches which
were constructed during the earlier period, considerable
data are available concerning men who were active in the
years following World War II.

It may be instructive to

examine briefly the careers of three of these men.
\

Brother Robert Schuchert, 0. F. H .
Brother Robert Schuchert did not enjoy the tradi
tional tasks of his vocation, which included cooking and
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housekeeping (Manns interview).

His hobby since childhood

had been carpentry and he began to achieve a reputation as
a builder, starting in the late 1930's.

In 1938, he built

the social hall at St. Thomas' Mission in Yuma.

He was

then sent to Pisinimo, where he buttressed the church and
also worked on other mission buildings.

He then built

churches at Ajo, at Sacaton Flats on the Pima Reservation,
and at Supi Oidak.

All these projects, plus some construc

tion at St. John's Indian School in Laveen, Arizona, had
been completed by 1944 (Curtin 1944).
At some time between 1944 and 1949, he replaced the
church at Sil Nakya, which had been burned almost to the
ground.

He also built a replacement at Ajo for his earlier

wooden church, which also burned down in the 1940's.

In

addition, he built churches at Komelik (dedicated on Octo
ber 31, 1953), Ventana (dedicated in 1955), and Sigogoksik,
Sonora (dedicated in 1955).

Other undated work of Brother

Robert's includes the chapel at Vaya Chin, the bell tower
and buttresses at Ali Chukson, and some unspecified re
modeling at Sells.
All of Brother Robert's standing churches on the
Papagueria are in the mission revival style.

They are char

acterized by plain, plastered facades, scalloped gables,
and a certain heaviness and solidity of line which once
seen is unmistakable.

$

Bell towers are attached to the
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churches in all cases save three.

Where they are attached,

they are at one corner of the facade and present a contin
uous surface with the front of the church.

This flatness

serves to negate any baroque feeling that might have been
engendered by the scalloped gable.

The towers are quite

uniform in proportions, being almost as thick as they are
wide and having a vertically oriented rectangular opening
near the top for the bell.

The two detached towers at Vaya

Chin and Sil Nakya are almost exact copies of each other.
In addition to the features mentioned above, they also have
a slight constriction of the sides just below the bell
chamber.
Brother Robert apparently constructed not only the
actual church buildings but also their complete furnishings
(Curtin 1944:136).
here as well.

A certain similarity may be discerned

For instance, the altars at Ajo and Ventana

are almost identical. His oeuvre has been likened to "the
Pater Noster beads of a Rosary (Curtin 1944:136)."

To this

another Franciscan had added, "They’re all pretty much the
same (Williges interview)."
Fr. Lambert Fremdling, 0. F. H.
Fr. Lambert first came to the Papago Reservation in
1941.

He was stationed at Cowlic until 1951 and then trans

ferred to Maish Vaya (Covered Wells),

In 1961, he was moved

to Chuichu, where he remained until 1968, when he went to
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the Pima Reservation.

He returned to the Papago Reserva

tion in 1971 and is currently, 1973, stationed at Pisinimo.
Over the years he has had a hand in the repair, enlargement
and construction of several churches.

He has enlarged the

churches at Gu Oidak, Chiawuli Dak, Akchin, Anegam, and Gu
Achi.

He rebuilt the churches at Comobabi and Gu Achi.

He

altered the facade at Anegam in the process of replacing the
roof.

In addition, he was involved in the construction of

new churches at Ko Vaya, Vaiva Vo, and Gu Komelik.
Fr." Lambert feels that church planning in which he
participated was a community affair and that his actions
have been in response to the stated needs of the villages.
He admits that Papago opinions on aesthetics and devotional
practices are often at variance with his concepts; however,
he tries to conform to some extent to these opinions.

He

sees his role in church repair and building as that of a
facilitator, a supplier of materials and solver of techni
cal problems.

He has drawn designs for facades and towers

occasionally consulting art books for ideas and examples
of proportions.

These designs are submitted to the vil

lagers for open discussion and approval.

His one architec

tural idiosyncracy is his reluctance to build bell towers
which are attached to the main building of the church, a
matter which has already been discussed (Fremdling inter
view) .
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Fr. Theodore Williges, 0. F. M.
Fr..Theodore was stationed at Pisinimo from 1945 to
1954.

He has always enjoyed tinkering and building things

and he set his hand to several small projects when he first
arrived at Pisinimo.

The Papagos in his district got wind

of this and started asking for his assistance in various
chapel repair and construction projects.

His first experi

ence was at Pia Oik where the chapel had been destroyed in a
flood.

After that, he supervised the work at Korn Vo, Ali

Akchin and Wahak Hotronk; he also contributed materials for
the chapels at Kupk, Chuwut Murk and Gu Vo.

Much later,

when he was stationed at San Xavier, he assisted in plan
ning and providing materials for the chapel at Viopuli.
He feels the process in those cases where he helped
design chapels to have been instances of community decision
as a result of his guidance.

The seating capacity would be

estimated, determining the size and proportions of the
chapel.

A tower and bell were mentioned as necessities.

Fr. Theodore never liked free-standing towers, even though
he admits them to be practical.

He also does not like

"square things" but does like variety, two principles which
guided him in some of his aesthetic decisions.

He de

scribed the process of deciding upon the appearance of a
chapel as involving his drawing a plan and then "working it
out over beans and tortillas" with the interested members
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of the community.

He remembers that the women of the vil

lage often had a large voice in deciding matters of chapel
appearance (Williges interview).

CHAPTER IV
PAPAGO CHAPEL BUILDING
We now examine the processes by which Papagos build
their chapels.

In order better to understand these proc

esses, however, one must first look at the role played by
religious architecture in Papago Catholicism, or "Sonora"
Catholicism as it is more often called.

As was mentioned

earlier, Sonora Catholicism is a Little Tradition of Roman
Catholicism, adapted by Papagos to their own needs after
having been learned from their Mexican neighbors in Sonora.
Although little scholarly attention has been paid to the
Sonora Catholicism of the desert villages, there is an ex
cellent description of the folk Catholicism practiced by
Papagos in Tucson (King 1954).

Catholic Papagos in Tucson

call themselves Sa'santo so'uhochutem, or "believers in
saints (King 1954:35)."

Desert Papago Catholics call their

religion santo himadak, or "saint religion" (Garcia inter
view).

From this, one may correctly deduce that the major

supernatural actors in Papago Catholicism are the saints
and that more emphasis is placed upon them than upon the
members of the Trinity.

The saints and the Holy Family are

looked upon as a group of helpful, forgiving, compassionate
individuals (King 1954:37).

These saints are approached by
43
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means of prayer, which may be either private or public in
nature.

They are represented by statuettes and pictures,

many of which are purchased in Magdalena, Sonora, the bur
ial place of Father Eusebio Kino and the setting for an
extremely important annual pilgrimage.
To Roman Catholics, sacred images are visible re
minders of religious truths and spiritual goals.

Their

role in Sonora Catholicism is apparently quite different.
To Papagos, as to many other folk Catholics, saints’ images
can be living entities with whom it is possible to interact
and converse.

They can be a source of power and can pro

vide help when needed if they are properly cared for.
A Papago will acquire a saint's image (which is
spoken of as a "saint") when he or one of his animals needs
help.

This help can often be in the form of continued or

renewed good health.

A trip may be made to Magdalena for

the purpose of acquiring a saint, or an old saint or one
acquired elsewhere may be taken to Magdalena.

The purpose

of this trip is to get the saint "replenished by the St.
Francis who lies there (Garcia interview)."

This St. Fran

cis is the life-sized image of St. Francis Xavier as he
appears at his tomb in Goa, India.

The statue is often

dressed in Franciscan robes, a legacy of the transfer of
the Sonora missions from the Jesuits to the Franciscans in
1766.

The statue is a much venerated one and is the goal
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of the Magdalena pilgrimage for Roman as well as for Sonora
Catholics.

While Papagos are in Magdalena they will expose

their sacred images to this powerful statue, thus renewing
the image's power.

They will also get the priest to put

holy water on the images.
Sometimes when the saint is brought back from Magda
lena, a priest is asked to bless it.

There may even be some

sort of fiesta if the owner or his family has sufficient
funds.

On the occasion of the blessing, the owner will ask

another Papago to act as co-sponsor of the image, thus en
tering into a compadre relationship with that person (King
1954:109).

Some Franciscan missionaries accept the

blessing of holy images as part of their normal round of
activities.

For example, the priest who said Mass at the

Feast of St. Jude at Komelik in October, 1972, mentioned
among his announcements that he would visit the village at
a certain time for the purpose of blessing the holy pic
tures which had been brought back from Magdalena that year.
To what extent the Franciscans understand the role of the
sacred image in Sonora Catholicism is another problem.
The owner of a saint is said to "look after" or
"care for" it.
several people.

An image may be owned by one person or by
Many people wish to look after their

saints in their own homes, and many homes have altars for
this purpose.

King (1954:39) noted that of the forty-two
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households visited in his Tucson study, twenty-one had

al

tars and the rest had some holy pictures on display in the
house.

Some people, however, prefer to look after at least

some of their saints in a chapel.

Collectively owned

saints may also be looked after there.

Thus, one of the

functions of a Papago chapel is to provide a place where the
saints may be kept.

Once brought to a chapel, saints may be

removed for several reasons.
lena for renewal.

They may be taken to Magda

One village removed all of its saints

from the chapel after outsiders had broken into it and
stolen something.

Presumably, a person may also decide to

look after his or her saints at home and remove them for
that purpose.

At all times, it appears to be the option of

the person who looks after the saint to do so at home or in
the more public setting of the chapel.
The other major Sonora Catholic practice which in-,
volves the use of chapels is the celebration of the public
religious feast.

These feasts may be occasional, as in the

case of feasts celebrating the return of a family from Mag
dalena or those held in connection with a baptism or the
dedication of a chapel.

They may also be regularly recur

ring affairs, as are the saints' day feasts which form part
of the ceremonial calendars of most Papago villages.

Some

times these saints' day celebrations may be annual, as at
Korn Vo, where the Feast of the Holy Cross is celebrated
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every May.

Other feasts may be biennial such as the Feast

of St. Jude at Komelik.

In any case, most feasts are lo

calized in the area immediately surrounding the chapel.
The opening event of some of the larger feasts is
frequently a Mass which is said by the local Franciscan
missionary.

This occurs inside the chapel or in front of

it if the congregation is too large to fit inside.

Fol

lowing the Mass there may be a procession in which some or
all of the saints’ images are taken from the church and
carried to a place nearby, usually marked with a cross.

At

the cross, the saints are held while the people file by and
adore them.

The procession then goes back into the chapel.

These processions usually feature prayers and religious
songs in Spanish.
Two other activities which are usually part of any
religious feast are eating and dancing, which can continue
for the duration of the feast, usually lasting throughout
one night.

All of those attending the feast may be offered

food, often prepared and served in special structures set
up for this purpose.

Opportunity is provided for all to

participate in social dancing, which is performed to music
played on European instruments such as the violin, the
saxophone, accordion, and guitar.

The tunes are mostly

two-steps and polkas and are similar in many ways to the
music played by country dance bands in Sonora and other
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states in northwestern Mexico.

The generic term for this

sort of Papago music is "chicken scratch music."

The music

may be heard on Canyon Records (Chicken Scratch— Popular
Dance Music of the Indians of Southern Arizona, recording
C-6085).

As is the case with the feasting, the dancing

takes place in and near architectural structures which have
been designed and built especially for this purpose.
In addition to Mass, processions, feasting, and
dancing, Papago religious feasts also include the giving of
formal speeches or sermons by older and respected members
of the community.

These sermons deal with the correct way

in which to celebrate the feast so as to be pleasing to God.
They often include a warning against indulging in excessive
consumption of alcoholic beverages, an activity which plays
a large part in the celebration of the feast for many of
the Papagos.
Thus it will be seen that the sorts of functions
for which a Papago chapel is built are quite different from
those activities which constitute the raison d'etre of a
Roman Catholic church.

While Roman Catholic churches and

chapels are the settings for ceremonies which involve one
or two specialist actors and a large number of more or less
passive observers, Papago chapels are repositories for
powerful images and settings for group celebrations which
involve activity on the part of all concerned.

Most of

the activities of official Roman Catholicism take place in
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the chapel,while a large percentage of Papago Catholic
activities happen outside.
According to Underhill (n.d.:64), Papagos started
building chapels at some time in the mid-nineteenth century
She further states that the church is "generally built by a
patriarchal family with some of its relatives on either
side who live geographically close.

This is just the sort

of unit which used to break out new fields or found a vil
lage Cn.d.: 6 4 ) This sort of family ownership is still
the case in at least some instances.

The chapel at Schu-

chuli, for example, was built by a man named Carlos Santos
and is considered to belong to him; however, there are some
Papago chapels which appear to have a broader ownership
base.

The chapel at Gu Vo, for instance, seems to belong

to the village rather than to an individual.

There is thus

a continuum from private chapels owned and used by one fam
ily through chapels privately owned which serve a larger
community, to chapels which are owned and maintained by the
community.

The community-owned chapels— if in fact they do

exist in a purely Papago context— appear to be inspired by
the Franciscans.

Most of the churches which the Francis

cans helped to build are considered by them to belong to
communities rather than to individuals.

The churches built

entirely by the missionaries are also intended to serve
communities rather than individual families..
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The decision of where to build a chapel is poten
tially rather complex.

Individually owned chapels are built

in the compounds of their owners.

Some of the village

chapels are built on sites which appear to be unconnected
with any private dwelling.

Whether this is a fact or not,

and if so, what the decision-making process may have been
I do not know.
Of the few accounts of Papago chapel construction
that I have been able to gather, most seem to indicate that
one individual conceived the idea and started the project.
Joe Angie, a village chief, built the church at Hickiwan.
At Schuchuli, Carlos Santos' wife wanted a place in which
to put her holy pictures, so Carlos built a chapel.

Once

the original impetus had been provided, funds for the con
struction were obtained in many ways,

I assume that the

chapels which were standing at the time of Fr. Matthias
Rechsteiner's first trip through the desert utilized
mostly local resources.

The only items in the now ruined

chapel at Sif Vaya, for example, which could not have been
gathered in the valley where the building stands are the
door, the door frame, and the window frames.

Fr. Justin

Deutsch mentions having procured just these items for the
chapel at Gurliput Vo in 1921.

His total cost, which in

cluded money paid for "four half-windows (2 x 3 feet), a
suitable door ( 2 x 6

feet), and some rough lumber to make
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frames for door and windows," as well as "hinges for the
door and windows, two glass candlesticks, two flower vases,
and a few artificial flowers" came to $25 (Dentsch 1922:15).
A sum such as this would not be out of reach for a Papago
community to gather over a period of years by doing wage
work.

In addition, abandoned mining towns and other tem

porary habitations which had been built on the Papagueria
during the late nineteenth century could well have provided
frames, lumber, doors, windows, and hardware.
enging is not unknown today among Papagos.

Such scav

The roof at Sif

Vaya is down, not because it has collapsed but because some
one removed it in order to re-use the beams, which may have
been of mesquite or of commercial lumber.

The roof has been

removed from the Sweetwater chapel and placed on a new
chapel at Gu Vo.

The entire chapel at Gurliput Vo has been

deliberately torn down and its materials apparently re-used.
A small chapel such as those which appear in the
early photographs, or those which are still found in the
smaller or abandoned villages, then, could have easily been
built by utilizing resources available in one way or
another to the villagers.

As time went on and more commer

cially produced materials were used, other sources of funds
became available.

I have no way of finding out if Papagos

requested any of the churches and chapels which were built
in their villages by Franciscans during the period 1912 to
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1936.

Fr. Bonaventure often mentioned in his correspond

ence that one or another village needed a new, larger
church.

This may or may not have been in response to an

expressed Papago desire for such a new structure.

Certain

ly in the case of the chapel at Gurliput Vo, mentioned
above, the villagers decided to build a new, larger chapel
and then approached Fr. Justin Deutsch for help (Deutsch
1922).

This makes it appear, at least in some cases, as

though during the eLarly period of Franciscan building,
Papago villagers were regarding the missionaries as another
resource for obtaining needed materials.

This was certain

ly the case later on, as was discussed in the last chapter.
It is interesting to note in this connection that
in most documented cases in which a previously standing
chapel was replaced by a new one during the period before
1936, the replacement was built almost completely by Fran-r
ciscans.

The 1914 construction of St. Elizabeth’s at Vaiva

Vo stands out as an example, as does the 1921 campaign at
Cowlic.

Each new church replaced an older, Indian-built

chapel, and in neither case is there any evidence of Papago
participation in the decision-making processes that led to
the actual construction.

It is not known, of course,

whether or not either of these churches
even desired by the villagers.

was requested or

At any rate, the contem

porary Franciscan self-image seems to have left little room
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for the possibility that their acts might be unwelcome or
resented.

In some cases Franciscan-built chapels were in

response to requests on the part of the villagers.

This

was the case at Sil Nakya in 1919, although that project
later ran into trouble because the pagan chief had not been
consulted.

This provides some evidence that the chapel was

considered to be a village project, as presumably the chief
would not have objected in the case of a privately owned
building.
All of this evidence seems to point to the idea
that in many cases Papagos viewed Franciscans as economic
resources to be exploited.

Just as abandoned buildings

could provide needed hardware and lumber, so could the mis
sionaries.

This becomes more evident in the later period

of Franciscan construction when, as noted above, the Fran
ciscans served as resource and planning facilitators for
construction projects which came increasingly under Papago
control.

The request for help at Gurliput Vo became the

model for later building projects.

Some of the later chap

els in whose construction the missionaries participated—
examples are Wahak Hotronk and Korn Vo— were apparently con
ceived of as Roman Catholic chapels.

Several of these have

special side altars for Sonora Catholic observances.
Others have Roman style altars, suitable for use with the
new liturgy, set up in front of Papago style altars.

Yet
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other chapels to which the missionaries were known to have
contributed show no signs of having been used for Roman
Catholic luturgies.
The latest development in Papago chapel construc
tion appears to be a return to economic independence from
Franciscan aid.

This parallels a gradual drying up of

Franciscan sources of construction funds.

The Bureau of

Catholic Indian Missions is no longer very interested in
supplying monies for chapel construction (Williges inter
view).

At the same time, religious organizations of all

sorts across the United States are experiencing a decrease
in available money, especially for building projects.

Fur

thermore, the Papago missions are no longer the scene of
dramatic struggles for souls that they may have seemed to
be in the earlier years of the century.

The Arizona desert

is not as strange and romantic a place as it was before in
creased travel, communication, and media coverage brought
the different parts of the United States closer together. A
maintenance program in a territory known more or less to
the general public is never as easy to gain popular support
as is an exploratory one in unfamiliar regions.

Indeed,

the strangeness and hardships of the Papago country were
capitalized upon in many of the appeals for funds in the
first decades of the Papago missions (Oblasser 1922).
is apparently no longer as effective as it once was.

This
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Fortunately, however, the Papagos have been dis
covering other sources of construction funds.

The chapels

at San Luis (near Gu Achi) and Palo Verde Stands were built
with tribally administered federal monies.

The new chapel

at Gu Vo was constructed with money from the Save the Chil
dren Federation, a private organization dedicated to
community self-help projects and operating out of New York.
In this instance, the priest was consulted only when his
services were needed for the blessing of the chapel (Fremdling interview).
I have not been able to get the sort of detailed
accounts of chapel construction from Papagos that I have
from Franciscans.

Papagos did not leave the profuse docu

mentation of their activities that Franciscans did, and my
attempts at interviewing have not met with the same sort of
detailed narratives that I obtained from several of the
missionaries.

One account, therefore, will have to suffice

as an example of this process.
Prior to 1939 there had been no chapel at Schuchuli, a village on the western edge of the reservation.
People with holy images kept them in their houses.

Around

1939, however, Carlos Santos* wife decided she wanted a
chapel.

The Santos family was active in Sonora Catholicism

and celebrated the Feast of St. Joseph regularly in their
house.

There may or may not have been a village meeting
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Commercially run soft drink and food booths are not unknown
at religious festivals.

There was one at the Santa Cruz

fiesta at Kom Vo in May, 1972, for instance.
The chapel also used to be the setting for regular
prayer sessions.

On Sundays, Carlos Santos would ring the

bell and the people would go into the chapel and recite
prayers.

These were originally in Spanish, but Fr. Daniel

Matson, 0. F, M . , who was stationed at Ajo in the early
1940’s, made Papago translations for the people and after
that the prayers were in Papago (Matson interview).
Sunday prayers were stopped around 1970.

The

Since then, the

people go to the chapel only when the priest from Ajo comes
to say Mass (Lewis interview).
The use of the chapel requires some maintenance and
periodic renewal.

In the first place, one of the women of

the village cleans the chapel every Sunday.

The building

itself is kept neater than are the surrounding grounds.
The woman involved feels that God is present in the chapel
in some way.

She does not feel that way about the various

outdoor features associated with the chapel.

There is a

belief similar to this in the official Roman Catholic
church, but there, the presence of God hinges upon the
presence in the church of a consecrated host, signalled by
the burning of a small lamp.

There is no host present in

the San Martin chapel except when the priest comes to say
Mass.
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The chapel has changed from the 1940’s to the pres
ent day.

In the first place, there was a bell tower

attached to the southwest corner of the building at the
time of its dedication.

This tower collapsed at some time

in the intervening thirty-three years.

The debris was re

moved and a small tower made of wooden scaffolding was
constructed a few feet from the northeast corner of the
chapel.

This tower still stands.

In addition, patching

and repainting have gone on almost continuously since the
church was erected.

Another feature which has been added

since the chapel’s construction is a small three-sided
house, built in 1972 on the east side of the dance floor
for the purpose of sheltering the orchestra.

This was

apparently in preparation for the biennial Feast of St.
Martin which was held in 1972.

The arrival of the feast

day provided the signal for other periodic alterations as .
well.

The church was repainted on the inside, which in

volved the removal of the altar and other furnishings, and
their subsequent replacement.

In replacing the furnish

ings, changes were made in their arrangement.

At this time

new paper flowers were made and attached to the walls and
ceiling of the chapel.
This brings us to the subject of alterations to
Papago Catholic chapels.

These seem to occur more fre

quently than do those which are made to Roman Catholic
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chapels.

We have just seen that the Schuchuli chapel was

repainted and redecorated before the 1972 feast, and that a
new band house was built for the same occasion.

Evidence

points to the conclusion that this is typical of Papago
chapels in general.

The chapel at Komelik received a new

coat of paint inside and out, and a new feast house was
built nearby in time for the October, 1972, celebration of
the Feast of St. Jude.

At the same village I was told that

there were plans to enlarge the church before the next
feast which' will occur in 1974.

Several of the smaller vil

lage chapels have been repainted and redecorated in the
course of the three years that I have been visiting and
photographing Papago chapels.

This all serves to indicate

a custom of periodic renewal of Sonora chapels coinciding
with the celebration of a major feast.
An examination of Papago chapels over a period of
time leads to the conclusion that they are simply not the
static buildings that Roman Catholic ones are.

While

Roman Catholic churches appear to be altered in response
to disaster, limitations of size, or liturgical changes, as
outlined in the previous chapter, Papago Catholic chapels
appear to undergo many alterations during the course of
their existence.

These changes may be minor, as in the

case of the chapel at Kohatk which underwent a slight fa
cade alteration at sometime in 1971 or 1972.

They can
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involve repainting, as in the case of the Akchin church,
which was partially rebuilt during the late spring or summer
of 1971.

Finally, they may involve the complete replacement

of the chapel by a new structure, as in the case at San Luis
near Gu Achi,

Palo Verde Stands and Gu Vo are also similar

examples of structural replacements, which took place in
1971 and 1972.

None of these alterations seem to come under

the same heading as those discussed for the buildings which
are administered entirely by Franciscans.

What does seem to

emerge, however, is a situation in which chapels are built
and finished in accordance with the capacity of the commu
nity resources at a certain time and then added to or
improved at predetermined intervals as the needs, desires,
and ability of the community permit.

An occasion which

seems to prompt these changes appears to be the regularly
recurring religious feast.
I have been unable to elicit from Papagos state
ments concerning their aesthetic preferences in regard to
the appearance of chapels except one: a woman in Schuchuli
wanted all chapels to be white with a cross somewhere on
the facade.

The first criterion does not hold true for all

Papago chapels, while the second does.

In certain areas

there seems to be a strong feeling that the cross on the
chapel should always be white.

In the construction of a

new chapel at Gila Bend in the late 1960’s, the Bureau of
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Indian Affairs (B. I. A.) plans called for a black metal
cross to be placed over the chapel door.
saying that the cross should be white.

Papagos objected,
When the B. I. A.

refused to change their plans, the Papagos threatened to
repaint the cross.

At that point, the government capitu

lated due to the urging of Jim Metz, who was in charge of
the job, when he pointed out that if the cross were to be
painted white by hand after the original black coat was
baked on, it would result in a mess.

Metz stated that the

Papagos had strong religious reasons for wanting the cross
to be white.
Now that the major characteristics of both Roman
and Sonoran Catholicism as they relate to the construction
and use of chapels have been covered and the history of
chapel building on the Papagueria during the twentieth cen
tury has been examined, it is time to move on to a more
detailed analysis of the corpus of currently traceable
Catholic religious architecture on the Papago Reservation.

CHAPTER V
CATALOGUE OF THE STANDING CATHOLIC RELIGIOUS
ARCHITECTURE OF THE PAPAGUERIA
Introduction
The Chapel Complex
Before proceeding with a catalogue of the standing
Catholic religious architecture of the Papagueria, it be
comes necessary to make a few generalizations and define a
few terms.

The average Papago chapel exists as part of a

complex of buildings and other features, most of which are
used in connection with the celebration of the religious
feasts which were mentioned in the previous chapter (Fig
ure 1).

The most commonly occurring structure is the

chapel itself.

I know of only three villages which possess

field crosses, processional pathways, feast houses, or
dance complexes, but which have no church or chapel.

In

1971, there was reputed to be a feast house at Queen's Well,
although no chapel had yet been built there.

Masses were

said in the feast house, and a chapel was planned for some
future time.

The village of Noipokam has a field cross and

a processcional pathway which leads up to it from the foot
of the hill on which it stands.
chapel in the village.

However, there is no

The same situation obtains at the
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Fig. 1.
Complex

Schematic Plan of a Typical Papago Chapel

This plan, which is a schematic rendering of the
chapel complex at Shopishk, is intended to show one common
way in which the various parts of the chapel complex can
appear in relation to each other.
a . The chapel
b. The feast house
c. Ramada in the kitchen compound
d. The kitchen compound
e. The oven.
Items b. through e. are referred to
collectively as the "feast complex"
f . The band house, with one side opening onto the
dance floor
g. The dance floor
h. h^ Benches around the dance floor.
Items f
through h^ are referred to collectively as the "dance
complex"
i. Pile of firewood
j . Atrio fence of barbed wire
k. Field cross
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m

Fig. 1.

Schematic Plan of a Typical Papago Chapel Complex
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upper village of Maish Vaya (Covered Wells).

In most cases,

however, a chapel is among the first ceremonial features to
be constructed.
The chapel is always rectangular in shape, with a
doorway in one of the ends of the building.

The one var

iation to these rules of construction is the new church at
Kaka, which provides exceptions to most of the assumptions
which can be drawn from the structural conformity of most of
the churches and chapels in the area.

Normally, the main

door of the building is frequently of double width to allow
the pall-bearers with the casket and funeral procession to
pass through.

Inside, there is always an alter in asso

ciation with the wall at the head of the church— the head
being defined as the end containing the altar.
are of two types.

These altars

The first type may abut the wall at the

head of the chapel or it may be placed a few feet away.

The

altars are sparsely decorated, often having a crucifix and
one or two sacred images either on top or in association
with it.

Sometimes there may be two candlesticks and a

vase or two of artificial flowers (Appendix A, Figure A4b).
The second type invariably places the altar at the head
wall and is provided with a large number of sacred images.
The images may be statues which ornament the altar itself
or pictures hung in rows on the wall.

The wall behind this

type of altar is usually covered with white sheets and is
further decorated with geometric arrangements of artificial
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flowers, constructed of paper by local parishioners or ob
tained commercially, usually of plastic.

The saints'

images associated with this type of altar are fairly small
in size, as a rule, with the largest figures being about
twelve inches in height.

The ceiling above the altar, like

the head wall, may also be hung with sheets and decorated
with flowers.

It must be emphasized that the sheets and

flowers do not in themselves constitute distinguishing fea
tures of the second type of altar as they occasionally
appear in association with sparsely furnished altars which
are set out from the wall.

The second type of altar is dis

tinguished by the fact that it abuts the wall and is covered
with a profusion of small, sacred images (Figure A30b).
Both types of altars are centrally located with respect to
the side walls.

Occasionally, both types of altars may be

found in the same chapel (Figure A25a).
The interior space of the chapel or church is
usually a simple rectangle.

Frequently, there is no dif

ferentiation between the nave, the area in which the
congregation stands or sits, and the presbytery, the area
around the altar.

The latter term is used here in all cases

in which there is any differentiation made between this
area and the nave.

This differentiation may be signalled

by the raising of the floor level of the presbytery, by an
altar rail, by a triumphal arch, or even by hanging sheets
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in the presbytery and decorating the area with paper flowers.
It should be noted that the term "apse" is a structural des
ignation of a projecting part of the building— such as in a
cruciform church— and will be employed only in those cases
in which the presbytery is set off architecturally in a
manner which makes the apse visible from the exterior of the
building.
The chapel usually has one or more windows on each
side, and occasionally one or more side doors permit access
to the building.

Frequently small rooms Cone or more) may

be constructed along the sides of the building, which are
always connected with the main interior area and often can
be entered from the outside as well.
The chapel sits in the center of a cleared area
which may or may not be enclosed by a fence— if it exists—
usually of barbed wire.

Access to the fenced area is pro

vided by several gates or openings, one of which is always
wide enough to permit the entry of an automobile.

Whether

it is fenced of not, the area immediately around the church
building is cleared of all vegetation with the exception of
a decorative cactus, yucca, or tree.

Large stones, which

may have covered the ground before building, are also re
moved.

This cleared area is here called the "churchyard,"

or the "atrio."

The latter is a Spanish term which is fre

quently used to refer to the walled yards of colonial
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churches in Mexico (McAndrew 1965:202-203).

The use of this

term does not necessarily imply a direct relationship with
the Papago churchyard, however.
There is almost always a wooden cross standing in
front of the church.

This cross, which I call the "field

cross," often measures about two feet in height and is usu
ally placed on a pedestal.

The pedestals are of two types.

The most common design is rectangular, made up of a series
of vertically receding rectangles.

Often, there is a small

niche in the side of the pedestal facing the church (Fig
ures Ala, Alb).

The second type is a large, raised masonry

shrine surmounted by a cross.

The whole ensemble may

attain a height of six feet or more.
contains a statue (Figure A2a).

The shrine usually

The field cross serves as

a focal point for religious processions and will be dis
cussed in greater detail in the section of this study which
is devoted to an analysis of the data.
Two other groups of architectural features are usu
ally found in association with the chapels.

Somewhere at

the front of the church there is usually a floor of hardpacked dirt or cement.

This floor is often surrounded by

several metal poles measuring ten feet or more in height
which are stuck in the ground.

As a rule, one or more of

these poles is erected in the center of the floor area.
Wires strung from the tops of the poles and connecting
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them were hung with colored paper streamers.

On one side

of the floor there is usually a small, three-sided house
constructed so that its open side faces onto the floor.
The open side is frequently covered with chicken wire.
Several benches may also be found along the edges of the
floor.

This floor is used for the social dancing which is

invariably part of the religious feasts, and the poles
serve as supports for decorations— the bright-colored paper
streamers mentioned above.

Spectators sit on the benches

and the orchestra occupies the small three-sided house.
This complex is called the "dance floor" and "band house,"
or simply the "dance complex"(Figures A2b, A13b, A20a).
The other consistent feature of the Papago chapel
complex is a one-room house, usually situated within a
fenced yard.
ramada.

Adjacent to the house and in the yard is a

The fence, often made from ocotillo stalks, also

encloses a row of raised rectangular adobe cooking pits.
These cooking facilities may also include an oven, made
from adobe or cement blocks.

These features (Figures A2b,

A4a) provide the setting for preparing religious feasts
and a place for their consumption by the participants.
The structures are called the "feast house and kitchen
ramada," or simply the "feast complex."
Armed with these definitions and explanations, we
are ready to proceed with the catalogue of the standing
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Catholic religious architecture of the Papaguena.

The cul

tural significance of the various features is discussed more
fully.in the next chapter.
The Catalogue
The catalogue is organized in the following manner.
The corpus has been divided into three categories.

The

first includes those chapels which were constructed by Fran
ciscans and for which there is no historical evidence that
Papagos were consulted in the decision-making process.

The

chapels constructed by Brother Robert Schuchert are in.

eluded here.

The second category includes those chapels for

which there is some evidence of cooperation in the planning
process.

The third category includes those chapels which

were built by Papagos, with Franciscan involvement being
either absent or limited to providing building materials on
request.
Within each category the chapels are organized
according to the dialect area in which they are found.

As

Underhill remarks, the dialect areas may well indicate
some very ancient and basic lines of cleavage among the
desert Papago, and for that reason provide units of geo
graphic organization which are not only convenient but may
well be culturally meaningful (1939:59).

The spelling is

taken from Saxton and Saxton (1969:184, 185).

Their map

is followed for the inclusion of villages in the various
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areas.

I have consulted with Dean Saxton concerning those

villages not appearing on his map.

The village names are

spelled so as to conform with the way they appear on the
U. S. Geological Survey topographic maps.
I have provided a photograph of the exterior of
every chapel which is described in the catalogue.

In some

cases, when the chapel only exists in the form of a ruin, I
have provided a photograph showing how it looked when it
was standing.

When it has been possible to take interior

photographs, I have done so and included them among the
illustrations.. To save unnecessary repetition, I have not
included written descriptions of the facades as they are
all visible in the photographs.

I have, however, described

all of the altar complexes as those data are not always
available in photographic form.
Measurements are approximate in most cases and are
based on paces.

In those abandoned villages where it was

possible to use a tape measure, I did so and have indicated
the fact in the catalogue.

All of the descriptions are

couched in the present tense to avoid the confusing prac
tice of switching tenses.
rule are obvious.

The very few exceptions to this

In most cases, however, the present

tense indicates the date of my last visit on which the
fullest observations were recorded.

The majority of these

observations were made between October, 1972 and February,
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1973.

Three chapels were recorded in May, 1973, and three

more were recorded in 1971 but not revisited.

In the case

of Chiapuk and Sigogoksik, Sonora, this was due to the in
accessibility of the chapels.

In the case of Vaf Kug, it

was because the chapel was in a ruined and therefore static
condition.
A final note is in order.

The patrons listed for

most of the chapels come from a list in the files of the
San Solano Mission at Topawa.

This list is undated and is

entitled, "Names and Locations of Churches for the Special
Use of Indians."

It was copied in 1970 by this writer with

the kind permission of Fr. Edward Schultz.

In a few other

cases I have included the names of churches when I knew
them from other sources.
Chapels Built by Franciscans
Totoguani Dialect
Ali Chukson: Our Lady of Lourdes (Figures A4a,
A4b).

This church was the first to be constructed by the

Catholic missionaries in the Papagueria in the twentieth
century.

The site was chosen and construction started by

Fr. Bonaventure in 1911 COblasser 1911b:2). By May of 1912
the stones for the building had been gathered and lime was
being sought for mortar (SSMC).

In June, work stopped on

account of the wheat harvest (Oblasser n.d.:60), and in
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July, Presbyterian pressures and a food shortage combined
to produce more work stoppages(p.62). The combination
church and school building was finally finished and .
dedicated late in 1912 (Geiger 1939:40),

Funds for the

construction were provided by the Marquette League.
The church remained much as it was originally built
for many years.

In 1925 and 1929, funds were raised for

repair and maintenance (SSMC).

The bell tower and but

tresses were said to have been added in the 1940*s or
1950*s by Brother Robert Schuchert.

The bell tower is cer

tainly consistent with Brother Robert’s other work, as is
the shrine in front of the church.
The church stands in a cleared area, with the front
door facing west.

Due west of the door is a large stone

shrine surmounted by a field cross and containing a statue
of the Virgin.

Between the church and the shrine lies a

baseball diamond, with the backstop to the south of the
playing area.

A pathway has been cleared from the field

cross to the church.

The feast complex is to the east and

slightly to the north of the church.
The church building is approximately sixty-six feet
long, including a sacristy attached to the head of the
structure.

The nave is about seventeen feet wide.

A room

approximately twelve feet square is attached to the south
west corner.

Inside, there are eight benches on each side

of the nave.

The presbytery is set off from the nave by an
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altar rail.

The altar, set out in the presbytery, is

sparsely furnished.

Two side altars, also within the area

of the presbytery, are similarly appointed.

Neither sheets,

paper flowers, nor native craft items are in evidence.

Two

confessionals are at the foot of the nave near the door.
The windows are made of colored glass; the interior is
painted white and trimmed in red and green.

The grounds

around the church are very neat and there is no peeling
paint, but four of the windows are broken.

There are no

notices on the door.
Chiawuli Tak; St. Paul (Figure A4c).

Although

$500 was set aside by the Marquette League in 1911 for the
construction of a chapel at this village, no building pro
gram was started at that time.

It was not until almost

thirty years later that a chapel was actually constructed
here.

By 1938, the village was apparently receiving regu

lar visits from a priest; during the following year money
was sought for a chapeljCSSMC).

Fr. Augustine Schwartz,

the priest in charge of the building project, was cau
tioned by his superiors to avoid some of the mistakes that
had been made in constructing the chapel at Vamori (SSMC
1939),

The church was made of adobe and was dedicated to

St. Paul on April 8, 1940 (see San Xavier photo archives).
(The list mentioned in the Introduction to this chapter
indicates that this chapel was dedicated to St. Francis.)
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At some time during the 1950’s, F r . Lambert Fremdling en
larged the church and repaired the roof (Fremdling inter
view) .
The church has not changed visibly from the way it
appeared at its dedication (see San Xavier photo archives).
It stands inside a cleared, fenced atrio, with the door at
the east end of the building.

Directly to the east of the

church and outside of the atrio is the field cross on its
low pedestal.

To the south of the church are the oven, the

feast complex, and the dance complex in that order from
east to west.
of the

A small stone shrine stands just to the north

detached bell tower.

It is this bell tower which

provided Fr. Lambert with the model for his detached towers.
The church is about thirty-nine feet long by twentyone feet wide.

This measurement includes a sacristy at the

head of the church.

The exterior is finished in tan stucco.

Inside, there are two rows of six benches each down the
nave.

The altar is set out from the head wall and is in

the neo-Gothic style.

It is probably the same altar orig

inally placed in the church and appears in early
photographs.

The altar has few sacred images on it, as is

the case with the two side altars.

The grounds are ex

tremely neat, while the interior of the church is a bit less
so.

There are no broken windows or peeling paint.

A Mass

notice and an advertisement for the tribal rodeo are on the
door
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Comobabi: Sacred Heart (Figure A5a).

Fr. Matthias

Rechsteiner visited this village on April 27, 1909, saying
Mass and baptizing five people (Oblasser n.d.:12).

There

was a chapel,here by November, 1914 (Oblasser n.d.:84).
Perschl mentions it in 1916 as the "San Ventura church
built by Indians long ago (p. 1)."
was under construction (SSMC).

By 1919, a day school

In the annual parish report

submitted by the San Solano Missions for the year 1920-1921
is the entry, "Comobabi church built (without painting,
plastering, or ceiling) . . . $643.50 (SSMC 1921)."
money was provided by the Marquette League.

The

The church was

dedicated to the Annunciation of the Blessed Virgin Mary on
April 4, 1922, with the Bishop of Tucson officiating.

The

construction had been supervised by Fr. Gerard Brennecke,
Fr. Justin Deutsch, and Fr. Stephen Ranier, in that order.
A photograph of the church accompanies an article about
the dedication by Oblasser (1922:256).

The photograph

shows an adobe structure with four windows on the left side,
a square window over the door, and a steeply pitched gabled
roof with a centrally located wooden belfry.

A chimney is

visible at the rear of the building.
On January 29, 1926, Fr. Bonaventure mentioned in a
letter that the church needed paint and several pieces of
equipment, including a communion railing, a pedestal for
the Sacred Heart statue, and a vestment case (SSMC).

On
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April 7, 1928, the chapel burned down.

Money was found for

a reconstruction project, but the donor wanted the church
to be dedicated to the Sacred Heart.

This presented dif

ficulties inasmuch as the church had previously been
dedicated to St. Coleta.

Also, Canon Law forbids such a

change of dedication except in cases where a church is
totally destroyed.

The issue is only confused by the fact

that in his 1921 article, Fr. Bonaventure mentioned that
the church was dedicated to the Annunciation of the Blessed
Virgin Mary (Oblasser 1922:256).

Perhaps the answer lies

in either accidental or deliberate confusion on the part of
Fr. Bonaventure.

The question of the legality of the re

dedication was finally submitted to an expert on Canon Law
at the Catholic University of Washington, D. C.

He replied

that a rededication was possible only under certain circum
stances.

Apparently, if the church had been only blessed

rather than solemnly dedicated, a new saint's name could be
added to the name of the church.

This must have been the

course which was followed, as in later years the church is
referred to both as St. Coleta and as the Sacred Heart
(SSMC).

The dedication mentioned in the most recent list I

have been able to find, which is that mentioned at the
beginning of this chapter, is to the Sacred Heart.
Sometime between 1951 and 1961 the chapel burned
again.

This time the repairs were undertaken by Fr. Lambert
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Fremdling, who was then stationed at Haish Vaya.

Three

hundred dollars were contributed by the villagers towards
defraying expenses.

According to Fr. Lambert, the bell

tower which now stands to the south of the chapel was added
later, probably by the villagers themselves.
The chapel stands on a small hill, with the front
door facing east.

The field cross stands on its pedestal

to the southeast of the door.

The feast and dance com

plexes stand to the northeast of the chapel at the foot of
the hill.

The chapel is built of adobe, with cement

footings.

It measures approximately forty-eight feet by

twenty-four feet.

A small room, probably used as a sac

risty, occupies the west end of the structure.
three windows on each side of the nave.
cement.

There are

The floor is

There are two rows of seven benches each down the

length of the nave.

An altar, bearing only a few sacred

images, is set out from the head wall.

Two small side

altars are more abundantly decorated, including colorful
paper flowers.
The exterior of the building is finished in grey
cement.

The interior is painted green.

One window is

broken, but both church and grounds are neatly kept up.
There are no notices on the door.
Haivana Nakya: San Isidro (Figures A5b, A5c) .

This

village acquired what may have been its first chapel in
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1927 (Geiger 1939:40).
Week in 1928.

The chapel burned down during Holy

At the time of the fire it was referred to

by an anonymous Franciscan, possibly Fr. Bonaventure, as an
"Indian chapel CSSHC 1928)."

By 1934, there was apparently

another chapel of some sort in the village CSSHC).

On May

17, 1936, a chapel dedicated to St. Isidore was solemnly
blessed by Fr. Augustine Schwartz, acting as delegate of the
Bishop (Oblasser n.d.:477).

A 1937 photograph in the San

Xavier archives shows the chapel looking much as it does
now.
The chapel stands within a fenced enclosure, with
the front door facing east.

The field cross stands on a

low, stepped pedestal outside the fenced area and to the
east of the chapel.

The dance and feast complexes are com

bined in a single unit to the north of the chapel inside
the atrio.

The building is of adobe, measuring roughly

twenty-one feet by forty-eight feet.

A sacristy is

attached to the southwest corner of the building.

It is

about fifteen feet wide and juts twelve feet out from the
side of the building.

The chapel, painted pink, has two

windows on each side.
Inside, two rows of seven benches rest on the con
crete floor.
brown.
rail.

The walls are painted yellow and trimmed in

The presbytery is defined by a neo-Gothic altar
The main altar, set in the middle of the presbytery(
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is sparsely furnished.

In addition, there are two pro

fusely appointed side altars.

The church and grounds are

in a neat condition and the building is in excellent
repair.

There are no notices on the door.
Komelik: St. Jude (Figures A6a, A6b).

Although Fr.

Bonaventure had planned to build a chapel at this village
as early as 1922 (SSMC), actual construction did not take
place until 1953.

Following a request for funds in the

Indian Sentinel by Fr. Nicholas Perschl, lumber, paint, and
hardware were provided to the villagers, who made the adobe
bricks and contributed the labor.
vised by Brother Robert Schuchert.

Construction was super
Preparations for the

dedication included clearing the grounds around the chapel
upon its completion, building a feast house and a dance
floor, and constructing a road to the chapel.

The dedi

cation was held in October, 1953 (Bauer 1953:152-153).

In

1972, the building was given a new coat of white plaster,
and at the same time a new feast house and bandstand were
built.

These new features were dedicated by Fr. Edward

Schultz, 0. F. M. on the occasion of the biennial village
feast on October 8, 1972.

At that time there was some

talk of plans for enlargement of the church which would
be completed in time for the 1974 feast.
The chapel, typical of Brother Robert’s work, has
a heavily scalloped facade and thick bell tower, pierced
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from front to back.

The building stands in a small, cleared

space, with the front door facing west.

Directly in front

of the door is a shrine shaped like an elongated beehive,
surmounted by a small cross, and containing a statue.

The

feast and dance complexes are to the southwest of the chapel
and attached to each other forming one large unit.
Outside, the building is painted white with a light
green trim.

The interior— one room— is painted the same

shade of green.

The altar is set out from the head wall.

At the time.of the writer's visit, it was furnished with a
crucifix, two candlesticks, matches, a votive candle, and
a small Papago basket.
fix and two statues.
images.

Hung on the head wall are a cruci-*
Two small side tables hold a few more

Neither paper flowers nor white sheets are in

evidence.

Down the center of the nave are five benches.

There are no notices on the door.

At the time of my visit,

the grounds were immaculate, in readiness for the Feast of
St. Jude.
Sil Nakya: St. Agatha (Figures A2a, A6c, A7a). The
village was first visited by Fr. Matthias Rechsteiner on
November 1, 1908.

He celebrated Mass, baptized two chil

dren, and named the village San Lorenzo "at the request of
the inhabitants (Oblasser n.d.:9, 10)."

By 1911, there was

a chapel in existence which had been built without help
from the missionaries (Oblasser 1911b:4). This chapel is
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mentioned again in 1916 (Perschl 1916:1).

By 1919, Fr.

Nicholas Perschl was working on a new church which was ded
icated to St. Maurice in 1920 (SSMC 1919; Giles 1920).

An

account of the construction of this church also appears in
Perschl (1959).

Photographs of the building show it to

have been a long, adobe rectangle with four columns on the
facade (Giles 1920:262).

An examination of the facade

makes it apparent that Fr. Nicholas was attempting to pro
duce a replica of the early nineteenth century Spanish
mission at Santa Barbara, California, which was then the
site of the provincial headquarters.

The Sil Nakya church

burned in the early 19401s ; however, it was rebuilt from
about the level of the windows by Brother Robert Schuchert.
The new church was dedicated to St. Agatha by Bishop Gerke
on May 16, 1949 (Moncrief 1949).

It is this structure

which is in use today.
The church stands in a cleared area, with the front
door facing east.

The field cross is mounted on a pedestal

to the east of the door.

To the south of the building are

the feast and dance complexes.

The structure is rectangu

lar in shape, built on a stone footing, and constructed with
adobe bricks.

Inside, the nave is set off from the pres

bytery by an altar rail.

The head wall, paneled with pine,

is penetrated by a door which leads to a small sacristy.
The floor is cement.

Two rows of six benches each are

located in the nave, which is lit by three windows on each
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side.

The main altar, meagerly furnished, stands in the

center of the presbytery away from the wall.

Each of the

two corners of the head wall is occupied by a smaller, more
richly appointed altar decorated with paper flowers.
Both the exterior and interior of the building are
painted a yellowish cream color.

The outside trim and the

large, rather crude pediment on the facade are painted in
dark pink.

The church is in excellent repair and the in

terior is very neat; however, the grounds appear to be
rather untidy.

No notices are posted on the door.

Supi Oidak: St. Anthony (Figure A7b).

Although an

attempt apparently was made to build a chapel at this vil
lage in the 1930’s (SSMC 1938), nothing was accomplished
until the early 1940’s, when funds amounting to $1,500 had
been allocated for construction purposes (SSMC 1940).

The

resulting chapel was built under the direction of Brother .
Robert Schuchert and was completed sometime before 1944
(Curtin 1944:136).

The villagers made the adobes and pro

vided the labor for the project.
The chapel appeared much the same in 1972 as it
did in 1944 shortly after its completion (Curtin 1944:136).
It stands within a fenced atrio, with the front door facing
east.

The feast house and cooking ramada are due east of

the church, while the dance comples stands slightly to the
northeast.

Beyond the feast complex, farther to the east
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and outside the fenced area stands the field cross, mounted
on a simple block pedestal.
The church building is painted white with light blue
and brown trim and measures approximately fifty-seven feet
by twenty-four feet.

There is a small transept about six

feet square in the center of each side which serve as
chapels.

A sacristy is attached to the end of the church

opposite the door.

Three windows in the walls on each side

of the nave permit adequate light for the interior.
Inside, the church is painted light blue and green.
An altar, set away from the head wall, is meagerly fur
nished, which is also the case of the small altars set
against the walls of the two side chapels.

On one of the

side altars sits a Papago basket, and on all three are
decorations of paper flowers.

There are no murals or

paintings on the walls.
The church is in fair condition, with no peeling
paint, but one of the windows is broken.
grounds are very neat.

Both church and

No notices appear on the door.

Topawa: St. Catherine's (Figures A7c, A 8 a ) .

Since

1926 this church has been the headquarters of the San
Solano Missions; however, a church has stood on this site
since at least 1912.

In 1911, money was allocated by the

Marquette League for construction of a chapel, and the
actual work started in December of that year (Oblasser
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1911b:2). The impetus for construction of this church, as
for other Catholic missions in the Baboquivari Valley,
appears to have been provided by strong missionary activity
of the Presbyterians.

According to Oblasser, by November

11, 1914, the church complex in this village included "the
church, school, missioner*s quarters, cemetery, festive
booths, experimental garden, field, stable, corral for
horses of missioner . . .

He also says that the land for

these facilities had been deeded over to the Franciscans by
Jose Manuel.

The original church was apparently at its

present site to the north of the village (n.d.:83).

The

church was dedicated to San Antonio.
By 1922, the need was felt by the friars for a new
church.

One was commenced in August of the same year.

Un

like the earlier adobe church, the new one was built of stone
which had been brought for the purpose by the villagers from
a site five miles east of the village (Oblasser n.d.:264).
Money for the church was obtained from a donor in the East
amounting to $3,000.
(p. 264).
1925.

Labor was provided by local villagers

The church was dedicated by Bishop Gerke in

By that time, a new school and a Sisters’ convent and

residence had been built (Geiger 1939:40).

At this time,

the official headquarters of the San Solano Missions was
canonically moved from its earlier site near Cababi and
officially established at Topawa.

The church was dedicated
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to St. Catherine and except for minor changes and redec
oration looked much the same as it does today.

The most ob

vious change has been covering the rough stone walls with a
thick coat of plaster which was then painted white, and more
recently, cream.

This brings the building well within the

confines of the mission revival style of architecture— a
style discussed more fully in a later chapter.
The church faces south towards a field cross which
is set atop a large, rough stone niche.

Attached to the

east side of the church is the convent wing, complete with
an arcade along its south side.

Here are the living quar

ters and administrative headquarters of the San Solano
Missions.

The church faces onto a square yard formed by the

church and its convent block to the north, a school building
to the east, a Sisters* convent to the south, and an assem
bly hall to the west.
The church is built of stone and measures approxi
mately seventy-eight feet by twenty-one feet.

There are

four windows on the left side and none on the right where
the church abuts the convent block.
attached to the rear.

There is a sacristy

This also serves as a display area

for a large Papago basket collection which has been accumu
lated by various missionaries.
Inside, the church has a simple hall plan with a
baptistry on the southeast corner.

In the baptistry there

is also a small altar with a reclining figure of
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St. Francis.

Just to the north of the baptistry is a door

through which the church may be entered from the convent
block.

There are fourteen benches on each side of the nave.

The altar is set out from the wall and is adorned only with
two candlesticks.

Directly behind the altar is a screen

masking the door to the sacristy.

There are no side altars

and no accumulation of images of saints.

The church's in

terior is painted cream color and trimmed with brown; three
large medallions are painted on each wall.

The motifs of

the medallions derive from various basketry designs.

These

designs and the fret decoration painted just below the
ceiling line were executed in the summer of 1971 by Papago
students from Topawa and Sells under the direction of
Brother Roy Rivas, who is also responsible for most of the
interior and exterior decoration and other artistic im
provements such as pleasing color combination of paints
and designs.

With few exceptions, the wrought iron was de

signed and executed by Angelo Kerman, a Papago living at
Topawa, who has been employed by the missionaries as a
builder for many years.

It was he who did much of the work

on the chapel at Ajo and on the church at Vamori.

The

Stations of the Cross, as well as two paintings on the
south wall of the interior, were executed by David Sine,
an Apache who works for the Bureau of Indian Affairs in
Sells.

The two paintings on the south wall renresent the

Virgin and a group of Matachin dancers.
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The church and grounds are neat and in excellent
repair.

On the door are notices of a schedule for Mass and

list of employment opportunities in Sells.
Vaf Kug: All Saints (Figures A8b, A8c).

The first

historical mention of this village, which used to be the
winter village for Havana Nakya, appears in 1914 when Fr.
Nicholas Perschl is mentioned as ministering to its inhab
itants from San Xavier (Fontana 1962:7).

By 1916, the

chapel is mentioned on a list as being dedicated to San
Juan, and also noting that the building was constructed
many years ago by Indians (Perschl 1916:1).
chapel was under construction (SSMC).

By 1922, a

It was dedicated to

All Saints and was constructed under the supervision of Fr.
Nicholas Perschl (Perschl 1959:3).

It was completed in

1923 but the village was abandoned soon afterwards due to
an influenza epidemic according to the same source.
The only traces of human occupation which are left
in the village today are several adobe house mounts and the
cement foundations and stone tower of the chapel.

The door

of the chapel faces west, and the tower stands to a height
of thirteen feet on the northwest corner of the building.
Wall foundations show the structure to have been fortyseven by twenty-two feet.

The floor was of wood and rested

on a series of cement supports which were arranged in two
rows down the length of the building.

The front doorway was
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wide; two narrow doors near the eastern end of the building
on each side seemed to indicate that they had led formerly
into one or two rooms, no longer in evidence.

This would

not have been unusual during the period in which the chapel
was constructed. A photograph of the chapel in the San
Xavier archives shows the facade was unadorned save for two
rectangular windows.

The gable end of the roof hung over

the facade by a foot or so.
Kuk (Ko-Lohdi)Dialect
Cowlik: Our Lady of Guadalupe (Figure A9a).

The

first mention of this village in the mission records comes
in June, 1914, when Fr. Bonaventure commissioned a local
Papago to make five thousand adobes and haul them to a site
where a chapel would be built, for which service he would
be paid $150.

In that same year, a combination church and

school was completed, with assistance from the Marquette
League (Oblasser n.d.:80, 168).
had two rooms.

This building apparently

A photograph of the interior dated 1915

shows an altar of two levels stretching across the entire
head wall.

The wall is hung with sheets and is covered by

pictures of saints, paper flowers and paper streamers— all
of which are arranged in a regular, repeated pattern
(Oblasser n.d.B:142).
The chapel remained in use until the early 1920 *s ,
at which time the Third Order of St. Francis in Cleveland,
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Ohio, offered the sum of $3,000 for the construction of a
church in commemoration of the centenary of the founding of
the Third Order.

The original plan was to have the church

dedicated to Our Lady of Lourdes, but the dedication was
changed at the suggestion of Fr. Augustine Schwartz, 0. F. M.
who directed the building operations.

The church was dedi

cated to Our Lady of Guadalupe by the Bishop of Tucson in
April, 1922 (SSMC 1922; Oblasser 1922).

The church remained

much the same until the present day with the exception of
periodic repair campaigns and a renovation of the interior
in 1972.

It was this church whose leaky roof prompted Fr.

Lambert Fremdling always to build the bell towers of his
churches as separate structures.
Today, the church appears much the same as it did
in photographs which were taken at the time of its ded
ication (Oblasser 1922:257).

The building is of field stone

with the front door facing west.

The church itself forms

the southern wing of a U-shaped building, the rest of which
was apparently taken up by a school and living quarters.
The building is surrounded by a fenced yard which is
planted with cactus and other desert vegetation.

The field

cross stands atop a large stone shrine due west of the
church and outside the fenced area.

Inside the shrine is

a statue of the Virgin flanked by candles.

To the north of

the church is the adobe feast house, also with a door on
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the west exposure.

A little to the north of the area for

cooking and feasting is the dance complex.
The church measures about fifteen feet by sixty-six
feet.

This area includes a room set behind the head wall.

Each side of the church contains four windows.

Outside, the

building is finished in rough stone, with the tower domes
and the wood trim painted white.
white and blue.

The interior is painted

At the time of my visit in 1972, the inte

rior was undergoing considerable alteration.

The head wall

had been pierced previously by two doors, which were being
walled up and a new door cut through the center section.
The altar formerly standing against the wall was removed
and a new altar set out in the middle of the presbytery.
Both altars had few furnishings on them.

The grounds and

interior were very neat (a crew of men was engaged in
cleaning the yard at the time of my visit); however, the
church had two broken windows and the paint was peeling in
places.

There were no notices on the door.
Pisinimo: San Jose (Figures A9b, AlOa).

The ear

liest mention of a chapel at this village was in the form
of a photograph in the San Xavier archives dated 1914.

It

shows an unplastered adobe building with a shallow gabled
roof and a single cross on a small pedestal over the door.
No windows are visible on the left side of the building or
on the facade.

An interior shot, which I assume to be of
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the same chapel at the same time, shows an altar table set
against the head wall, covered with a white cloth.

A few

statues are on the altar and several sacred pictures are
hung on the head wall behind a processional arch.

Also

visible on the wall are two vertical rows of paper flowers.
In 1916, Fr. Nicholas Perschl mentioned "an old
church built by Indians" which was dedicated to San Jose and
which was soon to be replaced by a new structure Cp. 2)."
The new church, also dedicated to San Jose, was indeed con
structed under the supervision of Fr. Justin Deutsch, 0. F.
M . , and the building was completed in 1920.

The altar and

decorations were provided at a cost of $76.46 in 1921 (SSMC
1920, 1921).

This church continued to serve the village in

its original capacity until 1931, when it was converted into
a school.

It is still standing and still serves as a school.

In April, 1929, Fr. Bonaventure Oblasser submitted a
sketch of a proposed new church at Pisinimo to the Father
Provincial, Fr. Novatus Benzig, 0. F. M.

The building was

to be of adobe on a stone foundation, with a stone campanile
(SSMC).

Funds were provided by a single donor through the

Marquette League, and the new church was constructed more
or less as planned.

There was some confusion regarding its

dedication because the donor had requested that the church
be dedicated to St. Alfred.

Records indicate, however, that

the original dedication to St. Joseph (San Jose) was simply
transferred to the new edifice (SSMC 1929-1934).

This is
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the subject of quite a collection of oral history among the
older Franciscans who tell how a statue of Christ the King
was placed over the door by Fr. Bonaventure on the occasion
of a visit by the donor in hopes of convincing her that it
was in fact a statue of St. Alfred (of whom no statue was
locally available).
It is the 1934 church which now stands at Pisinimo,
although it has recently undergone a rather drastic trans
formation.

During the 1960’s, Fr. Camillus Cavagnaro, 0. F.

M . , who was stationed here, conceived the idea of deco
rating the church in a style symbolic of the Papago people.
It was he who had redecorated the church at Ajo and he
apparently wished to do the same for Pisinimo.

Accordingly,

he secured the services of a local artist, Frank Mariano,
who decorated the building both inside and out with large
wall paintings utilizing the motifs of Papago basketry and
pottery (Unger 1968).

Mariano also constructed a mobile of

small gourds, each painted with a different pottery design.
The mobile was hung in the nave for the Christmas season
and has never been removed.

Another artist, David Sine, an

Apache from Sells, painted a picture of the Last Supper and
of a Guadalupana in the presbytery.

Sine has executed

several works for the Franciscans, including the Stations
of the Cross at Topawa.

The embellishment of the church con

tinued until Fr. Camillus was transferred away from
Pisinimo in 1971.
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The church stands in an enclosure which contains a
complex of buildings, including several school rooms and
living quarters for a priest and several teaching Sisters
associated with the school.

The front door faces west; how

ever, there is an oral tradition among the Franciscans that
it was originally planned to face east but was changed when
Fr. Bonaventure discovered a wash, flooded with water in
the rainy season, flowing past the east exposure of the
building.
ramada.

Immediately in front of the door is a large
Farther to the west is a field cross, mounted on a

large stone shrine.

Between the church and the cross is a

cement basketball court, formerly a dance floor until Fr.
Camillus asked that it be transformed for its present use.
Dances now take place near a small chapel to the east of
the mission.

A community kitchen still farther to the west

serves as a feast house.
The church is built of adobe and measures about
sixty-three feet by twenty-seven feet.

There is a sacristy

about eighteen feet long by nine feet wide attached to the
northwest corner.
north wall.

The bell tower is in the center of the

The walls are footed with cement and the lower

courses of adobe have been faced with cement to prevent
leaching.
There are five windows on the facade and five on
each side of the church.

Two louvered windows in the head

wall provide oblique light for the paintings in the
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presbytery.

The church is constructed on a simple hall

plan, with a choir loft just inside the door.

Under the

loft are stairs, an entrance hall, a baptistry, and a con
fessional area.
benches each.

The nave is furnished with two rows of ten
The floor of cement is painted and scored to

resemble red Mexican tile.

The apse is slightly con

stricted and the presbytery is set off by an altar rail.
The altar, set away from the wall, is sparsely furnished.
There are no side altars and no collections of sacred im
ages.

Navajo and Mexican weaving and Papago baskets are in

evidence as decorations for the presbytery.
The church and its surroundings are kept in excel
lent condition.

The church has a resident priest, as well

as several Sisters who teach in the school. Thus it is used
for daily services.

The exterior of the church is painted

white, black and yellow— the shade of yellow used for
marking the dividing line on highways.
used are black, white and red.
polychrome.

Inside, the colors

David Sine’s murals are

No notices are posted on the door.

San Miguel: Our Lady Queen of Angels (Figures AlOb,
AlOc). Fr. Matthias visited this village on April 9, 1909;
and in 1911, work began on the Presbyterian mission, putting
pressure on the Catholics to make their presence felt in the
area (Oblasser n.d.:13, 73).

Work on the Catholic church

commenced in 1913, and a combination church and school was
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finished in that same year.

According to Oblasser, the con

struction was supervised by a lay Brother.

He further

comments that the Papagos of San Miguel were not eager to
help in the construction, possibly as a result of previous
Presbyterian proselytizing.

Funds for the church were ob

tained through the Marquette League (Oblasser n.d.:71, 73,
75),

The building which resulted from the 1913 campaign is

now the transept of the presently standing church.
In 1921, negotiations were started through the Mar
quette League for funds for an addition to the church, and
construction was under way by 1922 (SSMC 1922).

By 1924,

the church looked much as it does today with the exception
of the bell tower which had not yet been added; however,
this was accomplished by 1932.

There was apparently some

confusion during the next few years over the dedication of
the church, with both St. Joseph and Our Lady Queen of
Angels being mentioned as patrons.

This appears to have

been caused by an unwarranted assumption on the part of the
donor of the funds for the addition.

It is unlikely that

the church was ever dedicated to St, Joseph.
The church stands inside a fenced yard, with the
main entrance facing south.

Due south of the door is a ped

estal indented by a large niche which holds a statue of the
Virgin flanked by two angels.
a cross.

Surmounting this edifice is

Adjacent to the east transept is another shrine
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containing a statue of St. Francis.

The south face of the

bell tower also has a niche holding another statue of the
Virgin.

East of the church and within the atrio stands a

school building.

A feast complex is located southwest of

the church inside the fenced area.

I have been unable to

find either an oven or a dance complex.
The church as it now stands is a composite struc
ture. . The east-west oriented adobe transept is the original
church building, dating from 1913, and measuring approxi
mately forty-five feet by twenty-one feet.

A stone nave

juts out from the south side of this structure measuring
about forty-two feet long by fifteen feet wide.

This

addition is the result of the 1920 building campaign.
each side of the nave are three windows.

On

Although the ex

ternal effect is that of a cruciform structure, the inside
of the church is that of a simple hall plan with the pres
bytery extending into the older building, creating a room
on each side.

The right hand room is a sacristy while that

to the left is of unknown use.

A transverse clerestory win

dow on the south side of the roof of the older building
provides light for the presbytery.
Interior walls are painted light green and the
ceiling is cream-colored.

A geometric design of small blue

and white opposed triangles is repeated along the wall at
dado height, and a similar design but on a larger scale
decorates the ceiling at intervals.

The altar is set out
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from the wall and is sparsely furnished.
altars are similarly decorated.

The small side

Neither sheets nor paper

flowers are used on any of the altars as decorations.
The exterior of the church is finished in natural
stone with a white trim.

While the interior of the church

is very neat, the grounds are in a state of neglect.
building is physically in good repair.

The

No notices are on

the doors.
Sigogoksik, Sonora: Our Lady of Mt. Carmel (Figure
Alla).

This chapel was built sometime between March, 1954

and September, 1955 by Brother Robert Schuchert (Haugh
1955).

The funds for the construction were obtained from

the Bureau of Catholic Indian Missions after a published
appeal for funds by Fr. Cyril Bauer (Bauer 1954).

The con

struction was done by local Papagos under the direction of
Brother Robert Schuchert.

Prior to the construction of the

chapel, Mass had been said in a converted private dwelling
that at one time had belonged to the village chief (Bauer
1954:44).
The chapel stands in a cleared area, with the front
door facing east towards a field cross.

There is no dance

area, and the feast house is not readily identifiable.
The chapel is built of adobe and has a sacristy attached to
the northwest corner.

The exterior is painted pink.

In

side, the nave has some benches which are arranged to face
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the two altars, one of which abuts the head wall and the
other is set away from it.
sacred images.

Neither altar is adorned with

Two clusters of religious pictures hang

against the head wall on a light blue sheet as a backdrop
for one of the altars.

The walls are painted a reddish

brown up to the dado line, along which and encircling the
room is a series of geometric designs painted brown also.
Above the repeated designs the walls and ceiling are painted
in chartreuse.

Although few people now live in the village,

the chapel is well maintained and the interior is very neat.
The grounds around the church, however, are unkempt.

There

are no notices on the door.
Vamori: St. Paschal (Figures Allb, Allc).

After a

false start in the 1920's, funds were allocated for a
chapel at this village in the mid-1930's.

Work was carried

out by Angelo Kerman, a Papago in the employ of the Fran
ciscans.

Supervising the project was Fr. Clarence Manns,

0. F. M.

The villagers apparently were not consulted on

plans for building the church, nor did they offer much
assistance in its construction (Manns interview).

After

some confusion about the dedication of the church, a
decision was reached to dedicate the edifice to St. Paschal
for whom Fr. Clarence had a personal preference.

The

first Mass was celebrated by Fr. Clarence on June 11, 1936
(Oblasser n.d.:475).

In 1939, there was a complaint from
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one of the Franciscans that the windows were too numerous
and too large, making the chapel too cold in winter and too
warm in summer.

The walls were considered too thin for ade

quate insulation (SSMC 1939).

By 1959 extensive repairs and

rebuilding were considered necessary; accordingly, requisite
funds were solicited (Kelly 1959:24, 25).

It is to be

assumed that the necessary work was done as the church is
still standing.
The church stands in a cleared area, with the front
door in the east wall.
structures.

There are no other associated

The church is built of adobe with cement block

reinforcements.

The main building measures about thirty

feet by seventeen feet, and a sacristy attached to it
about twelve feet wide by fifteen feet long projects from
the northwest corner.

The nave is lighted by three windows

on the south side and two on the north.

A door on the east

side permits entrance to the sacristy.
The interior walls are painted blue to dado height
and yellow above.

The presbytery is set off from the nave

by an altar rail and raised floor.
side of the nave.

Four benches line each

The altar, set away from the head wall,

is scantily decorated.

Another altar, evidently an old one

demoted from its former position, serves as a table near
the main door.

The aspect of the interior seems to indi

cate benign neglect, perhaps from lack of use.
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On the exterior, the church is painted white and
trimmed with green.

The building is in good physical re

pair, although the interior and the grounds are only
moderately neat.

There are no notices on the door.

The

lack of care of this church property and the absence of any
ceremonial features might be attributed to the fact that
few villagers are parishioners of the Catholic church as
most of them are Presbyterians (Kelly 1959:24).
Ge Aji Dialect
Akchin: St. Seraphim (Figures A12a, A12b).

Fr.

Matthias first visited this village on October 31, 1908, at
which time he baptized fourteen persons.

Although mention

was made of plans for construction of a chapel here at var
ious times, the actual building program did not take place
until the 1930*s.

One local man mentioned 1936 as the year

in which the foundations were laid.

Fr. Burkard Kuksht is

credited with the original building program.

Sometime in

the 1950’s, Fr. Lambert Fremdling added a detached tower to
the church.

A campaign was promoted in 1971 for alterations

to the building, which resulted in the lowering of the roof,
changing the tower slightly, and installing a window in the
west wall.
The chapel is surrounded by a cleared area, with the
front door facing east.

On a pedestal to the east of the

door stands the field cross.

To the north lie the oven,
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feast house and kitchen, and the dance complex, in that
order from west to east.
cement footings.

The walls are built of adobe with

The church is a rectangular structure with

a small room attached to the west end of the south side.
The measurements of the main section are roughly fifty-one
feet by twenty-four feet.

A covered porch on the front of

the building is approximately six feet wide and serves as an
extension of the nave.
The small room attached to one corner of the church
is about nine feet wide and juts out from the building by
about twelve feet.

It is used as a sacristy.

The interior of the church is illumined by the three
windows opening from the two side walls and by a circular
window set in the head wall, the pane of which is made of
a translucent yellow material decorated by an outline de
sign in black using the Papago maze basketry pattern as its
theme.

The panes of the side windows are of yellow glass.

The narthex area is not separated from the nave but it con
tains no benches.

Down the length of the nave are two rows

of seven benches each.

The floor level of the presbytery

is slightly higher than the floor of the nave.

An altar,

standing away from the head wall and in the center of the
presbytery, holds a crucifix and two candles.

Two side

altars or tables are set flush with the head wall but
arranged to allow a bare space behind the main altar.
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Both of these are embellished with numerous sacred images.
Another altar, which apparently once filled the space be
hind the main altar, stands against the north wall near the
door.

A Saltillo scrape covers the main altar and on the

floor are a few Navajo rugs.

The interior walls are of a

light blue color.
The exterior of the church is painted lime green,
with no contrasting color for the trim.

The building is in

excellent repair and well-kept, as are the grounds.

On the

door is a notice of Mass.
Gu Achi; St. Elizabeth (Figures A12c, A13a).

This

village was visited by Fr. Matthias Rechsteiner on October
30, 1908.

At this time he baptized eleven children ranging

in age from one month to six years (Oblasser n.d.:7-8).

By

1911, Fr. Bonaventure reported that a new church was needed
because the old one, which had been built entirely by
Indians, was too small (Oblasser 1911:2,4).

In 1916, Gu

Achi was reported to have three churches, all of which had
been built by Indians (Perschl 1916:2).

One or more of

these chapels may have been at such outlying sites as Palo
Verde Stands or they all may have been in Gu Achi, perhaps
owned by individual families.
Fr. Justin Deutsch, 0. F. M . , started building a
church in Gu Achi in 1920 (SSMC 1920).

It was finished by

another priest during the following year (Oblasser 1922:257).
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The construction costs totaling $2,014.95 were borne by the
German branch of the Third Order of St. Francis at St.
Peter’s church in Chicago.
the time of its dedication.

A photograph shows the church at
It was a rectangular adobe

building with five windows on the right side.
was framed by a cement arch.

The doorway

Its general appearance was

not unlike the almost contemporary church at Anegam.

Ded

ication of the church was to St. Elizabeth (Oblasser 1922:
257).
St. Elizabeth's church continues to be mentioned in
various lists during the years after 1922.

In the summer

of 1937, the roof was rebuilt by Fr. Burkard (SSHC).

The

steeply pitched roof was one of several "snow roofs" in the
area, similar to those at Pisinimo and Anegam.

Evidently,

this architectural preference was the result of work done
by one of the builders, a German carpenter from the Midwest
whose name is presently unknown (Fremdling interview).

In

August, 1952, the roof blew off in a heavy wind and Fr.
Lambert Fremdling, who was then stationed at Maish Vaya,
undertook the task of rebuilding the church.

In 1971, Fr.

Lambert told the writer he remembered the job as having
been extremely difficult and felt that if he had to do it
again, he would tear the whole building down and start all
over again.

The repairing of the roof required redesigning

the facade, which was given a scalloped gable.

The previous
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gable had been sirmly the end of the pitched roof.

Two

rooms at the head of the church were torn out to extend the
nave and a small room was added at each side.

These were

intended for religious instruction which was given on Sun
days after Mass.
too small.

Fr. Lambert feels they have proven to be

Another alteration effected at the time by Fr.

Lambert was the construction of a separate bell tower which
was designed according to the classical architecture for
similar structures.

Following instructions laid down in

Canon Law, the church retained its dedication to St. Eliza
beth.
The building stands within a fenced atrio, with the
front door facing east.

The church is built of adobe and

measures about sixty feet by twenty-four feet.

A small

room about fifteen feet square is attached to each side of
the building at the west end, and a bell tower abuts the
northwest corner.

There are three windows on each side.

To the southeast of the door and inside the atrio is a
field cross mounted on a low pedestal.

The exterior of

the church is painted white with red and buff trim.
The interior walls of the nave are painted dark
blue up to the dado and light blue above.
is light blue.

The presbytery

One side of the nave is lined with fourteen

benches and the other side with twelve.
away from the wall in the presbytery.

The altar is set
No objects of local
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manufacture are used in decorating the altar or the head
wall.

The interior of the church is neatly kept but this is

not the case with the grounds around it.

Although the paint

and windows are in good repair, there are large cracks in
the wall structure.

Because of deterioration of the walls,

there is currently discussion of rebuilding the church.

No

notices appear on the door.
Gu Oidak: St. Aloysius (Figures A2a, A13b, A13c).
The first mention of this community on the mission records
is in 1925 when certain funds were not used for church con
struction because "the heathens were too strong (SSMC 1925)."
Photographs in the San Xavier archives dated 1928 show a
small adobe chapel with a cross over the door and an altar
profusely furnished inside the building.

In 1931, a church

was constructed with funds from an eastern donor (SSMC).
The church apparently went unplastered until 1937, at which
time the job was finished (SSMC).

A 1937 photograph of the

interior in the San Xavier archives shows an altar set
against the head wall and backed by a white sheet.

The

sheet is festooned with paper flowers but no sacred images
appear in the picture.
replaced (SSMC).

In 1938, the roof blew off and was

By 1947, the building proved to be too

small for its growing congregation and was enlarged that
same year by Fr. Lambert Fremdling (Fremdling Interview).
No major alterations have been made since that time.
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The church stands in a cleared area with the front
door facing east.

Directly in front of the door is a stone

shrine containing a statue of the Virgin.
the shrine is a cross.

Mounted on top of

Between the church and the shrine is

the dance floor, with the band house on its south side.

To

the south and east of the dance floor is the feast complex.
The building is painted white with green trim.

To the rear

of the tower, which stands on the southeast corner, is a
cement slab on which is the inscription "March 10, 1949."
The church is about fifty-seven feet long and twenty-one
feet wide.

The length includes a small sacristy attached to

the end of the building behind the head wall.
Inside, two rows of ten benches each line the nave.
The walls are painted grey-blue up to the dado line and
creamy white above.

The dado consists of a black line and

small repeated groups of opposed red triangles which en
circle the room.

Three niches are recessed in the head wall

and painted in pastel colors.

Miches in the two side walls

appear to be "supported" by figures of angels, painted to
give this impression.
altar rail.

The presbytery is set off by an

The altar, set out from the head wall, con

tains very few objects.

The room at the southeast corner

of the building, whose walls form the base of the tower,
has been made into a small chapel.
altar set against the wall.

In the chapel is an

The altar is sparsely furnished.
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The interior of the church is filled with diffused
light during the day as a result of the tinted glass in the
windows.

The two windows in the presbytery are decorated

with pictures of saints.
very neat condition.
visible.

The church and grounds are in

No peeling paint or broken windows are

There is a Mass notice posted on the door.
Maish Vaya: Sacred Heart (Figures A14a, A14b).

The

first Mass to be celebrated at Maish Vaya took place on
April 26, 1909.

At that time Fr. Matthias Rechsteiner bap

tized eleven persons (Oblasser n.d.:12).

A chapel of some

sort was standing in the village by 1914 (p. 84).

A 1919

photograph in the archives at San Xavier shows an adobe
chapel with a tripartite gable.

A photograph dated a year

later shows a dance floor in front of the chapel (Bryan
1925:Plate Va).

This is the earliest photograph of a dance

floor in association with a chapel that I have been able to
locate.

The chapel shown in the photographs is probably

the same as the one mentioned in a 1922 list as being ded
icated to San Juan (SSMC).
In 1923, mention was made of a chapel under con
struction at Maish Vaya (Covered Wells) financed by a
Chicago donor (SSMC).

At this same time, the village was

under consideration as the site for the western district
headquarters of the San Solano Missions (SSMC 1923).

The

financing of the chapel was mentioned again in 1925 (SSMC).
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By March, 1926, the chapel was apparently a reality, although
the interior was still unfinished in September of the year
following CSSMC 1926, 1927).

Fr. Maynard Geiger, writing in

1939, credits Fr. Gerard Brennecke with building the church,
school, and convent at Maish Vaya in 1934 (p. 41).

This may

be a reflection of a later building campaign or it may well
be that the chapel was simply the first of the series to be
completed.

The church roof was partially rebuilt by Fr.

Gerard in the summer of 1937 (SSMC), a fact that seems to
indicate that the building had then been standing for more
than three years.

The roof was repaired again in the 1950’s

by Fr. Lambert Fremdling, who remembers that it had three
layers of shingles on it, each layer being guaranteed for
fifty years.

Fr. Lambert also completed the nailing up of

the saguaro rib ceiling of the church which project had been
going on for many years.
The church at Maish Vaya stands to the south of
State Highway 86, across the wash from it.

The older chapel

had stood to the north of the highway near the site of the
now abandoned trading post (Fremdling interview).
door faces north.

The front

To the east of the church is a school

building, and to the southwest are the feast and dance com
plexes.

There is no field cross in evidence.

The building

is of stone with brick arches over the main door and the
gable window.

The nave measures approximately sixty-three

feet long by thirty feet wide.

The west wing, measuring
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about forty-two feet by twenty-one feet, is used as a
priest’s dwelling.

A smaller wing of about twenty-one feet

wide juts out six feet from the east side.

This area is

used for the choir.
Inside, the church is on the hall plan.
is of cement and covered with carpeting.

Available for the

parishioners are two rows of eleven benches each.
dows are fitted with colored glass panes.

The floor

The win

The most striking

feature of the interior is the ceiling which is covered with
a

herringbone pattern composed of small strips of saguaro

ribs.

The walls are painted white with brown trim, and just

below the ceiling a fret design in brown encircles the room,
providing a pleasing effect.

The presbytery is defined by a

slight constriction of the walls and lowering of the
ceiling.

The altar, set away from the wall, bears two

candlesticks which are set on top of a multicolored Mexican
serape draped over the altar.

A large plaque bearing the

Papago maze basketry design hangs on the wall behind it.
The representation of a human figure from this design
appears on the front of the tabernacle, while the circular
background to the crucifix hanging on a triumphal arch re
flects the circular plaque behind the altar.

This artistic

and subtle arrangement was conceived and executed by Felix
James, a local villager.

The interior is in excellent re

pair and neat; the grounds less so.
posted on the door.

A cleaning schedule is
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Sells: Our Lady of the Sacred Heart (Figures A15a,
A15b. A16a).

The history of Catholic mission efforts in

the capital of the Papago Reservation starts in 1912 when
Fr. Bonaventure noted that the establishment of a Presbyte
rian church and school created a pressing need for a
Catholic facility in what was then called Indian Oasis
(SSHC).

In the year 1918, the old name, Indian Oasis, was

changed to Sells.

Although a tract of land was acquired

for a Catholic mission. Mass was still said in a private
home during that year (Oblasser n.d.:50).
church was built for several years.

Evidently, no

In 1919, the Marquette

League offered $1,000 to cover projected costs for the con
struction of a church (SSMC).

Actual work on the church

construction did not start until 1921 (SSMC).

On its com

pletion, the church was blessed by Bishop Granjon on May
28, 1921 (Oblasser n.d.:248).

While the bulk of the funds,

for construction had been provided through the Marquette
League, the Sells Indians had raised $40 for purchase of a
bell and had provided the labor force (SSMC 1921).
In 1955, Fr. Remy Rudin wrote an appeal for funds
to enlarge the church.

By that time, the building was too

small to hold the more than one hundred Catholic families
then living in Sells (Rudin 1955:59).

By 1959, transepts

and an apse had been added, raising the capacity of the
church to four hundred parishioners.

In that year, Fr. Remy
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published an appeal for yet more money.

This was to be

used for a combination bell tower and baptistry (Rudin 1959:
43-44). Although there is no record of the date when this
final addition was completed, it is plainly visible on the
northwest corner of the structure as it presently stands.
The main door faces north and opens on a clearing on the
south side of one of the main streets in Sells.

The field

cross stands on a small pedestal directly north of the
church.

Just to the west of the church is a metal commu

nity hall, and farther to the northwest are the feast and
dance complexes.
The church is built entirely of stone except for the
domes of the towers, which flank the door.

The date 1921 is

visible on the wall of the eastern tower.

There are five

windows on each side of the nave and two windows and a door
in each transept.

A priest's dwelling is attached to the

south end of the building.

The nave is about sixty-three

feet long from facade to transepts and about eighteen feet
wide.

Each transept measures approximately twenty-four

feet by twenty-four feet.
Inside, the nave and both transepts are lined with
benches, making this one of two churches described in this
catalogue whose transepts function as seating areas.

The

altar, set away from the wall, is sparsely decorated.
Murals on the south sides of the transepts depict famous
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Catholic figures, noted for their exploits and accomplish
ments in the early history of Arizona.

These paintings were

suggested by Fr. Celestine Chin, 0. F. M. and executed by a
Papago artist from Tucson under the direction of Fr. Remy
Rudin.

Other murals on the walls of the transepts simu

late statues set in niches.
is of typical desert scenery.
time than the other murals.

A large mural behind the altar
This was painted at a later
There is no collection of

sacred images such as are found in many Papago chapels on
the side altars.
Ahngam Dialect
•Anegam: St. Clare (Figures A16b, A17a),

Fr. Matthias

visited this village on October 29, 1908, baptizing fifteen
children who ranged in age from six weeks to six years
(Oblasser n.d.:6-7).
(Oblasser 1911:4).

The village had a chapel in 1911
By 1912 Anegam was being considered as

a site for the San Solano Mission headquarters (SSMC).

On

Thursday, May 1, 1913, Fr. Tiburtius Wand arrived in Anegam
and "was surprised to find a new, spacious church finished
up to the roof (Oblasser n.d.:125)."

Work on this chapel

was apparently finished by November, 1914 (Oblasser n.d.:
84).
In 1918, the Marquette League provided $500 for a
church to be constructed in this village and permitted Fr.
Tiburtius to select a patron (SSMC).

Construction
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apparently proceeded with few delays as the church was ded
icated to St. Clare by the Bishop of Tucson on April 30th
of that same year (Oblasser n.d.:209).

The total cost of

the building came to $3,200 and was donated by several
individuals and institutions.

The school— the sixth in the

area— was dedicated also at the same time (p. 209).

A pre-

1922 photograph shows the church looking much as it does
today except that the roof was very high with a steep pitch.
This architectural style of roof was shared with the
churches at Pisinimo, Chuichu, and Santa Rosa, attributed
by Fr. Lambert Fremdling to the work of a German carpenter
from the Midwest (Fremdling interview).

The church was

built under the direct supervision of Fr. Gerard Brennecke,
0. F. M. (Rohder interview).
The Anegam church underwent routine repairs and
maintenance until the 1960's when Fr. Lambert replaced the
"snow roof," installed a new roof on the southeast corner,
and added a separate bell tower.

He also simplified the

facade, removing a pair of pilasters which had been over
the lintel.

The church stands within a fenced area, with

the main portal facing east.

A field cross is due east of

the church door, outside the atrio.

Between the church

and the cross, also outside the atrio, is the dance complex.
To the north of the church on a level with the facade is a
bell tower and a monumental cross.

Farther to the north is
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the old school house, apparently now used as a feast house.
The cooking facilities are to the west of this building.
The church measures approximately sixty feet by
twenty-four feet.

A sacristy about twelve feet square is

appended to the northwest corner.

The tower on the south

east corner has a diameter of about twelve feet.

The church

is covered with light brown plaster.

Inside, two rows of

fourteen benches each line the nave.

The altar in the

presbytery is set away from the wall.

Directly behind it

and against the wall stands a neo-Gothic altar flanked by
two small tables.
sacred images.

The altars are profusely decorated with

Of particular interest is a poster mounted

on the wall behind the northernmost table which is a repro
duction of a portrait of the late Fr. Bonaventure,

In the

tower room is another altar, also displaying numerous
sacred images.

The interior walls are painted red.

The grounds around the church are fairly untidy,
while the interior is extremely neat.

Large patches of

plaster are peeling from the south wall, however there are
no broken windows.

I have since learned that the church

was replastered and the tower completely rebuilt during the
spring of 1973.

On the door is a Mass notice.

Kohadk Dialect
Chuichu: St. Augustine (Figures A17b. A17c).

Fr.

Matthias Rechsteiner first visited this village in 1909.
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At that time he baptized twenty-five villagers including
Jos4

Xavier, the chief of the village (Oblasser n.d.:2).

By

1911, there was a chapel of some sort in the village, as
well as a house for the visiting priest.

Furthermore, by

this time forty acres of land had been reserved for a church
site (Oblasser 1911b:3). The new church was constructed in
1913.

The masonry and adobe work was done by Pancho Her

nandez, who had done similar work on the residence at San
Xavier del Bac.

Hillario Gallego did the carpentry.

men evidently came from Casa Grande.

Both

Free labor was sup

plied by local Papagos (Oblasser n.d.:83).

By Sunday,

November 23, 1913, the church was sufficiently completed to
permit the saying of the first Mass (p. 148).

The church

and yard were finished later in the year and formal ded
ication was performed by the Right Reverend Henry Granjon.
Bishop of Tucson on Wednesday, January 29, 1914 (p. 162).
Although no major repairs or alterations have been
made on the church since the time of its completion, there
has been need for various improvements.

In 1958, an appeal

was made for funds to effect some urgently needed restor
ation work

(Schulz 1958).

Evidently the appeal was

successful as the church appears in little danger of col
lapse.
The church is situated in a small fenced yard, with
the front door to the east.

There is no field cross.

The
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dance and feast complexes are outside the yard to the north
west of the church.

The building is of adobe, covered with

yellowish stucco.

It measures about fifty-one feet by

twenty-four feet.

A sacristy is attached to the northwest

corner of the building.

Four windows opening on both sides

of the church are glassed with colored windowpanes.

In

side, the walls are painted white up to the dado line, and
above it a light brown shade is used.
nave are ten benches.
nave by an altar rail.

On each side of the

The presbytery is set off from the
The main altar, set forward from

the head wall, has scant decoration, but a few paper
flowers are strewn about.
side tables.

This is also true of the two

The grounds are neatly kept.

A house clean

ing was going on at the time of my visit so it was
impossible to tell how it usually appeared.
peeling from the walls.

Some paint is

There are no notices on the door.

Vaiva Vo: St. Elizabeth (Figures A18a, A18b, A18c).
There was apparently a chapel in this village at the time of
Fr. Matthias* first visit in 1908 because it was mentioned
in 1911 as being too small (Oblasser 1911bi4).

By 1914,

arrangements were being made for the construction of a new
church (Oblasser n.d.:81, 112).

A contract was made with

Apolonio Hernandez, a mason residing in Casa Grande, who was
to assume the following obligation:
Do all the mason, adobe, plaster and cement work as
specified in the plan, viz to build the stone
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foundation 4 ft. high, 34" wide, 44* 6" long, 2x
[sic] ft. wide. On some places given in the plan
the foundation shall be only 30 resp. 28" wide; to
do the cement work on steps and pillars in front; to
build the foundation above ground with lime mortar;
to make the adobe wall at least 14 ft. high - some
what higher on the inside; finish the windows, window
sills and decorations as given in the plan; to arch
each window and door, to finish decorations in cement
or brick likewise the tower exactly according to plan
and directions of Rev. T. Wand . . . .
That the
church and room shall be plastered smooth with two
coats of mud on the inside and two of lime on the out
side completely . . . that he shall introduce no
intoxicating liquor in the reservation £ behave
decently, that he shall pay his own board and trans
portation during work from £ to Casa Grande. The
transportation before and after work of himself £ his
belongings shall be free of charge (Oblasser n.d.:
81-82).
For this he was to receive $280.

The work lasted for a

year, during which time "the local chief and two others
aided gratis (Oblasser n.d.:82)."

The church was dedicated

to St. Elizabeth in 1915 and served as Fr. Tiburtius’ head
quarters during that year (p. 92).

At some time after 1921

the wash which flowed through the area changed its course,
leaving the church in the flood plain.

The village was then

moved to a site about a mile to the south of the old one.
The church was an imposing building.

The doorway

was flanked by square pilasters which reached up to a lintel,
above which was a centrally located round window.

The

facade was scalloped and a tower occupied the right corner
of the facade.

The ruins of the building now stand in a

wash about two miles northeast of the present village of
Cocklebur.

The front door faces south and the remains of a
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small yard outlined with boulders and tamarisk trees can
still be discerned in front of the building.

The measure

ments of the foundations approximate those which were given
in the contract, although they are consistently slightly
larger.

The nave measures forty-eight feet, eight inches

by twenty-six feet.

A small room, apparently a priest's

room or a sacristy, or both, was attached to the northeast
corner.

It measured thirteen feet square.

jutted from the southeast corner.

The bell tower

The floor apparently was

of wood as there are two rows of cement supports down the
length of the nave.

Little remains of the building except

the facade and the foundations, also cement sills and
arches.
Huhhu'ula Dialect
Gila Bend: San Lucy (Figures A19a, A19b).

There

are presently two chapels in this community which were con
structed in 1966 just to the north of the town of Gila Bend
to house Papago refugees from a nearby village which was
threatened by floods after the construction of a dam to be
built by the U. S. Corps of Army Engineers.

The larger

chapel, together with the feast house— and in fact the rest
of the village— was built between 1966 and 1967 under the
direction of the Bureau of Indian Affairs.

The other

chapel was moved from the old village and will be discussed
elsewhere in the catalogue.

The new chapel was built
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according to plans drawn up by a B. I. A. architect.

It was

constructed by a crew of Papagos under the direction of
James Metz, a Tucson builder.

According to Metz, Papago re

quests to have details in the plans changed met with a good
deal of official discouragement.

One such request involved

the color of the cross which was to be placed on top of the
church.

The plans provided for a black enameled iron cross.

The Papagos objected, saying that the cross should be white.
This was apparently an important point to them because when
the Bureau of Indian Affairs said that it was impossible to
change the plans, the Papagos threatened to go ahead and re
paint the cross after it was installed.

As the black paint

was to be baked on, this would have resulted in a peeling
coat of white paint on a black cross.
from Metz, the Bureau capitulated.

After some prompting

According to Metz,

there were strong ritual reasons behind the Papagos1 insistance on a white cross.
The new chapel is a rather unusual building.

It is

a rectangular structure stretching from east to west, with
two doors in the south wall which open into the nave.

The

head wall is at the west end where there is an altar set
away from the wall, meagerly appointed.

An alcove in the

east end holds some tables with a large number of sacred
images on them.

Nine benches line each side of the nave.

Outside, a field cross is mounted on a pedestal to the south
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of the chapel inside a fenced enclosure.

The feast house

and basketball court, which may double for a dance floor,
are to the southwest of the church between it and the old
chapel.

Church and grounds are in good condition.

There

are no notices on the door.
Kaka (Figure A19 q ) .

In the late 1960’s, Fr. Aleric

Kilroy, 0. F. M . , who was then stationed at Ajo, felt that
Kaka needed a new chapel.

He contacted George Meyer, a

Phoenix architect and had plans drawn up which were later
presented to the community at a meeting.
go ahead with the project.

It was decided to

Fr. Aleric undertook to raise

the money necessary for construction.

The work was to be

done by the local villagers under the direction of a Tempe
contractor.

Due to the unusual nature of the extremely

modern design and other factors, work went very slowly.
finally came to a halt after a year or so.

It

The church had

been roofed but the building was incomplete and the money
was exhausted.
desert.

In the meantime, Fr. Aleric had left the

Various attempts were made to raise enough money

to complete the work but none were successful until a
recent grant made the prospect of finishing the church pos
sible.

Plans are afoot to have the church ready for

dedication in August, 1973.

In the meantime, the attitude

of the builders has modified and the villagers are being
allowed to change the plans to reflect local needs (Schultz
interview).
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The new church stands to the west of the old one on
a lower level in the center of the village.

It is roughly

D-shaped, the front door being on the flattened side of the
D facing east.
presbytery.

Inside, the nave slopes down to a sunken

There is a small pit on the gospel side which

was intended to serve for baptisms but which will apparently
be filled in.

A brick wall along the rear of the building

is being modified to serve as a backdrop for the collection
of sacred images that is now in the old church.

This wall

was originally intended to serve as the backdrop for an in
door flower garden.

The church is unfinished and both it

and the area around it are very messy, with building scraps
and broken bottles strewn all over the ground.

According

to one of the Franciscans, a good deal of vandalism has
occurred at the site.
Ventana: The Immaculate Conception (Figures A20a,
A20b. A20c).

The present church at Ventana was apparently

the first to be built at the village.

In 1949, a priest

described Ventana— as well as Hickiwan and Stoa Pitk— as
being "as wild as ever" and "not ready for the faith
(SSMC)."

Whether this meant that the inhabitants were

pagans or merely hostile Sonora Catholics is not imme
diately clear.

At any rate, by early 1955 so many converts

had been made to Roman Catholicism that no private home
could hold them at Mass time.

Three thousand dollars was
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raised by the Catholic Indian Bureau and a church was con
structed under the supervision of Brother Robert Schuchert.
It was blessed by Fr. Justin Honcrief, 0. F. M. and ded
icated to The Immaculate Conception (Honcrief 1955).
The front door of the church faces south, and to the
south of the door stands the field cross mounted on a ped
estal.

East of the building is the dance complex; to the

north is a structure probably used as a feast house.

The

exterior of the church is painted white, with red vertical
rain gutters.

The main rectangular area of the church meas

ures about thirty-nine feet by eighteen feet.

Two rooms—

each about six feet by twelve feet— are attached to the east
side.

The room at the southeast corner is the base of the

bell tower and serves as a small chapel.

The other, lo

cated at the northeast corner, is the sacristy.

The

building is constructed of adobe and has a flat roof.
Inside, there are five benches on each side of the
nave.

The altar, made of flat stones, is set against the

head wall and.

The altar is designed with a broad top sur

face tapering down to a narrower base and appears to be
almost identical to the altar in the church at Ajo, con
structed by Brother Robert.

Directly above the altar is a

large painting of The Immaculate Conception, executed by
Sidney Humphrey, an English painter who was on the reser
vation at the time of construction painting Indians in Ajo.
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A plaque on the wall next to the painting commemorates the
gift: "Presented by Henry Broderick."
artist’s patron.

Broderick was the

On the same wall and to the right of the

altar is another plaque with the inscription: "Donated by
St. Catherine’s Mission Circle, Montebello, California,
1955."

This refers to a large statue of St. Theresa.

There

is also a small oval Papago basket lying on the altar rail
which apparently serves as a collection basket.
The small room under the tower serves as a chapel.
An alcove is built into the wall which has a ledge on which
are displayed several sacred images.

Sheets are hung on

the walls of the alcove, as well as pictures which were
probably purchased in Magdalena, Sonora.
The interior of the church is extremely neat, but
the grounds are less so.

The building is in good repair

with the exception of one broken window.

There are no

notices on the door.
Gigimai Dialect
Ajo: St. Catherine of Siena (Figure A21a).

This

mining town to the west of the reservation has been men
tioned as having Catholic Papagos since 1919.

By 1922, a

chapel of sorts was apparently in existence as a bell "for
the Ajo chapel" was purchased in that year for $46 (SSMC).
By 1923, there was talk of assigning a missionary to Ajo.
In 1925 and 1928 funds were solicited for construction of a
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chapel (SSMC); however, there was no chapel for the Indians
in Ajo when Fr. Daniel Matson, 0. F. M . , arrived there in
1941 (Matson interview).

In that same year, funds were

transferred from a proposed chapel at Manager’s Dam to Ajo.
A small wooden building was started to serve as a chapel.
Fr. Daniel lived in town and conducted services for the
Indians in the Ajo parish church until the time the chapel
could be completed.

The building was done by Brother

Robert Schuchert, assisted by Angelo Kerman, a Papago from
Topawa.

In-1942, the chapel was dedicated to St. Catherine

in accordance with the wishes of the donor of the funds.

In

that same year, Fr. Daniel was working on a kitchen and
sleeping quarters which adjoined the head of the chapel
(Matson 1944:11).

It was this addition which was the indi

rect cause of the fire which destroyed the building in the
mid-1940’s .

The direct cause was attributed to the mal

function of an oil stove (Matson interview).
Shortly after the fire, the present church complex
was constructed under the supervision of Brother Robert
Schuchert.

During the early 1960’s the chapel gained a

certain amount of local fame when Fr. Camillus Cavagnaro,
0. F. M . , commissioned an artist to paint a mural of the
crucifixion, using local people as recognizable models.
Fr. Camillus also persuaded local Indians to make liturgi
cal articles for the church out of basketry and pottery to
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accent the Indian motif in the decoration of the interior.
Unfortunately, the interior was later gutted by fire.
The church at Ajo stands on a hillside in the part
of town which had been reserved for Indian housing.

The

front door faces east and the church itself is the northern
wing of a U-shaped building.

The other parts of the complex

are taken up with a school room and the priest’s quarters.
The area occupied by the church is shaped like a rectangle,
measuring approximately fifty-seven feet by eighteen feet.
There is a tower about nine feet square attached to the north
west corner and a small room about six feet square in the
middle of the north side.
confessional.
dows.

The central room is used as a

Each side of the building contains four win

Neither a field cross nor dance and feast complexes

are visible near the church.
Inside, eleven benches line each side of the nave.
The altar stands out from the wall in the middle of the
presbytery, which is separated from the nave by an altar
rail.

There are few objects on the altar.

Directly behind

it, a series of three low steps lead up to the head wall.
The steps are covered with a large Navajo rug.
tion is unknown.

Their func

A table in the southeast corner of the

church displays a few sacred images, including a reclining
figure of St. Francis Xavier.

The Navajo rugs and one small

Papago basket are the only Indian items in the church.

The
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walls of the interior of the church are painted white with
a brown trim.
At the time of my visit in April, 1973, there was no
resident priest in Ajo.
a run-down appearance.

The building was locked up and had
The Indian population of Ajo has de

clined since the increase of automation at the mine, and the
congregation of the church has dwindled accordingly.

The

church and grounds looked rather shabby and poorly main
tained.

There were no notices on the door.
Emika: St. Margaret Mary (Figures A21b, A21c).

A

chapel was built in this village in 1931 under the direction
of Fr. Bonaventure and was dedicated to St. Margaret Mary.
The dedication ceremonies were somewhat unusual as they in
cluded Sonora Catholic processions and prayers in Spanish,
performances by Papago dancers (probably nascolas^), reci
tation of traditional Papago myths, and an intervillage foot
race (Oblasser 1931:55).

The inclusion of traditional

Papago observances was probably arranged at least in part by
Fr, Bonaventure, who was interested in the Papago culture
and tolerant of Indian traditional customs.

The church now

stands in an abandoned village.
The chapel is built of stone and stands within a
fenced enclosure.

The door faces east.

A dance floor and

the ruins of a band house can be found due east of the door.
A field cross is located farther to the east and outside the
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fence.

The feast complex is north of the chapel.

Measure

ments of the chapel are thirty-two feet, ten inches by
seventeen feet, nine inches.

A tower, once adjoined to the

southeast corner of the building, was topped by a dome of
chicken wire stretched over a strap iron frame and plas
tered.

The frame still remains on the ground south of the

chapel.

Apparently the building has undergone some repairs

or rebuilding as the date 1945 is inscribed in the stone
base of the facade.

The door is surmounted by a fanlight

which once contained colored glass.

There are two windows

in the south wall and one in the north.
Inside, the chapel takes up the first twenty-two
feet of space, with the remainder being occupied by a sac
risty, entered through a door in the north side of the head
wall.

A central column in the nave supports the roof.

floor is of cement.

A relief arch is built into the head

wall at its center which frames the altar.
in very poor condition.
lapsing.

The

The building is

The west wall is in danger of col

Church and grounds are very messy and unkempt.
Vaya Chin: St. Barbara (Figures A22a, A22b).

The

first mention of a chapel at this community appears in
March, 1948, when Brother Robert Schuchert was reported as
being in Ajo drawing plans for an adobe chapel to be built
at Vaya Chin.

The dimensions were to be sixteen feet by

forty-four feet.

There was also to be a sacristy, eight

feet by eleven feet inside measurement, and a priest’s house
of the same dimensions.

Local Papagos were to make 4,500

adobes for this building, each adobe brick to measure twelve
inches by eighteen inches.

Although the village population

was very small, a chapel was considered to be desirable at
this village because it was being suggested for the site of
a government school (SSMC 1948).

Evidently construction was

undertaken because by October, 1949, building activities
were in progress.

It is assumed that the church was com

pleted and dedicated shortly thereafter.
The chapel stands in a cleared area, with the front
door facing west onto the Hickiwan-Santa Rosa road.

There

is no visible field cross, or dance and feast complexes,

A

small shrine containing a statue and topped by a cross is
located to the south of the chapel in a private yard.

The

free-standing tower bears a plaque with the name "Santa
Barbara" and the date "1950."
Although the plan of the building takes the form of
a Latin cross, the interior space is in the shape of a Greek
cross.

The nave and both transepts are equal in size, meas

uring twenty-one feet by eighteen feet.
not include the area of the crossing.

This space does
Two windows open on

each side of the nave and two on the west side of each
transept. , The nave is furnished with two rows of five
benches each; in addition, there are four benches in the
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north transept but none in the south transept.

A small

altar table displaying a saint's statue, some flowers, and
several Nativity scenes stands at the north end of the north
transept.

The door is in the head wall of the transept.

An

altar, standing away from the head wall, holds two candle
sticks and a crucifix.

A rug of Chimayo or Mexican manufac

ture lies on the floor in front of the altar.

Cloth and

felt appliques, probably made by school children, serve
both as an antependium and a hanging behind the altar.
The door directly behind the altar leads into a
small room which is used apparently as a sacristy, as an
occasional bedroom, and as a confessional.

A storeroom is

adjoined to the east side of the south transept.

The

grounds are fairly neat, while the interior of the church
is extremely so.

There are no notices on the door.

The

building is painted white inside and out, with green trim
on the exterior.
Chanels Built by Panagos
and Franciscans
Totoguani Dialect
Viopuli: St. Peter (Figures A23a, A23b).

By the

time Fr. Nicholas Perschl first visited Viopuli in 1914
the village already had a small chapel.

Fr. Nicholas

served this congregation from San Xavier del Bac until a
schism occurred about 1915, creating the need for a new
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church (Fontana 1962:7).

Fr. Nicholas assisted in the con

struction of this chapel which was dedicated in 1916
(Fontana 1962:7; Perschl 1916:1).

This chapel which was

dedicated to St. Peter received a visit from a priest about
once every five weeks.

Apparently, another chapel was

built at this village in 1922.

This construction project

also received help from Fr. Nicholas (Fontana 1962:8).

In

1960, Fr. Luis Baldonado, then Superior at San Xavier,
offered to help with the construction of a new chapel if
this proposed project met with the approval of the vil
lagers.

The 1922 chapel was torn down between March 17 and

March 24, 1962 and a new church was constructed.
ready for dedication on July 14, 1962.

It was

The ceremony was

performed by Fr. Theodore Williges, who was at that time
Superior at San Xavier (Fontana 1962:8-10).
Fr. Theodore also had a hand in the construction of
the church.

According to his account, he not only pro

vided lumber for the roof but also helped design the
building.

Villagers approached him with a postcard showing

the Spanish mission at Caborca, Sonora, and indicated that
their new church should look like the one in the picture.
This provided at least one reason for the twin towers and
the prominent shelf on the facade of the Viopuli chapel.
The domes of the towers were built under Fr, Theodore's
direction, using the same system which he had employed at
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Vahak Hotronk in the 1950's.

They are constructed of

chicken wire stretched across a foundation consisting of
crossed iron wagon tires and then plastered.

Fr. Theodore

is not as happy with the shape of these domes as he is with
the one at Wahak Hotronk; he feels they look too much like
the tops of Chinese pagodas.
The Viopuli chapel stands in a cleared area, with
the door facing east.

East of the door the field cross is

mounted on a pedestal.

Between church and cross lies the

dance floor and band house.

The latter structure was con

structed between June, 1970 and October, 1972.
complex is located north of the church.

The feast

The building is of

adobe and measures about eighteen feet by thirty-nine feet.
A lean-to has been attached to the west end of the church
and extends the full width of the church and nine feet be
yond the head wall.

It is entered from inside the church

and serves as a sacristy.

The building is painted white.

The floor is of cement.
line the nave.

Ten benches in two rows

The presbytery is set off from the nave by

an altar rail and a step.

A sparsely furnished altar

occupies the middle of the sacristy and another altar, more
plentifully appointed, stands against the head wall.

Two

more crowded altar tables stand in the presbytery against
the side walls.

There are no sheets hanging on the interior

walls but the line where the ceiling joins the wall is
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decorated with an unusually thick garland of paper flowers.
No Papago pots or baskets are visible.

The interior is

painted a creamy yellow color.
Although the grounds are rather messy, the church is
extremely neat.

The only signs of deterioration about the

building are a few spots of peeling paint.

There are no

notices on the door.

,

Kuk (Ko-Lohdi) Dialect
Korn Vo: Santa Cruz (Figures A23c, A24a, A24bJ.

By

1916, Korn Vo possessed a "nice little church" which had been
built by the villagers with help from the Franciscans
(Perschl 1916:2).

A 1919 photo in the San Xavier archives

shows the chapel as having a gabled roof and a high, stepped
facade which culminated in a central espadana, or flattened
belfry.

A photograph of the same chapel was apparently sent

in 1925 to two donors who had contributed towards its re
pair, upkeep, or construction.

The impression was that the

chapel was built entirely with their gift; however, at the
same time, it was mentioned that the bell had been bought
by the villagers (SSMC 1925).
lacks its facade.

This chapel still stands but

Its door faces north onto the dance area

which lies to the east of the present chapel.

The old

chapel is now used as a private dwelling.
The present chapel was built in the late 1940‘s or
early 1950‘s under the direction of Fr. Theodore Williges,
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who was then stationed at Pisinimo.

An Indian Sentinel

article mentions 1950 as the construction date (Uilliges
1951:6), while Fr. Theodore stated in an interview that it
was the first chapel that he helped supervise the con
struction, implying a slightly earlier date (Williges
interview).

The money for the project was supplied through

the Bureau of Catholic Indian Missions in the amount of
$3,500.

The work was so efficiently done that $600 of this

sum remained after the building was finished.
The chapel stands in the center of the village.
The door faces east onto a circular dance floor.

There is

apparently no feast house; a private building serves as the
kitchen.

It is possible that the old chapel is used as a

feast house or that there is a feast house which I was un
able to identify.

The field cross stands about a quarter

of a mile to the north of the village at a crossroads.
The church is painted white with green trim.
measures roughly forty-eight feet by eighteen feet.

It
A

tower with a base nine feet square is attached to the north
east corner.
transept.

In the center of each of the long sides is a

Two rows of seven benches each line the nave.

The main altar, set away from the head wall, contains few
objects.

The ceiling of the presbytery is partially

covered with white sheets, on which are hung rows of paper
flowers.

On the wall behind the altar hangs a painting of
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Christ executed by David Sine for the church at Topawa
originally.

The villagers of Topawa expressed their dis

like of the painting, so the missionary serving the Korn Vo
community took it to the Santa Cruz parishioners, hoping it
would be accepted; apparently it was (Schultz interview).

A

door on the south side of the head wall leads to a sacristy
at the end of the building.
There are two windows in each side wall.

The small

transepts serve as chapels, in which are altars crowded with
sacred images.

The room under the bell tower serves as a

confessional. •The interior of the church is painted white.
Both church and grounds are in very good condition.

Mo

notices are posted on the door.
Wahak Hotronk: St. Simon (Figures A24c, A25a),. This
small Papago village is of comparatively recent origin,
having grown up as a cluster of homes near Tracy’s Trading
Post.

According to Fr. Theodore Williges, the main moti

vation of the people to move into the village was to be
more accessible to the school bus (Williges interview).
This reason was also given to me by a Schuchuli man in ex
plaining the abandonment of Kuakatch.

In the early 1950’s

a group of villagers approached Fr. Theodore expressing a
desire for a chapel.

His response was to tell them that he

would supply the roofing materials if they would do the
construction work.

Money was raised locally and the church
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was built.

The dome of the tower represents an innovation

on the part of Fr. Theodore.

Working .with Juan Jose, a

blacksmith who held the position of Sacristan at Pisinimo
at the time, they designed a dome which had as its base
crossed wagon tires covered with chicken wire and then
plastered over.
The chapel stands inside a fenced atrio.

The door

faces east towards the field cross which is mounted on a
pedestal outside the atrio.

Slightly to the south is the

dance complex between these structures and inside the atrio.
Also within the fenced area at its south edge are the feast
house and kitchen.

Attached to the north side of the

kitchen enclosure is a ramada in a small, fenced space.
These features probably provide the setting for pascola
dancing— a ritual dance of the Yaquis which may have been
borrowed by the Papagos.

The pascola is featured at some

fiestas, especially in the southwestern part of the reser
vation.

For instance, there were two pascolas at the Santa

Cruz feast at Korn Vo on May 5, 1972.
The chapel is a rectangular building with a tower
jutting out from the southwest corner.

The building meas

ures roughly forty-five feet by fifteen feet; the base of
the tower is about six feet square.

There are two windows

on the north side and three on the south.

Inside, a sac

risty occupies the west end of the building.

It is

entered through a door in the south side of the head wall.
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There are two altars in the chapel.
is set out from the head wall.

One, sparsely furnished,

The other, which is profuse

ly appointed, is against the wall.

There is a Papago basket,

probably used for collections, in the sacristy.
is of cement and is covered with linoleum.
benches in two rows.
and out.

The floor

On it are eight

The building is painted white inside

The exterior trim is green.
The chapel is in excellent repair and is kept very

tidy.

The grounds are less tidy.

the door.

There are no notices on

An altar, presumably one which had at one point

been placed inside the chapel against a wall, stands in the
kitchen enclosure.

It is apparently used as a food

preparing table.
Ge Aji Dialect
Ko Vaya: St. Mary (Figure A25b).
listed for this village in 1924 (SSMC).

A chapel was
In a 1932 article,

Fr. Bonaventure mentions that the little chapel here had
been built entirely by Indians and had been dedicated with
a ceremony which had included the celebration of a Mass
(Oblasser 1932:102).

Nothing further is known for the

years before 1954, when Bishop Green dedicated a church
which had just been completed with help from Fr. Lambert
Fremdling, who was then stationed at Maish Vaya.

According

to Fr. Lambert, there had been a small chapel in the vil
lage, but the villagers had decided that they wanted a new
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church.

They had gone to Fr. Lambert, who had helped with

both the organization and the construction of the building.
He designed the facade for the chapel "out of my own fan
tasy."

He thought that it would go well with the desert

landscape and the "Spanish buildings."

After he drew up

plans for the building, he showed them to the villagers and
they commented on them.

When it came time to put a sac

risty on the church, Fr. Lambert asked the villagers where
they wanted it to be.

They replied that they wanted it on

the side of the building as they did not want their church
to "look like a train (Fremdling interview)."
The chapel stands in a cleared area, with the door
facing east.

The dance complex is to the east of the

chapel, while the kitchen and feast house are still farther
to the east.

The field cross stands on a hillside due

south of the sacristy.
to it.

There is a cleared path leading up

The church is built of adobe and measures about

forty-two feet by eighteen feet.

The sacristy, which is on

the southwest corner, is about nine feet square.

There are

two windows on the south side and three on the north.

The

chapel is painted white.
Inside, there are two rows of six benches each.

A

sparsely furnished altar stands away from the head wall,
while another, more profusely appointed one is set up
against the wall.

The wall is hung with white sheets and
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paper flowers.

The church and grounds are quite neat.

exterior paint is peeling from the walls.

Some

There is a Mass

notice on the door.
Kohadk.Dialect
Vaiva Vo: St. Elizabeth (Figures A2b, A25c. A26a_).
By the 1960’s there was a need for a chapel at the new site
which had been occupied after the older village had been
flooded, as was mentioned in the previous section.

The

chapel which now stands here was built in response to that
need with help from Fr. Lambert Fremdling (Fremdling inter
view) and exhibits many of the same features as are found on
the chapel at Gu Komelik.

The building is made of fired

brick with a gabled roof.

It has a detached bell tower.

It

stands in a cleared area, with the main door facing east.
Southeast of the church is a fenced enclosure containing the
feast and dance complexes.

Farther still to the south, the

field cross stands on its low, niched pedestal.
The chapel measures roughly twenty-seven feet by
fifteen feet.

There are two windows on each side.

terior is painted white and has a cement floor.
five benches on each side of the nave.
is set out from the head wall.
bureau abut the wall.
and flowers.

The in

There are

A bare altar table

A neo-Gothic altar and a

Both are crowded with sacred images

Many pictures hang against the wall.
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Although the grounds are rather messy, the church is
very neat and is in excellent repair.

There are no notices

on the door.
Gu Komelik: St. Ignatius (Figures A26b, A26c).

Fr.

Matthias visited this village on May 5, 1909, baptizing
nineteen people (Oblasser n.d.:13).
chapel at the village (p. 4).

By 1911, there was a

By the 1960’s, this chapel

or another became too small, and Fr. Lambert Fremdling, 0.
F. M . , who was at that time the priest in charge of the vil
lage, was approached by the villagers with the idea of
building a new one.

This was done, and the old chapel was

turned into a feast house.

An account of the building of

the new church appears in Chapter II above.
The church stands inside a fenced yard, with the
door facing north.

To the west of the church is the older

chapel now used as a feast house.

Its facade, which was

originally on the east side, has been changed and it no
longer resembles a chapel.

Beside it is an outdoor kitchen.

North of these structures are another feast house and
kitchen.

East of this, and directly north of the church

door, is the dance complex.

The field cross stands outside

the atrio, to the east of the church door.
The church is built on the plan of a Greek cross.
This plan is not reflected inside the building, however, as
what appears from the outside to be structurally an apse
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turns out to be a sacristy attached to the head of the
church.

The nave, counting the transepts, is about thirty-

six feet long.

The transepts jut out nine feet from the

nave, which in turn is about twenty-one feet wide.

The sac

risty is the same width as the nave and approximately
twelve feet long.

Inside the church there are two rows of

four benches in the nave.

The altar is set out from the

head wall and is sparsely furnished.

A sheet is hung on

the wall behind the altar and is decorated with artificial
flowers.

A side altar has been set up against the south

wall of the east transept.

This has been covered with

sheets and decorated with paper flowers.
furnished with sacred images.
ished Papago redware bowl.

It is profusely

It also holds a small pol

The interior is painted white.

Both church and grounds are extremely neat.
in excellent repair.

The church is

There is a Mass notice on the door.

Gigimai Dialect
Schuchuli: St. Martin (Figures A27a. A27b).

I have

been able to find no mention of a chapel at this villagebefore the year 1944, which is the date on a photograph now
in the archives at San Xavier.
reads: "San Martin, Gunsight.
Fr. Martin who gave the bell."
Gunsight.)

The caption of this picture
Dedicated 4/40 in honor of
(Schuchuli is also called

The church in the photo is obviously the same

as the one which stands today, except that the tower is no
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longer standing at the southeast corner.

The complete his

tory of this chapel is told in Chapter IV.
The chapel stands inside a fenced yard, which also
encloses Carlos Santos' house.
the dance floor.

The door faces east towards

There is no field cross.

The feast house

function is probably taken up by one of the dwelling houses
in the compound.

The chapel measures approximately twenty-

seven feet by fifteen feet.
one window on each side.

It is painted white and has

It appears to be constructed of

puddled adobe and rocks, although some patching has also
been done with concrete.
Inside, the walls are painted white.
stand in the center of the nave.

Six benches

The alter is set out from

the head wall and is sparsely furnished.

However, a size

able collection of sacred pictures is hung on the wall
behind the altar, which is also decorated with white sheets
and paper flowers.

Two small tables at the corners of the

head wall likewise hold quite a few sacred images.

On the

occasion of my visit, the grounds were in very messy con
dition, while the church was slightly neater.

This can be

explained perhaps by the fact that the biennial feast had
occurred only the previous weekend.

Some paint was peeling

from the walls and one window was broken.
notices on the door.

There were no
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Huhuwosh Dialect
All Akchin; SS. Peter and Paul (Figures A28a, A28b).
There is no clear evidence that a chapel existed at this vil
lage prior to the early 1950's, when the present chapel was
built with some assistance from Fr. Theodore Williges, who
was then stationed at Pisinimo (Williges interview).

This

assistance in constructing a chapel was apparently re
stricted to the supplying of material,

In the 1960's, the

chapel was renovated to some extent by Fr. Camillus Cavagnaro (Fremdling interview).
The church stands in a cleared area on the eastern
edge of the village.

The door faces east.

None of the

usual components of the chapel complex are in evidence with
the exception of the chapel building itself.

This is a

rectangular adobe structure measuring roughly thirty-three
feet by fifteen feet.
cement doorstep.

The date 1953 is incised on the

On the north side of the building there

are two windows and on the south side, three.

These win

dows are rather unusual in construction as they are made
of cement openwork blocks.

They are the work of Fr. Camil

lus , who was also responsible for a good deal of the
innovation at Pisinimo and Ajo.

They were recently glazed

on the inside under the direction of Fr. Lambert Fremdling,
who succeeded Fr. Camillus at Pisinimo.

He considered the

openwork cement blocks to be decorative but impractical
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because they admitted insects and were useless for insula
tion (Fremdling interview).
The chapel has a dirt floor which is covered with
carpet.

Seven benches are placed in a row down the length

of the nave.

Two partial walls jutting out from the sides

of the nave form a presbytery.
is tacked onto the ceiling.

Within this, a white sheet

The sparsely furnished altar

is set out from the head wall which is embellished with a
woven picture of the Last Supper.

A small table holding a

few more images stands against the south wall.
The chapel is finished inside and out with grey
cement which is peeling in some places.
grounds are particularly tidy.

Neither it nor the

There are no notices on the

door.
In 1970, there had been a small private chapel
about a quarter of a mile to the west of the church.

The

door of this chapel faced east and there was a field cross
in front of it.

This chapel is said to have since burned

down, but the cross still stands.
Chapels Built bv Panagos
Totoguani Dialect
Pan Dak: San Jose (Figure (A29a).

Fr. Nicholas

Perschl mentioned in a 1916 historical sketch that this
chapel had been built long before by the Indians.

It was
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reconstructed in that same year by the villagers and ded
icated to San Jose (Perschl 1916:1).

A pair of line

drawings in a 1943 issue of The Yek-Rebbit Redivivus, a
mimeographed newsletter which was distributed among Fran
ciscans on the Papagueria, purports to show the chapel as
it was in 1917.

The building was apparently of adobe, with

a door and no windows.
either side.

The door was flanked by a bench on

Over the door, a scalloped pedestal held a

single cross above the roof line.

Inside, the head wall

was occupied by a small altar flanked by two niches.

There

were several sacred images on the walls and the altar.
These sketches were apparently done from photographs and
are probably the work of either Fr. Nicholas or Fr. Bonaventure.

A 1941 photograph in the San Xavier archives

shows a plain, windowless rectangular box with a gabled
roof.

The interior at that time was quite plain.

It is

hard to tell whether or not there are niches in the head
wall but there may well be.

If so, the chapel is probably

the same as the one shown in the 1917 sketch.
The chapel stands in a cleared space with the door
facing east towards a field cross.

"The feast and dance

complexes are in an east-west row to the south of the
chapel.

The building measures about twenty-two feet by

sixteen feet and has a window on each side.

It is built of

adobe.

The grounds

I was unable to enter the building.
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are very neat, and,.in fact, on the day of my visit were
being weeded in preparation for a feast.

The chapel exte

rior was finished in grey cement.
San Juan Spring (Figures A29b, A29c).

Records show

this village, which was the winter village for Ali Chukson,
was listed in 1916 as having a chapel that had been visited
by Fr. Bonaventure (SSMC).

This or another chapel is men

tioned occasionally on lists for the next several years.
Sometime between 1944 and 1954, a new chapel was built and
was blessed by Fr. Lambert Fremdling, who was then stationed
at Cowlik (Fremdling interview).

The village is now aban

doned, although construction of a road and a watering tank
during the fall of 1972 may indicate an increase in short
term visits by Papago cattlemen.
The chapel stands in a cleared space, with the door
facing east.

No other features of the chapel complex were

found, although the corner of an old adobe house, which
stands to the east of the door and which has been refaced
with stones, may have served as a pedestal for a field
cross.

A wooden cross which appears to be too large for

the roof of the chapel may once have been placed on this
pedestal.

It was stuck in the floor of the chapel at the

time of my first visit in 1970.

By the fall of 1972 it had

been covered with green paper and had been hung on the head
wall inside the chapel.
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The chapel walls are of adobe and have no footings.
The chapel measures twenty-four feet by fourteen feet, nine
inches.

It has no windows.

scraps of linoleum.

The dirt floor is covered with

An adobe altar one foot, ten inches

high and two feet wide stretches along the head wall.
There are four benches in the chapel.

There is also a

wooden litter of the sort used for carrying saints' images
in processions.

At the time of my most recent visit, the

interior of the chapel was filled with lengths of plastic
pipe.

A mural is executed in green house paint on the

north wall.

I have been unable to determine the meaning of

this painting.

A four pointed star, executed in baling

wire, hangs over the door on the outside.
painted white inside and out.

The chapel is

The trim is green.

chapel and the grounds are in messy condition.
peeling from the chapel walls.

Both the

Paint is

There are no notices on the

door.
Kuk (Ko-Lohdi) Dialect
Chuwut Murk: St. Theresa (Figures A30a, A30b).
There is no record of a chapel at this village before the
early 1950's when Fr. Theodore Williges supplied materials
for a locally planned and executed building project.

The

results of this campaign may be seen in the currently
standing chapel which stands in the midst of a cluster of
houses in the now only occasionally occupied village.

The
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chapel is of adobe with no footing under the walls.

The

door faces east and there is a window on each long side.
measures roughly twenty-four feet by fifteen feet.

It

There is

neither field cross, dance floor, nor band house in evi
dence.

A small feast house and kitchen area stand to the

north of the chapel.
Inside, there is a cement floor covered with lino
leum.

There are no benches.

The altar is of adobe and

stretches the entire length of the head wall.

All three

walls near the altar are profusely covered with paper
flowers and sacred pictures.

The altar is also well sup

plied with devotional objects.

There are no Stations of

the Cross in the chapel, nor is there any pottery or bas
ketry of local manufacture.

In contrast to the situation

obtaining at many other chapels, all the sacred images
appear to be fairly old.

The inside of the chapel is in

very neat condition, although the grounds are less so.
chapel is painted white both inside and out.
trim is painted blue.

The

The exterior

There are no notices on the door.

Kupk: St. Francis (Figures A30c, A31a).
a chapel at this village by 1919 (SSMC).

There was

A 1928 photo in

the San Xavier archives shows a small chapel with a
stepped facade and no tower.
east.

The door appears to face

A bell is suspended from a centrally located wooden

belfry.

There is a window on the right side of the chapel.
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The villagers built a new chapel in the late 1940’s or early
1950’s.

Some of the lumber and other materials for the job

were supplied by Fr. Theodore Williges, who was then sta
tioned at Pisinimo.

There was some talk of getting Fr.

Theodore to put a dome on the tower similar to the one at
Wahak Hotronk* but this was forestalled by.his transfer from
Pisinimo in 1954 (Williges interview).
The door of the chapel faces east.

In front of the

door is a rough circular dance floor of hard-packed dirt.
There are neither benches, band house, nor field cross.
The kitchen and field house are to the north of the chapel.
The chapel itself is an adobe building and is painted white
with green trim.
twenty feet.

It measures roughly twenty-eight feet by

There is a tower on the southeast corner,

having a base four feet square.

The front door of the chap

el has been arched at one time, but the arch has been filled
in and replaced with a horizontal lintel.

There are two

windows on each side.
Inside, the floor is of dirt and is covered with
sheets of linoleum.

There are no benches.

The altar occu

pies almost the entire head wall and is a wooden framework
covered with white cloth.

It is profusely furnished with

sacred images and paper flowers are hung on white sheets
on the wall behind it.

A three-foot high wooden cross

rests on the floor in the room under the tower.

Both the
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grounds and church are in excellent repair and are very
neatly kept.

There are no notices on the door.

Stotonyak (Figure A31b).

This village, which lies

about two miles south of Wahak Hotronk, has been abandoned
since the 1940*s when the villagers moved to Wahak Hotronk.
The chapel is one of three structures which still stand in
the village, although it is questionable how much longer
it will continue to do so.

It is a one-room adobe box with

the door facing east towards a field cross.

There are no

traces of either a band complex or a feast complex.

The

chapel measures twenty-one feet long by thirteen feet, six
inches wide.

It is now roofless and only the west wall and

part of the north wall are standing.

The other walls can

be traced on the ground where they have fallen in or out.
The altar is of adobe and is built against the west wall.
It stands about two feet off the floor and has four steps.
The remains of two white wooden crosses lie inside the
chapel.
Ge Aji Dialect
Gu Achi

Sonora (Figures A31c. A32a).

The Fran

ciscan church of St. Elizabeth is only one of the three
churches in the community of Gu Achi, or Santa Rosa as it
is usually called.

Of the other two, one is apparently a

family chapel and as such is merely noted in this cata
logue.

The other one, however, seems to serve a larger
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congregation.

Until recently, there was a group of Papagos

who professed Catholicism but who did not attend services
at the large church.

These Sonora Catholics used the chap

el which is described below until 1972 when most of them
were apparently absorbed into the larger Roman Catholic
congregation.

Little information is available concerning

the history of this structure.

A 1930 photograph in the

San Xavier archives shows an adobe chapel dedicated to St.
Anne and purported to be at Gu Achi.

It has a gabled,

stepped facade with a central cross.

There are two windows

on each side and no bell tower.

Whether this chapel is in

any way connected with the one under discussion is not
known.

What is demonstrated by this photograph, along with

the 1916 statement to the effect that there were three
chapels at Gu Achi (Perschl 1916:2), is the fact that this
community has had a tradition for a long time of several
chapels.

This represents a split in the population between

Roman and folk Catholics.
The present chapel stands in a cleared area to the
southeast of the large church near the wine house which is
still used for aboriginal Papago ceremonies.

The door

faces east towards the dance complex and the field cross.
The cooking and feasting areas are to the south of the
chapel.

The chapel building is a rectangular adobe struc

ture, measuring about twenty-seven feet by fifteen feet.
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Two windows open on each side of the building.

The exte

rior is painted white.
The floor of the chapel is of cement and is covered
with braided rugs.
manufacture.

These latter are apparently of local

There are no benches in the nave.

stepped altar is built out from the head wall.

A oneThe wall

behind the altar is covered with white sheets and hung with
paper flowers and sacred pictures.
provided with sacred images.
green.

The altar is profusely

The interior is painted lime

While the area immediately around the chapel is ex

tremely messy, this is not the case with the building.
is in excellent repair and well-cared for.

It

There are no

notices on the door.
Gurliout Vo: St. Thomas (Figure A32b).

The first

mention of this village comes in 1922 in an article in the
Franciscan Herald which recounts events that apparently
took place during the previous year (Deutsch 1922:14-15).
There had been previously a small chapel at the village,
but the Indians had decided it was too small and had con
sequently informed the missionary responsible for the
village that they planned to build a new one.

The priest

provided those materials which had to be purchased.

The

Indians did the rest and called him when all was finished.
Apart from the assistance with the materials, the project
was planned and executed exclusively by the villagers.

It
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was dedicated to St. Thomas on November 3, 1921.

It was

built of adobe with a dirt floor and ceiling, and measured
twenty-four feet by eight feet.

An adobe pillar in the

middle of the building supported the roof.

The chapel had

a cross over the door and the facade and interior were
whitewashed (Deutsch 1922:15).
The village is now abandoned, the last occupants
having moved to Maish Vaya within the last five years.

The

chapel has been razed deliberately from all appearances and
all that remains are some low adobe wall mounds and some
plaster from the facade.

The door used to face the east

towards a still-standing field cross.
complexes could be identified.

No dance or feast

As well as I could deter

mine, it measured eighteen feet, six inches by nine feet;
however, the walls were only vaguely outlined and the pos
sibility of this being the same building as that described
_by Fr. Justin Deutsch in 1922 is still in question.
Palo Verde Stand (Figure A32c).

I have found no

mention in the historical records of this small village
which lies to the northeast of Gu Achi.
1970 there was a small chapel here.

In the spring of

It had two towers on

the eastern corners and two windows in each side.

By

November, 1972, it had been replaced by another, larger
chapel.

This work had been paid for with tribally admin

istered federal funds.
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The chapel door faces east towards the field cross.
The dance floor and band house stand between the chapel and
the cross.
chapel.

There is a feast complex to the south of the

The chapel measures roughly twenty-one by forty

eight feet.

It is a rectangular building with four windows

on the north and three on the south side.

A room of un

determined use lies to the west of the head wall.

Inside,

the floor is covered with carpeting and braided rugs.
There is one bench on each side of the nave.
altar is set against the head wall.

A three-level

The wall is hung with

white sheets and paper flowers, and both it and the altar
are abundantly supplied with sacred images.

The facade is

white with pink trim and the sides are blue.
is blue.

The interior

Although the interior is very tidy, the grounds

are not at all well-kept as there are papers and bits of
broken glass scattered around.

There are no notices on

the door.
Santa Lucia (Figures A33a, A 3 3b).

I have been able

to discover nothing concerning this chapel’s history.

I

first visited it in March, 1971, at which time the village
was deserted.

The chapel has remained in precisely the

same condition up to the time of my most recent visit which
took place in November, 1972.

It stands in a small

clearing on the western edge of the tiny village, with the
door facing east.

There is no field cross and no dance
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area.

A probable feasting complex lies to the southeast of

the chapel.

The chapel is a simple , plastered adobe box

measuring twenty feet by fourteen feet.
dow on each side.

The trim is painted light blue.

Inside, there is a dirt floor.
benches.

There is one win

There are no

An adobe altar is built against the west wall.

This is adorned with some candles and a blue and white
cloth.

The village has been empty on each of my visits and

the chapel and grounds have been very neat.
in excellent repair.

The chapel is

There are no notices on the door.

San Luis, near Gu Achi (Figure A 3 3c).

This village,

which should not be confused with the one by the same name
near Ko Vaya, is located between Su Achi and Anegam.

I can

find no mention of the village in the historical records.
At the time of my first visit in 1970, there was a small
chapel with a stepped gable.

It was replaced sometime

prior to November, 1972, by a much larger structure.

This

was paid for with tribally administered federal funds.
door-faces east towards the field cross.
lies between the chapel and the cross.
is to the north of the chapel.

The

The dance complex
The feast complex

The chapel is a rectangular

building with a room attached to the southwest corner.

The

main rectangle measures roughly thirty-six feet by eighteen
feet, while the side room is about twelve feet square.
chapel is painted white with blue trim.

The
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Inside, the floor is carpeted and a few benches are
lined against the walls.
against the head wall.

There is a four-leveled altar

The wall is hung with sheets and

decorated with paper flowers, and the altar is profusely
furnished with sacred images.
and is very neat.

The interior is painted blue

The grounds are less tidy.

notices on the door.

There are no

The people of this village have only

recently started attending Roman Catholic services according
to the priest at Maish Vaya.
San Luis, near Ko Vava (Figures A34a, A34b).
has been written concerning this small village.

Little

In 1922

there was a chapel here which was served from nearby Old
San Solano (SSMC).

Fr. Lambert Fremdling is of the opinion

that the chapel which presently stands at the village was
erected by members of one family but serves the entire vil\
lage much in the manner as does the St. Martin chapel at
Schuchuli.

He has said Mass there upon invitation.

The chapel is centrally located within the village
and is not obviously associated with any single house or
compound.

The door faces east towards a field cross.

An

other field cross stands on a small hill to the south of
the chapel.

A newly completed dancing and feasting complex

lies to the northeast of the chapel.

The chapel itself is

a simple adobe box, measuring about twenty-one feet by
fifteen feet.

It is painted white inside and out.

The
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dirt floor is covered with carpeting.
in the building.
the head wall.

There are no benches

An altar takes up the entire length of
The wall is hung with white sheets and both

it and the altar are lavisly adorned with sacred images and
paper flowers.

The chapel is in excellent physical repair

and both it and the grounds are very neat.

There are no

notices on the door.
Sikul Himatk (Figure A34c).

There is no mention of

this village or its chapel in the historical literature.
The church now standing is .a simple rectangular building
covered with grey plaster and trimmed in pink.
in a cleared area with the door facing east.

It stands
There is no

field cross nor was I able to identify feast or dance com
plexes.

There is one window on each side of the building.

I was unable to examine the chapel more closely.
Vainom Kug (Figures A3a. A35a).

This village is

first mentioned in 1911 when Fr. Bonaventure noted that a
replacement was needed for the existing chapel.

He con

sidered it to be too small for the needs of the congrega
tion.

The chapel then standing was described in the same

document as being "neat," and having been built by the
Indians (Oblasser 1911b:2-3).

In 1916, Perschl (1916:1)

stated that the patron of the chapel was San Francisco and
that it had been built by Indians "long ago."

It appears

on one more list in 1919 (SSMC) and then drops from
mention.
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The chapel now standing at the village may or may
not be the same as the one which stood there in 1916.

It

is across the Sikul Himatk wash to the west of the village
and stands inside an atrio, with the door facing east.

A

field cross is inside the atrio to the east of the chapel
and a feast complex is to the south.
able dance complex.

The chapel is of adobe and measures

seventeen feet by twenty-six feet.
each side.

There is no identifi

There is one window on

As the door was locked and it was impossible to

look through the shuttered windows, I have no information
concerning the interior arrangements of the chapel.
The chapel is painted white, with some light green
trim.

The chapel is in very good repair, and the grounds

and attendant structures are extremely neat.
notices on the door.

There are no

The chapel was rebuilt almost from

the ground up in 1972.
Ahngam Dialect
Chiapuk: San Juan (Figure A35b).

This village was

visited by Fr. Matthias Rechsteiner in April, 1909, at
which time the first baptisms in the village took place
(Oblasser n.d.tll).

There was a chapel there by 1911

(Oblasser 1911b:3) which by 1914 was painted in "Indian
style" (Oblasser n,d.:113).
San Juan (p. 11).

The patron of the chapel was

The settlement was a winter village for

Anegam and is now abandoned.
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The chapel stands on the eastern edge of the vil
lage, with the door facing east.

There is a field cross to

the east of the door and a dirt dance floor between the
cross and the chapel.

The feast house, kitchen and oven

stand to the southeast of the chapel.

The chapel is built

of adobe with a flat roof and two windows on each side.
There were three crosses on the facade at one time.

These

crosses are now kept inside the chapel by the door.

The

floor is made of wooden planks.

There is an altar

stretching across the head wall with a sheet hung behind it
in the center of the wall.

There is a rectangular hole in

the center of the altar reaching from the floor to the
first level of the two-step altar.
the ceiling.

A sheet still hangs on

The whole village is in neat condition,

especially the chapel interior.
Kohadk Dialect
Kohatk: St. Francis (Figures A35c, A36a).

Fr.

Matthias visited this village in October, 1908, baptizing
eleven people.

By 1911, Fr. Bonaventure thought the

existing chapel too small (Oblasser 1911b:2-3). This sug
gests to me that the village may have had a chapel before
the coming of the Franciscans.

In 1916, the chapel was de

scribed as having been built by the Indians "long ago" and
as being dedicated to the Sacred Heart (Perschl 1916:2).
1919 snapshot in the archives at San Xavier shows a small,

A
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rectangular chapel with a low, gabled roof and a single
cross on the facade.

This is the most recent evidence con

cerning the appearance of the chapel which I have been able
to find prior to my first visit in 1971.
If the chapel now standing at Kohatk is the same as
that which appears in the 1919 photograph, it has been ex
tensively remodeled.

It stands in a cleared area in the

center of the village.

The door faces east towards a dance

complex and a field cross.

The feast complex lies to the

west of the chapel.
The chapel is built of adobe and measures approxi
mately twenty-four feet by eighteen feet.

It is interesting

to note that the outline of the facade has been changed
slightly in the period between the spring of 1971 and the
fall of 1972.

There are two windows on each side.

This is

one of the few chapels which actually has an apse, albeit a
squared one.

The structural apse coincides with the pres

bytery area.

The altar occupies the entire head wall and

is the most profusely furnished of any which I have yet
seen on the Papagueria.

There is a large quantity of

sacred pictures; many paper flowers are attached to the
wall; and a Papago basket is on the altar.

In addition,

there is a table pushed against the north wall.

This table

apparently can be moved to the center of the presbytery to
serve as an altar when the occasion demands.
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The interior is painted green and yellow.

A small

room under the tower serves to hold cleaning equipment and
other needed items.

On the door of this room is a list of

those responsible for cleaning the chapel.
rows of five benches each down the nave.

There are two
The chapel is in

excellent repair and the interior is very neat, although the
grounds are slightly less so.

There is a Mass notice on the

door.
Sif Vaya (Figures A36b, A36c).

This village was

first visited by Fr. Matthias Rechsteiner on March 30, 1911
(Oblasser n.d.:25).

There was apparently a chapel here at

that time or shortly thereafter, as one was mentioned in
December of the same year (Oblasser 1911b:3). In 1916, the
chapel was mentioned as having been built "long ago" by
Indians.

It was dedicated to no particular saint (Perschl

1916:1).

I can find no mention of the village, which was a

winter village for Kohatk, later than 1922.

It was aban

doned sometime after that date and remains abandoned to this
day.
The door of the chapel faces east.

There is no

field cross nor is there an identifiable feast house.

A

dance floor of packed dirt can be discerned directly to the
east of the door.

The chapel is a simple adobe rectangle

measuring twenty-two feet, six inches by twelve feet, six
inches.

The walls have no footings.

Although no traces of
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them are now left, there were once three crosses on the
facade.

The adobe altar is built in four levels and

stretches across the entire head wall.

Traces of the em

broidered altar cloth which covered it can still be seen.
Although the inside of the chapel was once plastered, I
could find no plaster traces on the outside.

The chapel

stands without a roof, which was apparently removed by
someone who wished to salvage the beams which supported it.
The roof had been constructed of beams, saguaro ribs, and
dirt.
Totopitk (Figures A37a, A37b).

No reference to

this village has been found in the historical documentation.
It was abandoned apparently in the 1940’s when the inhab
itants moved to Kaka.

There is a chapel in the village.

The door faces east towards a dance floor and a field
cross.

The dance floor is about sixty-nine feet east of

the door, while the field cross on its pedestal stands
approximately one hundred seventy-one feet farther on.

I

was unable to identify a feast complex, but it may have
been in any of several nearby houses which are now in
ruins.

The church itself is a rectangular adobe building.

There is one window on each side.
Inside, the floor is of dirt.
benches in the building.

There are no

There is a table surmounted by a

three-stepped pyramid against the head wall.

The wall is
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still decorated with sheets and paper flowers, and a cross
stands on the altar table.
side and out.

The church is painted white in

The trim color is green.

broken windows and the paint is peeling.

There are two
Both the interior

and the grounds of this abandoned chapel are in a very
messy condition.
Shopishk: St. Francis (Figures A37c, A38a).

I have

been able to find no mention of this village in the histor
ical records.

According to a local resident, the chapel

now standing has been there for nearly forty years.

It

stands in a fenced area with the front door facing east.
To the southeast of the chapel, still within the atrio, is
the dance complex.

The field cross pedestal stands outside

the atrio to the east of the chapel.
removed from its socket.

The cross has been

The feast house, kitchen, and

oven are in the southwest corner of the atrio.
The chapel is of adobe and measures about twentyseven feet by eighteen feet.

It has one window on the

north side and a door on the south side.
cement floor is covered with linoleum.
benches in the chapel.

Inside, the
There are no

The profusely furnished altar is

set against the head wall.

In front of the altar is a

table holding a three-foot long reclining statue of St.
Francis Xavier.
head wall.

There are sheets and paper flowers on the

No Papago pots, Papago baskets, or Stations of
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the Cross are visible in the chapel.

The chapel is painted

white inside and out, and both it and the grounds are very
tidy.

There are no notices on the door.

Huhhu’ula Dialect
Gila Bend: San Lucy Sonora Chapel (Figures A38b,
A38c).

Fr. Nicholas Perschl records that in 1915 there was

a small chapel at the Gila Bend Papago village.

It was

built of railroad ties which were stuck upright in the
ground.

The spaces between the ties were patched with

slats from grocery boxes (Perschl 1959:4).

A photograph of

this combination church and school building accompanies his
description (p. 9).
was replaced.

At some time after 1915, this chapel

The last chapel to stand in the village was

constructed of railroad ties, but the ties were used hori
zontally rather than vertically as they had been in the
older building.
When the community was moved to its new site close
to Gila Bend, the villagers insisted that the chapel be
moved also.

This was due to frictions with the secular

priest at Gila Bend, who refused to allow the Papagos to
keep their sacred images in the new church.

The move was

accomplished by lifting the chapel onto a large truck,
hauling it to the new site, and depositing it on a concrete
slab which had been prepared for it.

The operation was

carried out with personnel and equipment from Sells.
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The old chapel stands to the southwest of the new
one, on the other side of the feast house and basketball
court.

The door faces east towards a field cross which

stands on a small, nichless pedestal.

The chapel is made

entirely of railroad ties and measures approximately twentyfour feet by fifteen feet.

There are two windows on each

side.

Inside, the floor is of cement covered with lino

leum.

There are four benches in the center of the nave.

The altar abuts the head wall.

It has four levels and con

tains a large number of sacred images.
painted white inside and out.
the exterior.
are less so.

The chapel is

There is some brown trim on

The interior is very neat, while the grounds
There are no notices on the door.

Kaka; San Jose (Figures A39a, A39b).

The first

mention of this village in the twentieth century comes in
February, 1911, when F r . Matthias Rechsteiner visited the
site, baptizing some Indians.

In 1916, there was a chapel

which was described as having no patron and as having been
built by the Indians CPerschl 1916:2).

A 1932 photograph

now in the archives at San Xavier shows a small rectangular
adobe box with a flat roof and no windows.

As indicated

by another photograph in the San Xavier archives, the
chapel had taken its present form by 1943.

The dedication

of the chapel is rather confused.

In 1931, the patron was

listed as being St. Sarah (SSMC).

By 1938, the Franciscans

felt that the patron was St. Carmen (SSMC).

By 1971, the
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chapel had "San Jose" written on the facade and a large,
centrally located picture of that saint appeared on the
altar.
The chapel stands on a small hill in a fenced area.
The door faces slightly to the north of east.

To the south

east of the chapel, outside the atrio, is a field cross.
The dance complex is inside the atrio due east of the
chapel, while the feast house is still farther to the east
at the edge of the atrio.

The chapel itself is of adobe

and measures roughly eighteen feet by twelve feet.

It has

a window on each side.

It is painted white inside and out

and trimmed with blue.

Inside, there are three benches in

the center of the nave.
head wall.

There is an altar set against the

The wall is covered with a white sheet and hung

with paper flowers and sacred pictures.
crowded with sacred images.

The altar is

There is one Papago basket on

the altar.
Although there is some paint peeling from the walls,
no windows are broken and the interior is in very neat con
dition.

The grounds are slightly less tidy.

There is a

Mass notice on the door.
Gigimai Dialect
Hodaison Vo: St. Bonaventure (Figures Alb, A39c,
A40a)..

I have been unable to locate any historical mention

of a chapel at this village prior to the late 1950* s.

At
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that time it looked much as it did when I visited it in
December, 1972.

The chapel stands in a fenced atrio, with

the door facing east.

To the southeast of the chapel but

still inside the enclosure stands the dance complex.

The

field cross stands on a pedestal outside the fence due east
of the door.

The feast complex is located inside the atrio

to the south of the chapel.
The chapel is painted white with green trim.
measures about twenty-five feet by fifteen feet.

It

The date

1951 is inscribed in a concrete slab in front of the door.
Although the church is listed as being dedicated to St.
Bonaventure, the words "Santa Cruz"- are inscribed over the
door.

Inside, the one room is painted white.

four benches in the center of the nave.

A sparsely

appointed altar stands out from the head wall.
altar stands against the head wall.

There are

Another

It is profusely fur- .

nished with sacred images, a small Papago basket, and a
Mexican piggy bank, among other items.

While the condition

of the grounds was slightly messy, the church itself was in
excellent repair and was spotlessly clean.

There were no

notices on the door.
Gu Vo (Figures A40b, A40c).

Although H . V . Clotts

reports a Catholic church at this village in 1915 (Jones
1969:56), Oblasser (n.d.:182) quotes a 1916 list in which
"Kerwo" is mentioned as having no church.

After this
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confusing beginning, the earliest solid date for a chapel
at Gu Vo is provided by an inscription on the doorstep of
the southernmost of the chapels now standing in the center
of the village.
. . . .

This reads: "Start building April 22 1929

Finish May 24, 1929."

A photograph dated 1930 now

in the San Xavier archives shows this chapel looking much
at it does today except that the words "San Xavier" are in
scribed over the door in the photo.

The chapel is men

tioned in a 1931 list with the same dedication (SSMC).

By

1936, however, the dedication had changed and was to St.
Anne (SSMC).

A photograph taken in that year and presently

at San Xavier shows the chapel without the "San Xavier" in
scription.

Photographs dated 1941 show the same chapel

undergoing repair or restoration.
This chapel still stands, with its door facing
east, inside a fenced enclosure.

Directly in front of the

chapel and still inside the atrio is a cement dancing area.
There is no band house and no field cross.

The functions

of kitchen and feast house may have been served by a pri
vate dwelling which stands in the same compound as the
chapel to its southwest.
stone footings.

The chapel is built of adobe with

It has one window on

each longer side.

It measures roughly twenty-seven feet by fifteen feet.
side, there is one room with a cement floor.

In

An adobe

altar with two levels takes up the entire head wall, which
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is hung with sheets.

There are no images on the altar or

the wall, although the wall is still hung with faded paper
flowers.

A table holding a few sacred images stands near

the door of the chapel against the north wall.
no benches in the chapel.

There are

The chapel is painted white in

side and out and trimmed with blue and pink.

The interior

is reasonably neat but obviously abandoned, at least tem
porarily.

The grounds are quite messy.

Some paint is

peeling from the walls.
Between the years 1945 and 1950, a new chapel was
built at Gu Vo.

Fr. Theodore Williges, who was then sta

tioned at Pisinimo, contributed material for the doors and
windows.

All other work was done quite independently by the

villagers (Williges interview).

This chapel, which no

longer exists, was still standing at the time of my first
visit to Gu Vo in February, 1971.

According to a list at

Topawa, it was dedicated to St. Joseph.

It was a small,

rectangular building, situated in a fenced atrio to the
north of the older chapel.

It was painted white inside and

out, with light blue trim.

Inside, there was a constricted

presbytery.

The altar was built across the width of the

head wall and was profusely decorated with sacred images and
paper flowers.

It was slightly larger than the older chapel.

According to Fontana (1962:15) the fact that there are two
chapels at this village has to do with a quarrel at some
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time in the past.
got used.

There was some rivalry over which chapel

The newest chapel, described below, may have sig

naled the end of this rivalry, as Fr. Lambert Fremdling
described it as a chapel for the whole village and felt
that the chapel it replaced had belonged to one family
(Fremdling interview).
Sometime shortly after my February visit, the vil
lagers commenced work on a new chapel.

This was apparently

carried out totally independently of the missionary at
Pisinimo, who was merely told that work was in progress and
that his services would be requested for the dedication cer
emony when all was finished.

Funds for this chapel came

apparently from the Save the Children Federation (Fremdling
interview). Villagers built the walls of the new chapel
around the still standing second chapel until they reached
roof height.

The older building was then torn down and the

new one roofed over.

By April 4, 1972, the adobe walls of

the new chapel had reached the level of the old chapel's
roof.

By mid-October, 1972, the chapel had been finished

and was in use.
The door of this chapel faces east.

It stands in

side a fenced atrio, as did its predecessor, with a rather
elaborate field cross to the east of it outside the fenced
area.

Between the cross and the chapel, inside the atrio,

is the dance complex.

The feast complex is also in the
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atrio to the north of the chapel.

The chapel itself is

rectangular and measures roughly forty-two feet by twentyone feet.

The square base of a tower juts out approximately

six feet oh the southeast comer.
of the door bears the date 1971.

The cement slab in front
The door is flanked by

two benches which have been built out from the wall.
ilar benches were on this chapel’s predecessor.

Sim

Over the

door is hung a board with "St. Anthony" inscribed on it.
There are two windows on the south side of the chapel and
three on the north side.
The interior space of the chapel is rather more com
plex than an examination of the exterior would lead one to
expect.

A sacristy is built into the southwest corner of

the building, thus turning the northern half of the head
wall into a recessed area.

This alcove is occupied by a

three-stepped altar which stretches the length of the head
wall.

The altar is profusely provided with sacred images.

The head wall and the ceiling of the alcove are covered with
sheets and hung with paper flowers.

The wall behind the

altar is hung with many sacred pictures.

A baptismal font

stands in front of the altar in the alcove.

The southern

half of the head of the church is arranged in a different
fashion.

Here the altar stands away from the wall and is

sparsely decorated.

Two sacred images stand on pedestals

against the head wall.

The ceiling is hung with white

sheets and decorated with paper flowers, as it is in the
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alcove.

In the nave of the chapel, eight benches sit in

two rows on a green carpeted floor.
The chapel is painted white inside and out, and the
trim is painted brown.

The interior of the chapel is very

neat, while the grounds are somewhat less so.

There are no

notices on the door.
These are not the only chapels in the village of Gu
Vo.

A small family chapel is situated to the east of the

St. Anthony’s chapel inside a compound with some private
houses.

This building is rectangular with a low gabled

roof and is painted white.
examine it closely.

The door faces east.

I did not

I have since been informed there are

at least two more chapels in the village, including one
which the people who moved recently from Sweetwater to Gu
Vo are building.

This chapel is mentioned again in the

description of the Sweetwater chapel.

I have not located

the other chapel which is presumably a private one.
Hickiwan: St. Margaret Mary (Figures A41c, A42a,
A42b, A42c, A43a).

According to local tradition, a chapel

was first built in this village about 1915, which was the
year in which the railroad came to Ajo.

A 1929 photograph

now in the archives at San Xavier shows a rectangular stone
chapel similar to the older one which still stands at Gu Vo.
In fact, it is so similar that only the presence of certain
landmarks leads me to believe that the picture was indeed
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taken at Hickiwan.

This resemblance is interesting, espe

cially in the light of the fact that the most recent chapel
to have been built at Gu Vo was admittedly modeled after
the one at Emika, an abandoned village to the north of
Hickiwan.
Sometime after 1932, the chapel was either rebuilt
or replaced by the present one.

Local tradition seems to

indicate that the chapel was simply renovated.

This is

said to have occurred after Joe Angie, who later became the
village chief, returned from school, an event which presum
ably took place in the 1930's.

There is a small rectangu

lar building, however, currently used for storage, behind
the present chapel,

This building seems to have the same

proportions and location as did the older chapel.

The

local people indicate that to the best of their knowledge
the building has been a storehouse always.

There the

matter must rest until further investigation sheds more
light on the problem.
The most recent event which has been recorded in
the history of the Hickiwan chapel is the splitting of the
congregation.

This apparently happened in the fairly re

cent past and had as at least one of its causes some sort
of improper conduct involving drunkenness, presumably at a
feast.

As a result of this and probably other factors,

some of the saints were removed from the chapel and
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transferred to a small chapel located in a nearby family
compound.

The owners of this chapel are in the process of

constructing a larger one in the same compound.
The village chapel at Hickiwan stands near a small
hill in the southern part of the village.
by a cleared area.

The door faces east.

of the door is a field cross.

It is surrounded
Directly in front

To the south of the chapel

is a rectangular area, the north and east sides of which are
delineated by a row of whitewashed boulders and the west
side of which is formed by the dance complex.

The storage

building which was mentioned in the preceding paragraph is
directly west of the chapel and the feast complex is still
farther to the west, of this.
The chapel is a rectangular adobe building meas
uring about twenty-four feet by seventeen feet.
painted white with green and red trim.
in each side.

It is

There is one window

Inside the building, four or five benches are

scattered over the linoleum-covered floor.

An altar,

sparsely furnished, is set out from the head wall, which is
decorated with sheets and paper flowers.
stands against this wall.

This altar consists of four

steps and is more profusely appointed.

A lighted candle

stands on the floor in front of the altar.
walls are painted white.

Another altar

The interior

At the time of my visit, the

chapel was in the process of being decorated for Christmas
and decorations were accordingly strewn around inside an
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otherwise neat building.
ever.

The grounds were very tidy, how

The building is in excellent repair.

No notices are

on the door.
In addition to the chapel described above, there
are several other smaller chapels in the village.

In the

first place, there is the chapel in the private compound to
which some of the saints from the older chapel have been
taken.

This chapel occupies the northeast room of a square

building with the door facing east.

A field cross stands

to the east of the door.

Also in the compound are a feast

house and dance complex.

The chapel is without windows.

Th re are no benches inside it.

A profusely appointed

altar table has been set against the head wall and another,
smaller table by the south wall holds a Nativity scene.
(The chapel was visited in early December.)

The figures in

this scene are large and were given to the owner of the
chapel by one of the missionaries.

Another, smaller Nativ

ity scene sits on a card table in front of the main altar.
A new chapel is under construction in the same com
pound.

It will be cruciform in shape, with an altar built

against the head wall.

It is built of coursed, puddled

adobe, reinforced by vertical railroad ties.
be gables.

The roof will

The transepts will probably be used for side

chapels.
Finally, there are at least three other very small
private chapels in family compounds in the northern part of
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Hickiwan.

The people in this section of the village moved

down a few years ago from the now abandoned village of Emika
and Stoa Pitk.

I did not visit any of these chapels.

Stda Pitk (Figure A43b).

The only reference to this

village in the historical record deals with the hostility of
the villagers towards at least one of the missionaries, but
it is impossible to deduce from it whether or not there was
a chapel at the time CSSMC 1949).

The village has been

abandoned since then due to water shortage.

The former in

habitants moved to the northern part of Hickiwan.

There is

a chapel at the abandoned village, however, and another is
under construction against the day when a well is dug and
the site can once more support people.
The church stands in a cleared area, with the door
facing east.
church.

The field cross stands to the east of the

No dance complex is visible.

The feast complex

lies to the south of the chapel.

The chapel itself is a

rectangular box without windows.

It is built of stone.

In

side , all traces of its religious functions have been
removed and the building is now used as a storape house.
The removal of all ritual objects is the result of some acts
of vandalism that have taken place at the village within
the last few years.
A new church is under construction about half a
mile to the north of the older one which started to crack
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badly and was not considered worth rebuilding.

Work has

continued sporadically on this church for about two years.
Its door faces east and it has two windows on each side.

It

measures roughly thirty-six feet by eleven feet and is
built of rocks and cement which have been laid up in forms.
The corner posts are railroad ties.

Some construction funds

have been supplied by the Papago Tribe, apparently from fed
eral monies, but the funding has so far not been sufficient
to permit the raising of the roof.

After the church is

finished, a feast house will be built to the east of the
church and the field cross will be moved over from the old
chapel and installed.

A celebration will mark the dedica

tion of the complex.
Kuakatch (Figure A43c).

The first mention of this

village comes in 1913 when Fr. Tiburtius Wand noted in his
diary that there was a small chapel here (Oblasser n.d.:
131).

An undated affidavit signed by Fr. Tiburtius and lo

cated in the SSMC files further states that sometime after
1913 and prior to 1917 the old church was replaced by a new
one on the same site.

Between that date and 1938 the new

church was modified by raising the walls and replacing the
roof.

The altar that was in the church on January 17, 1938

was the same as that which was standing on the occasion of
Fr. Tiburtius' first visit in May, 1913 (SSMC).

The church

which was standing in 1938 may be the same as the one which
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stands in the now-deserted village.

An undated photograph

in the files at San Xavier shows the same church.
The church is of stone and stands with the door
facing east in the middle of a cleared area.
stands due east of the door.
feast nor dance complexes.

A field cross

I could identify neither
The church measures nineteen

feet, seven inches by twelve feet, five inches.

It had a

gabled roof supported by a ridgepole made of a length of
iron pipe.

It was a one-room, rectangular building.

There

are the remains of an adobe altar against the rear wall.
The inside was plastered at one time.
Huhuwosh Dialect
Pia Oik: St. Theresa of Avila (Figures A44a, A44b).
The earliest mention of a chapel at this village comes in
1936 in a list which had been prepared for the Commission
for Catholic Missions among the Negroes and Indians.

At

that time the chapel was listed as being dedicated to St.
Sarh

(SSMC).

The next mention comes in an article written

in 1951 for the Indian Sentinel by Fr. Theodore Williges
(1951:6).

This article describes the rebuilding of the

Pia Oik chapel after it and much of the village had been .
destroyed in a flood.

That the building which now stands

at Pia Oik is the result of this campaign is attested to by
the date 1948 over the door.

A photograph accompanying the

article shows the chapel standing much as it does today.
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with a few exceptions.

The arch over the door was higher

at the time of the picture and its upper portions were free
standing.

Furthermore, the inscription over the door does

not appear in the photo.

If it were added later, with the

1948 date, this would not be inconsistent with known Papago
practice.

In October, 1972, I was informed of plans to

erect a plaque at the Komelik chapel.

The plaque was to

feature a construction date in the 1950 *s.

The chapel is

supposed to have taken seven weeks to build (Williges 1951:

6).
It would seem on the surface that the apparent
change in dedication from St. Sarah to St. Theresa would in
dicate that the chapel had been totally destroyed and
reconstructed.

While this may still be true, the evidence

should not be taken as conclusive.

Despite Canon Law, the

patrons of chapels in this area appear to shift unaccount
ably,

Often, even a partial reconstruction appears to be a

suitable occasion on which to change the dedication of a
chapel.

Sil Nakya in the 1940’s is a case in point.

The

building was burned and rebuilt from about window height.
At the same time, the patron was changed from St. Maurice
to St. Agatha.
The chapel stands in a cleared area, with the door
facing east.

Directly in front of the chapel is a dance

floor of packed earth.

The band house is on the east of
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the floor.
pedestal.

Beyond this to the east is the field cross on its
The feast house and kitchen are to the south of

the chapel.

The rectangular adobe chapel measures about

twenty-four feet by sixteen feet.
pink and light green trim.

It is painted white with

"St. Theresa pray for us . . .

Dedicated Oct. 15, 1948" is inscribed over the door.

A

cement apron in front of the door bears the date 1972.
There is a built-in bench on either side of the door and two
windows are on each side of the chapel.
Inside, there are eight benches in two rows on the
cement floor.
head wall.

A three-stepped altar occupies the entire

It and the wall behind it are lavishly provided

with sacred images.
the altar.

There is a small Papago redware pot on

Against the north wall, near the door, is a

small table of suitable proportions to be used as an altar.
It undoubtedly serves in that capacity when a priest visits
the chapel.
1971.

This table has been added since February,

The chapel is in excellent repair.

while the grounds are less so.

It is very tidy,

There are no notices on the

door.
Sweetwater (Figure A44c).

I have been able to find

no historic references to this currently abandoned village
except that Fontana referred to it in 1962 as "very new"
(Fontana 1962:15),

The chapel stands in a small cleared

area with the door facing east.

Due east of the chapel is
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a mound of adobe and stone which, although very large, might
have been a field cross pedestal.

A ramada to the north

east of the chapel may have been involved with either the
dance or feast complexes.
plexes could be located.
feet by eleven feet.
each side.

Otherwise, no trace of these com
The church itself measures fifteen

It is built of adobe, with a window on

There are three cement slabs set into the top of

each long wall as supports for the roof beams.

A three-step

adobe altar is built against the rear wall.
The church is plastered on the exterior.

The facade

and the front half of the south side are painted white; the
interior is unpainted.

There is no contrasting trim.

Chapel and grounds are uniformly messy.
has been used for storage.

The chapel interior

I have been recently informed by

Fr. Lambert Fremdling that the people who moved from Sweet
water have completed a chapel in Gu Vo in the spring of
1973.

It lies to the southwest of the two chapels which are

described in this catalogue.

The roof of the new chapel was

constructed with materials which had been salvaged from the
roof of the chapel at Sweetwater.

CHAPTER VI
TESTING THE HYPOTHESIS
Introduction
In Chapter I, I stated as a hypothesis that "reli
gious architecture will reflect the nature of the ceremonies
for which it was constructed, and also the economic and
artistic resources of the community which constructed it."
Having examined at length the data regarding the history and
present appearance of Catholic religious architecture on the
Papagueria, we are now ready to test this hypothesis.

This

will be accomplished by formulating a set of test impli
cations and applying them to the corpus of Catholic
architecture which was described in the catalogue.

For the

purpose of the test, I shall contrast the Franciscan-built
chapels with the Papago-built ones, under the assumption
that each group built chapels which primarily filled its own
needs.

Those chapels which were built by both groups in co

operation will not be included in the test.
Before testing this hypothesis, however, it should
be instructive to consider briefly the similarities between
the two architectural genres.

Both of the ceremonial sys

tems under consideration are, after all, variants of the
Catholic tradition of Christianity.
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For this reason, they
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should resemble each other more than either one resembles,
for example, structures which serve a non-Christian tradi
tion.
It so happens that this is easily demonstrable as
there is standing on the Papago Reservation a body of archi
tecture which is intended for the use of Papago aboriginal
religion.

These wine houses, as they are called, are found

at several villages, -including Gu Achi, Gu Oidak, and Kaka.
A brief examination of the Gu Achi wine house will suffice.
The structure is circular in plan and has a flat roof.

The

walls are made of brush, while the roof is of brush laid on
a foundation of poles and covered with dirt.
doorway faces east.

There are no windows.

The single
A ramada stands

directly in front of the door and a fire pit is located east
of the ramada.
features.

Within the wine house there are only two

These are a central ash heap and a pit designed

to hold a jar of fermenting saguaro syrup.

This information

comes from an examination of three photographs in the Ari
zona State Museum photo archives taken in Gu Achi January
13, 1970 by Helga Teiwes.

They bear the numbers 25585,

25588, and 25589.
It can be seen readily that the structure described
above differs in several ways from the typical Catholic
chapel.

The most obvious of these ways is in the shape of

the building: Catholic chapels are rectangular while Papago
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wine houses are round.

The new chapel at Kaka provides an

exception to this rule, but it is a nontraditional Catholic
chapel in other ways as well.

Other differences include the

presence in Catholic chapels and the absence in wine houses
of exterior decoration, additional rooms, windows, and per
manent above-ground internal features.

Some points of

similarity between the two architectural genres will be dis
cussed later.
We are now ready to proceed with the testing of the
hypothesis.

Toward this end, I have prepared a series of

test implications which should prove to be true if the hy
pothesis is correct.

These are listed below and are

commented upon more fully as they are taken up individually.
1.

Papago-built chapels exhibit construction materials

and techniques which are readily available in the area,
while this is not necessarily the case with Franciscan-built
chapels.
2.

Papago-built chapels are simpler in plan than are

Franciscan-built chapels.
3.

Papago-built chapels are smaller than are Franciscan-

built chapels.
4.

Given the absence of resident priests, Franciscan-

built chapels will not be maintained as well as Papago-built
ones.

This will manifest itself in building deterioration

and in the presence of litter in and around the chapels.
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Signs of building deterioration are broken windows and
peeling paint.
5.

If a consistent orientation is employed by Papago

chapel planners, it will differ from that, if any, which is
employed by Franciscan chapel planners.
6.

External features such as field crosses, dance areas

and feast complexes which are associated with Sonora Cath
olic observances are more consistently present near Papagobuilt chapels than they are near Franciscan-built ones.
7.

The internal arrangements of the chapels differ in

ways which are consistent with the differences between the
ceremonies for which they were erected.

For example,

Franciscan-built chapels have altars which conform to the
requirements of the new Roman Catholic liturgy, while
Papago-built chapels do not have such altars.
8.

Franciscan-built chapels have external decorative or

symbolic features which are not found on Papago-built ones.
This holds true in reverse as well.

In addition, the

Franciscan-built chapels will exhibit a wider range of
stylistic diversity than will Papago-built ones.
9.

Native Papago decorative motifs appear on Papago-

built chapels but not on Franciscan-built ones.
Construction Techniques and Materials
The first test implication to be examined states
that"Papago-built chapels exhibit construction materials and
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techniques which are readily available in the area, while
this is not necessarily the case with Franciscan-built
chapels."

In order to test this, we shall first examine the

construction techniques and materials utilized in the walls
of the two groups of chapels.
the chapels have masonry walls.

In the first place, all of
The older chapel at Gila

Bend is included in this statement, as in this case the
railroad ties are treated exactly the same way as would be
adobe bricks or any other sort of masonry: they are stacked
one on top of the other.

This universal use of masonry

presents some contrast to the situation which has prevailed
in Tucson during the twentieth century.

Here, although

masonry has always been popular, frame construction exists
as an alternative and presumably has existed since the rail
road first made sawed lumber readily available to local
builders.

Whether from economic or practical reasons, frame

construction is extremely rare on the Papagueria (Fontana
1960:99).

It should also be noted that there exists a

greater range of available techniques for private housing
on the Papago Reservation than simply masonry construction.
Wattle and daub and plain wattle have been in use through
out the century in private home construction (Franklin 1972:
4).

Although at least one wattle and daub chapel formerly

existed (Oblasser 1932:102), no such structure stands today.
The materials which are used to make chapel walls include
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unfired adobe bricks, fired adobe bricks, stone, puddled
adobe, cement, and railroad ties (Table 1).

Table 1.

Frequencies of Use of Building Materials

Adobe

Stone

Railroad
Ties

Cement

Fired
Brick

Papago

22

4

1

0

0

Franciscan

18

7

0

1

1

Unfortunately, although a casual examination of the
statistics might lead one to think there is a significant
difference between the frequency of, say, adobe in the two
samples, application of the chi-square demonstrates this is
2
not the case.
% [^] = 1«09> indicating a probability of
more than 25 percent that the two frequencies could occur
by chance in the same population.

It is just possible that

if the exact construction dates of the Papago chapels were
known, thus permitting an examination of the sample as it
changed through time, these findings might be altered.

How

ever this is mere speculation.
In many instances the walls of the chapels are pro
vided with footings.

This is especially desirable in the

case of unfired adobe bricks, which are subject to leaching
if left in contact with the ground.

All of the twenty-six
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Franciscan-built chapels have such footings, while only ten
of the Papago-built ones do (Table 2).'

Table 2.

Frequency and Type of Footings

Total
Sample

Number with
Cement
Stone
Footings_____ Footings_____ Footings
)

Franciscan

26

26

16

Papago

20

10

6

10
4

= 20.4, indicating less than .01 percent of
probability that the statistics occurred by chance in the
same population.

In the matter of the composition of the

footings, Xp-jj = .044, indicating between 75 percent and 90
percent probability that the samples occurred in the same
population.

It is also instructive to note that while all

of twenty-nine Franciscan-built chapels utilize cement in
some way in their construction, eleven out of twenty-six
Papago-built ones do not (Table 3).

Table 3.

Frequency of Use of Cement

Total Sample

Cement Used

No Cement Used

Franciscan

29

29

0

Papago

26

15

11
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2
X [2 ] = 15.33, indicating a less than .01 percent probabil
ity that the samples occurred by chance in the same
population.
Finally, two basic types of roof construction are
used on the chapels.

Some chapels have a flat roof which is

often made of such locally obtainable materials as saguaro
ribs, creosote bush, and dirt.

Other chapels have gabled

roofs, most of which utilize imported timber in their manu
facture.

Some of the gabled roofs are plain, while others

are hipped (Table 4).

Table 4.

Frequency of Occurrence of Roof Types
Flat Roof

Gabled Roof

Hipped-Gabled Roof

Franciscans

3

18

4

Papagos

7

19

1

O

X [2 ] = 1*28, indicating a probability of between 10 percent
and 25 percent that the statistics occurred by chance in a
single population.
We are left, then, with a series of tests which, al
though they are mostly inconclusive, appear to indicate a
tendency in the predicted direction.

Franciscans do build

their walls and roofs out of exotic materials and use
exotic techniques such as gabling more often than do
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Papagos, but not sufficiently so to be statistically signif
icant.

In the matters of footings and the use of cement,

however, we do appear to have some real distinctions showing
up.

All this seems to indicate that while there may be some

tendency for Papagos to use more easily obtained and worked
materials and a similar tendency on the part of Franciscans
to use imported techniques and materials, something else was
at work in the situation.
I suggest that two things were going on.

In the

first place, Papagos were used as laborers on all of the
chapels which the Franciscans constructed on the Papagueria.
It therefore stands to reason that the techniques and mate
rials which were used would be those with which the Papagos
were familiar.

Both stone and adobe have been traditional

Papago building media since the late nineteenth century
(Franklin 1972).

Moreover, Papagos were using Franciscans

as sources for construction materials at least as early as
1921.

In view of this it is almost surprising that all

Papago-built chapels do not employ cement somewhere in their
construction, have gabled roofs, and use more lumber than
they do.
Complexity of Plan
The second test implication states that "Papagobuilt chapels are simpler in plan than are Franciscan-built
chapels."

This assumption was made for two reasons.

In the
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first place, Roman Catholic chapels the world over fre
quently have small, subsidiary rooms attached to them.
These rooms may be for the administration of particular sac
raments, such as baptism or confession, or they may be areas
in which ritual equipment is stored or in which the priest
prepares himself for the administration of the sacraments.
These rooms are given names indicative of their functions,
such as ”baptistry1* and Mconfessional," or "vestry" and
"sacristy," which refer to the functions which are listed
above.

Papago chapels, on the other hand, are intended to

fulfill a different set of requirements which involve the
safekeeping of sacred images and the providing a setting
for periodic religious feasts rather than providing a set
ting for the administration of the sacraments.

None of

these functions suggest the need for special rooms of the
sort which are found in Roman Catholic chapels.
In the second place, it may be assumed that some
accommodations may have been made in Francis can-built
chapels for the pursuit of Sonora Catholicism.

The Fran

ciscans may well have attempted to include in their list of
acceptable Catholic activities the accumulation of holy
pictures by Papagos.

Small, specialized chapels attached

to larger church buildings are a common phenomenon in the
Roman Catholic world.

They usually are connected with the

devotion to a particular saint or are the property of a
particular family.

Given this tradition, it would not be
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inconceivable that Franciscans should construct special
Papago "folk" chapels onto their larger churches.

There is

no reason, however, why Papagos should build small, spe
cialized chapels onto their buildings.

Nothing about a

Papago altar would have made it unsuitable for the saying
of Mass in the period before the liturgical reforms of the
1960's, while after these reforms the simple addition of a
table would have sufficed to render the chapels suitable
for the Mass.
I approached this problem in the following manner.
In the first place, I devised three indications of complex
ity of floor plan.
three questions:

These may be expressed in the form of
Is a rear room attached to the chapel?

Are one or more side rooms attached to the chapel?

Is there

a bell tower attached to the chapel? (Table 5)

Table 5.

Complexity of Floor Plan

Total
Sample

Rear
Room

Side
Room

Franciscan

28

13

20

18

Papago

30

3

2

3

Bell
Tower

In the second place, I separated those chapels which had an
interior space consisting of one or more rectangles on the
the same axis (nave or nave and apse) from those chapels
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whose interior space consisted of rectangles and hemis
pheres on several axes (Table 6).

Table 6.

Complexity of Interior Space

Total
Sample

Number with Transepts
or Side Chanels

Franciscan

28

9

Papago

30

2

This latter category included chapels with transepts and
rectangular or hemispherical side chapels.

Having sepa

rated the chapels into these categories, I subjected the
resulting statistics to a chi-square test.
the side rooms,

In the case of

= 25.84, indicating a probability of

less than .01 percent that the two statistics are drawn
from the same population.

In the case of the rear rooms,

2

X [ u = 10.15, again revealing less than .01 percent proba
bility that one population is involved.
attached bell towers,
ilar probability.

In the matter of

= 18.67, which indicated a sim

Finally, regarding the complexity of

interior space,

which indicates a probability

of slightly more than .01 percent that the statistics were
drawn from a single population.
The above appears to demonstrate the validity of
the test implication.

The extra rooms which are found on
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the Franciscan chapels are used either as sacristies, bap
tistries, confessionals, seating areas, or chapels in which
the villagers can keep their sacred images without inter
fering with the decoration of the main altar.

In the case

of the extra rooms on the Papago chapels, two are sac
risties, one is a chapel for Sonora Catholic observances,
and one is a special chapel which contains a large statue
of St. Francis Xavier.
The question of the side chapels should be consid
ered further.

Many Roman Catholic churches all over the

world have small chapels appended to the main church
building.

Usually these are either private chapels or

chapels dedicated to a particular saint's devotion.

In the

case of the six Franciscan-built churches on the Papagueria,
there are small chapels appended to the main building whose
function is to provide a setting for the sacred images of
the villagers and which thus take over some of the func
tions of the Sonora Catholic chapel.

The first such chapel

to be constructed was on the southeast corner of the church
at Anegam.

It was apparently dedicated to this purpose

from the very beginning and thus represents an early
attempt on the part of the Franciscan missionaries to adapt
their churches to Papago use.

Other examples of this sort

of specialized chapel are found in the churches at Ventana,
Gu Oidak, and Supi Oidak, and in the new churches at Kaka
and Gila Bend.

There is a small, rectangular choir room
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opening off the presbytery at Maish Vaya.

This was appar

ently offered to the villagers in the early 19701s for use
as a chapel, but they saw no need for such a room.

The

churches at Sells and Vaya Chin have transepts which are
used for seating.

It thus can be seen that the presence or

absence of additional rooms in the chapels on the Papagueria is a direct reflection of the functions of the chapel.
Size
The third test implication is that "Papago-built
chapels are smaller than Franciscan-built ones."
statement was made for two reasons.

The

The first and most im

portant is that Sonora Catholic chapel interiors are not
the settings for rituals which are attended by large num
bers of people, as are Roman Catholic chapel interiors.
The second is that local technology and resources may well
limit the size of the building in the case of Papago-built
chapels, while this limitation need not be in effect in the
case of the Franciscan-built chapels.
In order to test this statement, I averaged the
length, the width, and the ratio of length to width of the
chapels in both samples (Table 7).

Student's t-test was

run on each set of statistics in order to determine the
probability that the statistics were gathered from a single
population.

The result of the test on the lengths was

t = 9.41, indicating a probability of less than .01 percent.
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Table 7,

Average Dimensions of Chapels

Over-all
Over-all
Length to
Length__________ Width_____________ Width
Franciscan

51.05 feet

21.09 feet

2.34%

Papago

25.63 feet

14.94 feet

1.71%

In the case of the widths, t = 4.43, which still shows less
than .01 percent probability.

Finally, in the case of the

ratios, t = 3,15, which indicated a probability of only
slightly more than .01 percent.
These figures indicate that size is indeed an im
portant distinguishing feature between Franciscan-built and
Papago-built chapels.

Moreover, Papago chapels are propor

tionally shorter than are Franciscan ones.

This latter

finding appears to reflect the fact that the Franciscans
have adhered to the ancient tradition of the "hall church"
in the buildings, while the Papagos have not.

The problem

remains of where the Papagos obtained the model for the
proportions of their chapels.

I suspect that it comes

from Papago (and Sonoran) domestic architecture, although
there are insufficient data at hand at present to prove or
disprove this idea.

Furthermore, the Franciscan chapels

were designed to hold a large number of people, all facing
the altar.

Such was not a consideration with Papago
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designers.

The result of both of these factors is that

Franciscan-built chapels tend to be longer in relation to
their width than those of the Papagos.
Upkeep
The fourth test implication is that given the ab
sence of resident priests, Franciscan-built chapels will not
be maintained as well as are Papago-built ones.

This will

manifest itself in building deterioration and the presence
of litter in and around the chapels.

Signs of building

deterioration are broken windows and peeling paint.

This

was inspired by an article by Rolf Bauer in which he hy
pothesizes that "when members of a community or local group
describe a program . . .

as their own, as opposed to be

longing to an outside group or change agent, they will take
responsibility for directing and maintaining it after the
change agent has left (Bauer 1971:101)."

He then gives

several conditions which must exist before a program is to
be identified as belonging to a local group.

These condi

tions involve the local group’s participation in the
decision-making processes and their feeling that the bene
fits reaped from the project descend on them rather than
upon the other agency or group which was involved in the
project.

It had been my opinion that Papagos would regard

Roman Catholic chapels as belonging to the Franciscans
rather than to themselves and that this would be reflected
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in a difference in the care and maintenance which they gave
the two classes of chapel.
In order to test this, I recorded several sets of
data for the two chapel types.

Building deterioration was

determined by the presence or absence of peeling plaster
and of broken windows (Table 8).

I also noted whether the

interior and grounds were excessively neat, fairly neat, or
excessively untidy.

Table 8.

This admittedly subjective labeling was

Factors Indicating Building Deterioration

Total
Sample

Number of Chapels
with Peeling Paint

Number of Chapels
with Broken Windows

Franciscan 20

3

3

Papago

3

0

16

done on the following basis.

If there were no litter to be

observed in the interior of a chapel, it was classified as
excessively neat.

One or two pieces of trash changed the

condition to fairly neat, while more than that indicated ex
cessive untidiness.

The grounds were approached in the

same manner, with the presence of a few cigarette butts
placing an atrio in the "fairly neat" category, and any
thing more than this indicating extreme untidiness (Table 9).
The results were negative: that is to say, in only
one case did I receive any indication that more than one
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Table 9.

Degree of Neatness of Chapel Interiors and Grounds
Excessively
Neat

Fairly
Neat

Franciscan
Interiors

15

6

0

Papago
Interiors

14

2

0

Franciscan
Grounds

8

9

4

Papago
Grounds

6

9

3

population was under consideration.
peeling paint,
percent

Excessively
Untidy

In the case of the

= .078, indicating a greater than 90

probability that only one population is involved.

In the case of the broken windows,

X

= 6.92, indi

cating slightly less than 1 percent probability that one
population produced both samples.
When dealing with the statistics on neatness, I
found it necessary to combine the two categories of "fairly
neat" and "extremely untidy" in order to make the text more
valid.

For the interiors,

X2 ^

= .824, which indicated a

probability of slightly less than 50 percent that the
samples were drawn from the same population.
of the neatness of the grounds,

x2^ ]

In the case

z 1*08, showing the

probability once again to be less than 50 percent.
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It is easy to see from these figures that Franciscanbuilt chapels receive about the same amount of repainting
and tidying as do the Papago-built ones.
fact is apparent, however.

One interesting

It seems that Franciscan-built

chapels are a greater target for vandalism than are Papagobuilt ones, if incidence of broken windows can be considered
an index of vandalism.

These figures should be treated with

caution as it is also true that Franciscan-built chapels
have more windows than do Papago-built ones.

Assuming that

the vandals are drawn from the ranks of school-age children,
this set of figures indicates a certain split in attitudes
towards the Francis can-built chapels, with the older people
caring for them and younger ones breaking their windows.
This, however, is one of the few indications I have been
able to find that Franciscan-built chapels are not fully
integrated into the communities in which they stand.
Orientation
The fifth test implication states that "if a con
sistent orientation is employed by Papago chapel planners,
it will differ from that, if any, which is employed by
Franciscan chapel planners."
this statement.

There were two reasons for

In the first place, directionality is a

logical area in which ceremonial traditions can differ.
the second place, this was felt to be an area in which

In
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Papago Catholicism may have been influenced by aboriginal
Papago ceremonialism.
A glance at the statistics is sufficient to indi
cate that the distributions of the two samples differ (Table
10).

In this case,

Table 10.

= 16.79, indicating a probability

Chapel Orientation
North_____South____East____West

Franciscan

2

5

15

5

Papago

0

0

30

0

of less than .01 percent that the samples came from the same
population.

In addition, a chi-square test on the Franciso

can sample gives the result

x q -j = 12.95, which indicates

a less than .01 percent probability that this distribution
occurred by chance.
These statistics indicate two things.

In the first

place, Papago-built chapels do appear to have a consistently
different orientation than do Francis can-built ones.

There

is, however, a tendency on the part of the Franciscan-built
chapels to have the same orientation as the Papago-built
ones.

In other words, neither the fact that the Franciscan

and Papago samples differ, nor the fact that the greater
number of the Franciscan-built chapels faces east are
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likely to be accidental.

The question which immediately

arises is, can the latter tendency on the part of the Fran
ciscan builders be ascribed to Papago influence ?
that the answer is "yes.”

I believe

In many instances the Francis

can churches replaced previously standing Papago chapels
which presumably had the same orientation as Papago chapels
today.

Given the lack of a strong tradition of orientation

on the part of the Franciscan builders— a lack which seems
to be borne out by interviews as well as by the observed
data— the consistent orientation of the Papago chapels may
well have had a measurable effect on the Franciscan
buildings.

Furthermore, even though there is no record of

Papago opinion having been solicited on this matter, the
possibility must not be totally discounted.

It is inter

esting to note that of the eight chapels which were built
by Franciscans and Papagos in cooperation, all but one have
the door on the east end.

The single exception is oriented

north-south, with the door to the north.
The next problem is to determine whether or not the
consistent directionality of Papago chapels represents a
survival of earlier Roman Catholic practice which has been
abandoned by the Franciscans and retained in the Little
Tradition, or whether it is a purely Papago matter.

Let us

first approach the problem of Roman Catholic tradition.
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An important point to realize when dealing with the
orientation of Roman Catholic churches is that the head of
the church, or the end opposite the door, indicates the
direction in which the church is said to face.

The congre

gation, when they stand in the nave facing the main altar,
are aligned with the church.

The vast majority of Roman

Catholic churches up through the Renaissance have faced east.
That is to say, they have been constructed on an east-west
axis with the altar at the east end and the main portal at
the west.

In Mexico this rule applied almost without

exception throughout the sixteenth century.

By the late

seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, however, the pattern
appears to break down.

Mexican churches constructed during

this period face in any of the cardinal directions.
As might be expected, there appears to be no hard
and fast rule governing the orientation of the mission
churches of the Pimeria Alta.

The churches at Caborca and

Pitiquito in Sonora are on the east-west axis, with the door
at the west end.

San Xavier del Bac and San Cayetano del

Tumacacori in Arizona, and San Ignacio de Caborica and San
Pedro y San Pablo de Tubutama in Sonora face north, as do
the now ruined churches at Guevavi and Calabasas.

The

church which now stands, in Magdalena, Sonora, has its portal
at the north end.

The only Arizona churches which had an

orientation similar to that of the twentieth century Papago
chapels were the short-lived visita chapel at Santan and

an earlier church at Tumacacori.

In addition, the doors of

the churches at Oquitoa and Altar, Sonora, also face east.
The chapel in Magdalena where Father Kino was buried faced
southeast (Polzer 1972:38).

It can be seen that there

appears to be little consistency concerning the direction
in which the Jesuit and Franciscan churches of the Pimeria
Alta faced.
This leaves us with the possibility that the con
sistent orientation of Papago-built chapels is a Papago
rather than a Catholic tradition.

Papago wine houses, al

though they are round and can have no axes, are built with
the door on the east side.

The wine house at Gu Achi has a

further east-west alignment of ash heap, fermenting pit,
door, and ramada.

In addition, while the Gu Achi Child

ren’s Shrine has openings in each of the four cardinal
directions, the two piles of discarded ocotillo stalks pro
vide a secondary east-west directionality which is shared
by an alignment of small wooden arches which can be ob
served to the southeast of the shring itself.

Furthermore,

one Papago informant observed that chapel doors should face
east for two reasons.

One of these is that the doors of

Papago houses in the old days faced east.

The other is

that the door at the church in Magdalena, Sonora, faces
east.

The front door of the presently standing church in

Magdalena, however, faces north.

On the other hand, as I
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stated earlier, the door of the chapel in which Father Kino
was buried faces southeast.

The issue is further confused

by the fact that this was not the only other church to have
existed in Magdalena, as well as by the fact that the pres
ently standing church has surely undergone alterations
during its time.

All this leaves open the question of

whether or not the informant was passing on a tradition
which at one time had a basis of fact.
Whether or not this is the case, all the evidence
appears to indicate that the custom of putting the door on
the east side of a building is an old one with Papagos.

In

view of this, it seems most likely that the observed ten
dency of Franciscans to build their chapels with the doors
to the east is a reflection of Papago custom.
External Features
The sixth test implication states that "external
features such as field crosses, dance areas, and feast com
plexes which are associated with Sonora Catholic obser
vances are more consistently present near Papago-built
chapels than they are near Franciscan-built ones."

The

assumption here is that Sonora Catholics will be more likely
to provide for the regularly recurring feast celebrations
than are Roman Catholics.

The statistics dealing with this

test implication are presented in Table 11.
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Table 11.

Frequency of Occurrence of External Features

Total
Sample

Field
Cross
Present

Feast
Complex
Present

Franciscan

25

20

21

16

Papago

28

20

16

19

In the case of the field crosses,

x 2 [i]

Dance
Complex
Present

=

in

dicating slightly less than 50 percent probability that the
samples came from a single population.

With the feast com-

o

plexes, x [2 ] =

40, showing less than 5 percent proba

bility of a single group being involved.

Finally, in the

case of the dance complexes, X2[i] = *085, indicating more
than 75 percent probability that the two statistics were
/

gathered from a single population.
The situation regarding the dance complex appears to
be quite straightforward.

Sixty-eight percent of the Papago-

built chapels have dance floors, while 64 percent of the
Franciscan-built ones do.

This seems to indicate that the

Papagos have taken over the Franciscan-built churches as
their own in the matter of feast day celebration, and in
this there is agreement with the findings on upkeep and
neatness.

In this aspect, at least, the chapels built for

the Papagos by the Franciscans have been taken over by the
people for whom they were built.
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The situation regarding the feast houses is prob
ably about the same, although it appears to be quite
different.

Eighty-four percent of the Franciscan-built

chapels have feast houses, while only 57 percent of the
Papago-built ones do.

This probably reflects two facts.

In

the first place, many of the Papago-built chapels are also
privately owned.

In at least one such case, I have been

able to document that food is served out of the house of the
owner of the chapel.

This house, however, does not look any

different than the other private dwellings in the village.
Furthermore, many of the Papago-built chapels were recorded
in small, abandoned villages.

In some cases, the chapel

was the only house which was still standing, thus making it
impossible to determine whether or not there had been a
specialized feast house.

It may well be that special feast

houses started being constructed when the chapels became
community, rather than private buildings.

In this case, it

would not be surprising that they were more common in asso
ciation with Franciscan-built chapels than with those built
by Papagos.
Finally, we are faced with the problem of the field
cross.

There is little room for doubt that the field cross

is not a distinguishing feature between Franciscan-built
and Papago-built chapels.

The only difficulty arises in

determining the origin of the feature.

It is not absolutely
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clear to me whether this is a Sonora Catholic trait which
the Franciscans have adopted, a Franciscan trait which the
Papagos have adopted, or one which was held by both groups.
It is instructive to survey the available evidence.
The erection of crosses has been an important fea
ture of Roman Catholic mission activity in New Spain since
the earliest days of the spiritual conquest of Mexico
(McAndrew 1965:247, 253-254).

Crosses are used for a vari

ety of purposes by folk Catholics in the neighboring state
of Sonora, Mexico.

They mark death and burial sites.

They

delineate village boundaries and they commemorate hap
penings.

In addition, they are found within the yards of

houses and in front of churches and chapels.

Mayos and

Yaquis, especially, place crosses in front of churches and
use them as focal points for processions.

The idea of the

field cross, therefore, may well have been included in the
folk Catholic ceremonialism which the Papagos learned from
their Sonoran neighbors in the nineteenth century.
There is evidence, however, that what I have been
calling the field cross was also meaningful for the Fran
ciscan missionaries.

Fr. Bonaventure mentioned in a 1911

letter that
a cope would add greatly to certain ceremonies
especially that of blessing the mission crosses.
These have been erected in some five stations al
ready. With their solemn blessing commences the
regular visits of the missioner. Til [sic] now we
have blessed no cross, since no assurance can be
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given of any regular visits until the Superiors
decide who is to take care of these missions
(Oblasser 1911a).
I have been able to find no further mention of mission
crosses, and the five which were supposed to have been
erected were nowhere described, but this passage does sug
gest that a dual origin for the present-day field cross is
possible.
That at least some of the field crosses now standing
on the reservation were erected by Franciscans is suggested
by the presence of the variant type of cross mentioned in
the catalogue.

This type, which consists of a stone niche

containing a statue and surmounted by a small cross, is
found at Ali Chukson, Komelik, Gu Oidak, Cowlik, San Miguel,
and Topawa.

The churches at all of these villages were

built by Franciscans.

After looking at the shrines, I feel

there is a strong possibility they are all the products of
Brother Robert Schuchert.
On the other hand, field crosses occur at such
isolated villages as Stotonyak, Sif Vaya, and Chiapuk,
where there is little reason to suspect immediate Franciscan
influence.

Furthermore, Fr. Lambert Fremdling has informed

me that in at least one case where the cross is set up to
the south of the church, it is intended to indicate the

di

rection of the pilgrimage to Magdalena, Sonora, which is
definitely a Papago rather than a Franciscan preoccupation.
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In the light of these conflicting pieces of evidence
and in the further light of the fact that not all Sonora
chapels have field crosses in association with them, it
seems best to conclude that the field cross as it exists on
the Papago Reservation in 1973 is the product of convergence
between Sonora Catholic and Roman Catholic ceremonial prac
tice.

It is for this reason that I have used the term

"field cross" rather than "mission cross" or "cruz del
atrio,"

both of which have definite historical connotations.
Internal Arrangements
The seventh test implication states that the in

ternal arrangements of the chapels differ in ways which are
consistent with the differences between the ceremonies for
which they were erected.

For example, Franciscan-built

chapels have altars conforming to the requirements of the
new Roman Catholic liturgy, while Papago-built ones do not
have such altars.
In the introduction to Chapter V it was mentioned
that there were two types of altar, one of which was lo
cated either against the head wall or in the middle.of the
presbytery and was sparsely furnished with sacred images,
while the other was invariably set against the head wall
and was very profusely furnished with sacred images.

These

two types of altar correspond with the two forms of Cathol
icism which are practiced on the Papagueria.
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The first type of altar is intended for Roman Cath
olic use.

Until the 1960*5, Roman Catholic altars were re

quired to be set against the head wall, but after the
introduction of the new liturgy following the Vatican I I ,
they have been placed in the middle of the presbytery to
allow the priest to face the people over the altar.

This

change is reflected in the fact that many Franciscan-built
churches have an altar against the head wall and another one
in the middle of the presbvtery.

One exception to this rule

is in the church of The Immaculate Conception at Ventana
where there is only one altar and it is still set against
the wall.

I have been unable to discover an explanation for

this.
The other characteristic of this type is that the
altars are sparsely furnished.

A crucifix, two candles, and

some flowers frequently make up the total of objects on the
altar, while one, two or three sacred images may aopear on
the wall or on stands against it.

The altar is covered with

a cloth which is called the altar cloth.

Although white is

the usual color for such altar cloths, those in the
Franciscan-built churches on the Papago Reservation are
often multicolored serapes of the sort which may be pur
chased in border towns such as Nogales, Sonora.
After the adoption of the new liturgy, there are no
longer any hard and fast regulations governing what must be
on a Roman Catholic altar at all times.

Previously, every

1
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altar had to have on it a tabernacle surmounted by a cross
or a crucifix and two candles.

Also, the altar either had

to be of stone or have an altar stone set into it.

Roman

Catholic altars frequently held some equipment necessary for
celebration of Mass such as an ablution bowl and a missal
stand, but this was not mandatory.

Aside from the necessi

ties, there is a general feeling among priests, both before
and after liturgical reforms, that the altar should be un
cluttered insofar as that is possible.
The type of altar which is identified with Papago
Catholicism is quite different.

For one thing, it invar

iably abuts the head wall of the chapel in which it stands.
It serves as a setting for a large number of sacred images
both on the altar and on the wall behind it.

Both of

these descriptive statements are not surprising considering
that the Sonora Catholic chapel is the setting for the
accumulated sacred images of the village rather than a
place in which the sacraments are administered.

Further

more, both the fact that the altar is set against the wall
and the fact that large numbers of sacred pictures are hung
in rows behind it provide strong reminders of the probable
source for at least some aspects of Papago chapel interior
design.

The surviving colonial churches of the Pimeria

Alta all have stepped altars built against their head walls.
In addition, at least two— San Xavier del Bac and San Peche
y San Pablo de Tubutama--sti.ll possess baroque retablos
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behind the altar.

Although the retablo at San Xavier is

very sculptural, that at Tubutama dates from the end of the
Mexican baroque period and consists of Several rows of
paintings unified by a series of gold frames.
Sacred images are not the only objects which are
found on Sonora Catholic altars.

Other frequent items in

clude large plastic or glass containers of holy water,
votive candles, and small Papago-made basketry or pottery
bowls.

These latter made of pottery are either Papago red

or Papago black-on-red (Fontana and others 1962:106-109).
A few coins are frequently found in these containers.

In

addition, some altars have small savings banks on them.
Photographs of individuals, both living and dead, can also
appear on the altars.

The head wall at St. Clare’s church

at Anegam has a large portrait of Fr. Bonaventure attached
to it.

Finally, one family chapel had on it high school

certificates and beauty queen trophies belonging to several
of the children of the family.
There is little doubt that both Roman Catholics and
Sonora Catholics recognize these two types of altar as be
longing to the different groups.

The Franciscan mission

aries often refer to the second type as "Papago-style"
altars.

Several years ago one missionary gained a good

deal of notoriety by cleaning off a "Papago-style" altar in
order to make it conform to his ideas of suitability.
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Furthermore, the fact that several Franciscan churches have
small side chapels in which "Papago-style" altars are
placed indicates that the missionaries understand the
existence and significance of the two types.

If, in fact,

the round tower at Anegam was constructed as a Papago
chapel, recognition by Franciscans of the different func
tions of Sonora Catholic chapels has been a fact for quite
some time.
In this connection, it is useful to note that not
all present-day Papagos feel the need for a "Papago-style"
altar.

When the church at Maish Vaya was being remodeled

a few years ago, the priest in charge offered to set aside
a small room for accumulated sacred images.

The congre

gation was not interested in such a chapel for their use.
It is not safe, however, to assume on the strength of this
incident that such altars are absent only from churches
where they are not desired by Papagos.
The existence of both kinds of altar in the same
church is now spreading to Papago-constructed chapels.

In

some cases, as in the chapels at Kohatk, the Roman altar is
not permanently placed in the presbytery but is pushed up
against the side wall until a priest arrives to say Mass.
In other instances, it occupies a permanent place in the
presbytery in front of the Sonora-style altar.

In one vil

lage, Gu Vo, the chapel was recently constructed by
villagers to reflect spatially its dual function as a
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Sonora Catholic and a Roman Catholic building.

On the left

side of the head wall is a Roman Catholic altar, while the
right side is recessed to hold a Sonora Catholic one (Fig
ure A41b).

This is the only example to date of this sort of

sophisticated handling of interior space in a Papago-built
chapel.
The type of altar which is found in the chapel is
not the only feature which varies consistently depending
upon who built the chapel.

Roman Catholic churches are usu

ally supplied with a series of fourteen small pictures
called the Stations of the Cross.

These are hung along the

sides of the nave and depict various incidents during the
last hours of Christ's life.

Twenty-two out of twenty-three

Franciscan-built chapels are provided with these pictures,
while two out of sixteen Papago-built ones are so equipped
(Table 12).

Table 12.

Frequency of Appearance of Stations of the Cross
Total Sample_____ Stations Present

Franciscan

23

Papago

16

22
2

In this case, X^[i] = 27.21, indicating less than .01 per
cent probability that the two samples come from the same
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population.

Obviously, the Stations of the Cross, while

important to Roman Catholics, are not numbered among the
sacred images which Sonora Catholics feel to be necessary
in a chapel.
Most "Papago-style" altars are set against a wall
which is hung with white cloth.

On this cloth, on both

wall and ceiling, are to be found rows of paper or plastic
flowers.

The paper flowers are often of local manufacture

and are discussed in more detail later.

These rows of

flowers are a regular feature in association with the
"Papago-style" altars.and are seldom found with the other
type.

There appear to be two reasons for this.

In the

first place, there are certain seasons in the Roman Cath
olic calendar during which it is not appropriate for
flowers to appear on the altar.

Lent is one of these times.

In other cases where flowers comprise part of the perma
nent decorative scheme, compliance with this regulation
1

would be difficult.

In addition, the presence of rows of

flowers behind and over the altar would appear to violate
that sense of neatness and sparseness which was mentioned
earlier as being an important part of the North American
Catholic aesthetic.
Exterior Decoration
The eighth test implication is that "Franciscanbuilt chapels have external decorative or symbolic features
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which are not found on Papago-built ones.
true in reverse."

This also holds

The reason for this statement is that

Franciscans and Papagos have differing architectural and
artistic traditions to draw upon.

One way to approach the

problem is to identify the architectural style represented
in the two groups of chapels.
Two of the architectural styles popular in the
United States during the early twentieth century are found
in the corpus of Franciscan-built chapels on the Papagueria.
These are the neoclassic and the mission revival styles.

Of

these, the former was the least influential and can be dis
missed after a brief discussion.
In 1919, Fr. Nicholas Perschl supervised the con
struction of the church of St. Maurice at Sil Nakya.
Although no written statement to that effect survives, it
is obvious from an inspection of contemporary photographs
that the facade of this church, with its twin columns
flanking the door, its Greek fret frieze and its hollow
pediments, was modeled after that of the Santa Barbara Mis
sion in Santa Barbara, California.

The Santa Barbara

facade was itself a product of early nineteenth century
neoclassicism, having been taken from an illustration in a
Spanish edition of Vitruvius (Baer 1955:36).

Even in its

present state, after having been rebuilt by Brother Robert
Schuchert following a fire in the early 1940*s, the Sil
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Nakya church retains its neoclassic character, although
this is far less academic than it was previously.
Another neoclassic facade is found on St. Clare’s
church at Anegam.

The facade has been changed considerably

during several repair campaigns since 1918 when the chapel
was dedicated.

The greatest change is the addition of a

central rectangular window over the door.

The original

square pilasters flanking the door, however, remain, as do
the lintel and the two upper pilasters.

The neoclassic

flavor of this facade is rather marred by the presence on
the southeast corner of the facade of a round tower.
The neoclassic details also appear on various other
churches which were constructed during the 1920’s.

The

front doors of the churches at Comobabi and Sells, for in
stance, are each surmounted by a fanlight and lintel and
flanked by square cement pilasters.

This arrangement is

simplified at Cowlic and Maish Vaya to the point where the
lintel and pilasters have disappeared while the fanlight is
retained.

These details, however, are used as decorative

elements and do not indicate any interest in the neoclassic
as an architectural system.

Indeed, it is worth noting

that all of these details have precedents in the corpus of
California mission architecture.

The portals at San

Buenaventura and San Luis Rey show many of the details of
pilasters, lintel and fanlight which are used piecemeal in
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the Papago churches (Newcomb 1973:52-53, 57, 60, 66).

Thus,

it is reasonable to assume that the appearance of neoclassic
details in the Franciscan churches of the Papagueria is a
sign not of interest in the neoclassic revival but in the
Franciscan mission

architecture of Alta California.

The mission revival style of architecture, which de
veloped in California in the last years of the nineteenth
century, had more impact in Papago country than did the neo
classic style.

This style was characterized by such details

as simple arcades, scalloped gable ends often with a central
window, and bell towers typically composed of several re
ceding cubes topped by a low dome.

The most important

unifying feature of this style consisted of "broad, un
broken exterior surfaces of rough cement stucco (Gebhard
1967:132)."

Its early arrival in Tucson was signaled by the

erection of such buildings as the Bayless House of 1904 and
the "Owl’s Club" of 1900 (Historic Areas Committee 1969:
223-225, 286-289).
This neo-Baroque style came to the Papagueria in
1913 with the construction of St. Augustine's church at
Chuichu.

It is useless to speculate as to whether the in

spiration for this building came directly from southern
California or whether it entered the vocabulary of its
designer in Tucson.

The point is that by this time the

style was available to anyone who was more interested in
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the idea of the Southwest mission heritage than in the spe
cifics of Spanish colonial church design.

The Chuichu

church was followed in 1915 by St. Elizabeth's at Vaiva Vo.
These two churches, which were built under the direction of
Fr. Tiburtius, have most of the characteristics of the mis
sion revival style as defined above and are its only "pure"
examples on the Papagueria which date from before 1930.

The

style, however, had considerable impact on Franciscan
chapel building.

This impact took several forms.

Between 1921 and 1926, churches were built at Sells,
Cowlic, Topawa, San Miguel, and Maish Vaya.

All these

churches are of rough stone and the masonry was originally
visible on the exteriors of all of them.

The Topawa church

has since been given a smooth coat of plaster.

Despite

their rough exterior finish, they all utilize several of
the cliches of the mission revival style.

All have scal

loped gable ends and each has a central window of some sort
in the facade.

In addition, each church has a bell tower

of the sort mentioned as being typical of the mission re
vival style.

These towers are painted white.

In other

words, the decorative elements of the style have been re
tained without the unifying effect of the bare stuccoed
surfaces which were so important to the original system.
In the absence of data to the contrary, it is reasonably
safe to assume that Fr. Bonaventure had some hand in the
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designing of these churches as he was assigned to the appro
priate parts of the reservation at the appropriate times.
The mission revival style continued to be influen
tial.

The stone church at Emika, which was built and

plastered over in 1931 under the direction of Fr. Bonaventure, had many of the characteristics of this style as did
San Martin's chapel at Schuchuli in its original state.

The

entire surviving corpus of churches built by Brother Robert
Schuchert, which dates from the 1940's and 1950's, is pure
if heavy mission revival.

Many of the buildings which were

erected in the 1950's and 1960's by Fr. Theodore Williges
and Fr. Lambert Fremdling also partake of this style.
For the reasons behind this, I believe one must
look to two sources.

In the first place, it was probably

felt to be suitable to the setting and purpose of the
churches.

Fr. Lambert gave this as a factor influencing

his design for the facade at Ko Vaya (Fremdling interview).
Franciscans on the Papagueria have long been aware that they
are following in the footsteps of the Spanish padres, and
this may have made the style seem doubly appropriate.

Fur

thermore, in recent times, Papagos have been consulted
concerning the appearance of the churches to be built in
their villages, and the mission revival style seems to con
form in many ways with the Papago idea of what chapels
should look like.

This feeling of suitability on the part
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of the Franciscans reinforced in some instances by local
preference appears to have been a strong factor in deter
mining the appearance of Franciscan-built chapels on the
Papagueria.
It can be seen from the above that both of the styl
istic bases for Franciscan chapel architecture on the
Papagueria derive from the architecture of the California
missions.

One involves the use of specific details borrowed

from specific monuments.

The other may be described as an

attempt to state the essence of the meaning of the Califor
nia mission architecture as it was perceived by AngloAmericans in California during the years around the turn of
the century.
The next step is to define the stylistic components
of Papago chapel architecture.

In the first place, Papago

chapels are rectangular boxes.

Any exterior decoration will

be in terms of the application of flat colors, the indenting
of the line of the gable on the facade, or the application
of three-dimensional decoration around the doorway.
roof line of the facade is either gabled or flat.

The

In

either case, it can be either left alone or manipulated.
Gabled can be stepped or scalloped, and flat parapets can
be interrupted.

The doorway is usually left plain, although

it can be surrounded by an arch as is the case at Pia Oik.
The facade is usually painted, and often the rest of the
building as well.

The most frequent color is white,

1
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although pastels are used on occasion.

In addition to this,

there may be a bell tower, a belfry or an esnadana.
A perusal of photographs of chapels taken in the
period prior to 1940 leaves me with the impression that most
of the chapels of that period had little in the way of exte
rior decoration.

One stepped gable appears on a photograph

of a chapel at Korn Vo, probably taken around 1915.

A later

chapel at the same village also shows a stepped gable, but
this building may have been built by the Franciscans.

An

other photo, dated between 1916 and 1920, shows a chapel at
Maish Vaya.

It has a semicircular gable end, surmounted by

a bell and flanked by two small semicircular lumps.

The

rest of the early chapels appear to have unadorned facades
with the exception of semiannular espadanas which show up
on early pictures taken at Gu Vo and Hickiwan.
This leaves us with the task of finding sources for
two types of decorated roof line, each of which appears to
have been of comparatively recent popularity.

It is my

opinion that the stepped or scalloped gable end has at
least been reinforced by the tremendous popularity of that
feature on Franciscan-built chapels.

In one case, the

chapel of St. Francis at Shopishk, the gable end appears to
have been copied directly from the central portion of the
gable end of St. Augustine's at Chuichu.
exist but I have not detected them.

Other copies may

It would be
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surprising, however, if one needed to look further for a
source of this feature than the mission revival architec
ture with which the Franciscans have dotted the Papagueria
since 1913.
A source for the interrupted parapet also suggests
itself.

Detached houses possessing this feature on one or

all of their faces may be found throughout southern Arizona
and northern Sonora.

It is ray impression that this feature

is a relatively recent introduction dating perhaps from the
1920’s rather than a survival of an older style in the area.
Among my reasons for this assumption is the fact that in
terrupted parapets do not appear on any of the oldest
buildings in Tucson, as determined by the Historical Areas
Committee (1969).

Furthermore, these houses appear in

parts of Tucson which were built up in the years after 1920.
This feature does not appear to be very old on the Papa
gueria either, although it appears on several of the Papagobuilt chapels.

It frequently occurs in conjunction with

three crosses on the roof line and may have been suggested
by the existence of a prior tradition of placing this num
ber of crosses over the facade of Sonora Catholic chapels.
The matter of three-cross facades is discussed later.
Because the natural place to look for a model of
Papago chapel design and decoration is Sonora, Mexico, this
possibility must be discussed.

I know of only one instance

in which a Papago-built chapel was copied from or inspired
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by a standing colonial church.

This single exception is pro

vided by the story of the people at Viopuli giving Fr.
Theodore Williges the postcard of Caborca and wanting their
new chapel to look like the one in the picture.
One possible model for the Papago chapels comes to
mind, although it is as likely to be a parallel development
as a source.

The traveler along the highways and back

roads of Sonora will notice a number of small private
chapels along the road-side or in clusters of ranch build
ings (Figure A45a).

There are several along the highway

from Nogales to Magdalena and some also in the Altar valley,
both of which are areas which have long been frequented by
Sonora Catholic Papagos.

These chapels are tiny, one-room

boxes, usually painted white.

They frequently have stepped

or scalloped gable ends and unadorned facades.

Inside, the

altar is usually built against the head wall in a series of
steps.

I have been unable to find out how long these

chapels have been a part of the scenery of the Pimeria
Alta, but it is conceivable that they or chapels like them
may have served as partial models for Papago-built chapels.
I mentioned above that some Papago-built chapels
have three crosses on the roof line of the facade.

This

appears to be another trait which distinguishes Papagobuilt chapels from the Franciscan-built ones (Table 13).
n

In this case, %

q

-j = 5.54, indicating a probability of
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Table 13.

Frequency of Appearance of Three Crosses on
Chapel Facades
Total Sample____Three Crosses

Franciscan

28

3

Papago

26

10

between 5 percent and 1 percent that the two statistics are
drawn from the same population.

One Papago informant, when

questioned, stated that the three crosses on the facade had
an important significance but he declined to tell what it
was.

Fr. Lambert Fremdling felt that the three crosses were

strongly identified with Sonora Catholicism and said that it
was his impression that Roman Catholic chapels occasionally
had been so adorned in an attempt to please conservative
Papago Catholics.

The theme of the three crosses is of

course a common one in Roman Catholic tradition.

In this

case, however, evidence seems to point towards the conclu
sion that their presence over the doors of chapels is a part
of Papago rather than Franciscan tradition.
In summing up, it can be said that the two kinds of
chapel under consideration do indeed differ from each other.
Franciscan-built chapels are more elaborate and their
builders have a wider range of stylistic elements from which
to choose, though their models are limited.

Papago-built

chapels seem to display a wider range of models, all of
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which incidentally appear to be local.

In addition, Papago

chapels are more likely than Franciscan-built ones to dis
play three crosses on the facade.
Native Decorative Motifs
The final test implication states that "native
Papago decorative motifs appear on Papago-built chapels but
not on Francis can-built ones."

That this statement as it

stands does not hold true can be seen from a cursory exam
ination of the catalogue.

The only chapels now standing in

which anything remotely classifiable as "native Papago dec
orative motifs" appear are at Pisinimo, Maish Vaya, Topawa,
and San Miguel.

Three of these churches have resident

Franciscan priests, and all were built under direct super
vision of the missionaries.

The situation, however, is not

as simple as it appears to be on the surface.

The use of

Papago decorative motifs in chapels goes back quite a long
time and has not been consistent over the years.
In 1913, Fr. Tiburtius Wand mentioned in his diary
that the chapel at Chiapuk was "painted up in Indian style
(Oblasser n.d.:113)."

This probably means that native

motifs were used on the walls of the exterior or interior.
Corroboration for the existence of chapels which were dec
orated in this manner is provided by a photograph showing
a chapel at Poso Redondo.

There are two prints of this

picture at San Xavier, each of which is labeled in a
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different way.

One, in an album in the Oblasser Library, is

labeled "Sikort Chuopo-Pdso Redondo."

The other, which has

been filed in the Residence Library, was originally labeled
"Chuupo near Anegam.”

If this latter label is accurate, and

I believe it is, this picture shows the chapel at Chiapuk
which was mentioned in Fr. Tiburtius * diary.

The picture

was taken in 1914 and shows the facade and part of the right
wall of a small, apparently windowless chanel with a gabled
dirt roof and a cross over the door.

On either side of the

door is a panel which contains four horizontal bands of geo
metric motifs.

These include repeated diamonds and inter

locking scrolls.

The designs are highly reminiscent of

those found on Papago painted pottery.

On the side of the

chapel that faces the camera a corn stalk and a long
necked bird are visible, although the painted plaster is
peeling badly.

The drum on which the cross stands over the

door is painted with some sort of linear design.

I have

been able to find no datum on this chapel beyond what is
revealed in the photograph and its captions.

Whether it

stood at Poso Redondo or at Chiapuk, there is no trace of
it in 1973.
The only other piece of native Papago mural
painting which I have been able to discover is on the in
side of the north wall of the chapel at San Juan Spring.
It is executed in green enamel paint and appears in Figure
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A29c.

I have been unable to obtain an explanation of it,

although it appears to represent a mountain and either a
cross or a saguaro cactus.
Franciscan-built chapels with "Indian" motifs
painted on them appear in several undated photographs in the
San Xavier archives.

From such evidence as the context of

the photographs, I would judge them to date from the 1930’s.
It is not even sure that they renresent churches in Papago
country as some Pima missions are included in the photo
archives.

Thus, the earliest firm date we have for the use

of material which can be identified positively as Papago
comes in the 1950*5 with Fr. Camillus* transformation of
the church at Ajo (Cavagnaro 1962).

Even then, it was the

ritual equipment which was Papago-made.

The one mural of

which there is record was a crucifixion scene which in
cluded portraits of local people.

When Fr. Camillus moved

to Pisinimo in the 1960’s, however, he persuaded a local
Papago man to paint the church inside and out with motifs
taken from Papago basketry and pottery.

At about this

time, the Papago maze basket design was used in the church
at Maish Vaya.

When the church was redecorated in the

1970’s, the maze design was retained by the Papago man who
was responsible for conceiving and executing the decora
tion and was repeated in different parts of the presbytery.
The maze design was used also in the church at Akchin in
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the early 1970's.

Finally, Papago boys under the super

vision of Brother Roy Rivas painted basket designs in the
nave of the church at Topawa.
It should be mentioned that these later, specifi
cally Papago designs stand in some contrast to the "Indian"
geometric motifs which are found in such churches as those
at San Miguel and Sigogoksik, Sonora.

I believe that they

were executed for the same reason, however, which was to
make the mission churches built for Indian use look more
"Indian."
Thus it can be seen that even though the assumption
which I had made concerning the appearance of Papago decora
tive elements has not held true, the presence or absence of
such motifs is a characteristic which is not shared at the
same point in time by Franciscan-built and Papago-built
chapels.

If the situation at Maish Vaya is an indication

of the future, it may well be that as Papago baskets and
pots become less commonly found on the reservation, the de
signs which are now associated with them will start
appearing with greater frequency on Papago-built chapels.
Only time will prove or disprove this prediction.

At the

moment, however, it can be safely said that many Papagos
feel that basketry and pottery designs belong on baskets
and pots, while other classes of decoration are suitable
for chapels (Fremdling interview).
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What are these classes of decoration?

In the first

place, the presence of large quantities of sacred images in
the presbytery of the chapels does not leave room for muchelse on the walls.

This is not to suggest that the sacred

images are regarded as decorations but that in an interior
which is already filled with objects there is little need
for mural painting.

In addition, paper flowers are appar

ently considered to be the suitable decoration for chapel
interiors.

These may be made locally or they may be pur

chased from women in other villages who have acquired a
reputation for skill in the craft of making them.

I have

seen some large paper flowers which were probably made com
mercially by non-Papagos in Mexico and purchased there.

The

flowers are made in many colors and sometimes are decorated
with glitter.

Although plastic flowers are now readily

available in stores on and near the reservation, paper ones
are still made in many villages.

It may be hoped that this

ceremonial craft will be studied in the near future.

CHAPTER VII
CONCLUSIONS
The Papago Case
It is now time to review the hypothesis in the light
of the test implications which were examined in the last
chapter.

That portion of the hypothesis which appears to be

called into question by the tests is the second phrase which
states that religious architecture reflects "the economic
and artistic resources of the communities which construct
it."

This idea was examined through the first, the eighth,

and part of the third test implications.
The notion that Papago chapel builders tend to use
locally available materials and traditional techniques to a
greater extent than Franciscans was not validated by the
data.

This does not mean that the two architectures do not

reflect the technological and economic resources of their
communities but rather that I had erred in limiting the re
sources of the Papagos and in assuming those of the
Franciscans to be broader than they actually were.

The

economic resources of the Papago community included Francis
can missionaries, while the technologies employed by the
Franciscan builders were limited by the knowledge of their
Papago laborers.

Moreover, Papagos tend to an
231
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insignificant but measurable degree to use local materials
and traditional techniques more than do Franciscans.

Al

though Papago-built chapels are smaller than Franciscanbuilt ones, this is probably not so much an economic matter
as it is a reflection of other aspects of culture.

These

will be discussed below.
The idea that Papago-built chapels would exhibit a
more limited stylistic repertoire than Franciscan-built
chapels was also not borne out by the facts at hand.

In

deed, it has been demonstrated that the Papagos are more
eclectic in their choice of exterior design than are Fran
ciscans.

Almost without exception, the latter group, when

they designed their chapel exteriors, drew upon California
Franciscan mission architecture in one form or another.

The

Papagos, on the other hand, used contemporary Franciscan
chapel architecture, their own domestic architecture, pos
sibly Spanish colonial architecture (in the case of the
Viopuli chapel), and quite probably either Arizona domestic
architecture or Sonoran private chapel design or both.
Thus, in this case it is the folk architecture which appears
to be eclectic, while the architecture of the international
religious order is carefully selective.
An explanation for this can be found in George
Foster's concept of a "contact" or "colonial" culture (1960:
11-12).

Foster describes "contact culture" as the "result
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of processes that screen the more dynamic, expanding culture
winnowing out and discharcing a high percentage of all
traits, complexes, and configurations found in it and de
termining new contexts and combinations for export."

In

this case, what was selected for export to Papagos was a com
bination of two architectural styles, both of which harked
back to the fact of the Franciscan mission effort in Califor
nia during the late eighteenth century and early nineteenth
century.

There were of course other popular styles of

architecture in the United States at the time when the Papago chapels were being built.

Some of these styles were

visible in Tucson in the early twentieth century.

St.

Augustine cathedral, which was constructed in Tucson in
1895, was originally a Gothic revival building, for example.
The Franciscans, however, chose a different and quite lim
ited set of models for their churches and stuck to it.
Papagos, on the other hand, accepted a comparatively wide
range of ideas and models for their chapels.
The final test implication which was intended to
have a bearing upon the matter of the reflection upon this
subject of artistic resources involves the use of Papago de
sign motifs.

Here it was shown that the use of these motifs

was first a Papago prerogative, then a Franciscan one, and
is now possibly coming into popularity once more with Papa
gos,

Papago designs have always been in the repertoire of

Papagos, obviously, but apparently there has been a change
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in Papago feelings towards the use of these designs for
chapel decoration.

At the same time, Franciscans have en

larged their repertoire of decorative motifs, first to
include generalized "Indian" designs, and more recently to
include designs taken from Papago pottery and basketry.
All this does not disprove my hypothesis that reli
gious architecture reflects the economic and artistic
resources of the community which produces it.

It does dem

onstrate that at the beginning of the study I had a rather
inaccurate idea of just what these resources were for each
of the communities concerned, and that I failed to account
for other selective processes which were at work.
The other portion of the hypothesis has fared a good
deal better.

Most of the test implications which were de

signed to reflect a differentiation between the two groups
of chapels based upon the ceremonial needs of the groups
building them did just that.

The major exception was the

discovery that both the Franciscan-built chapels and those
which were constructed by Papagos seem to have about the
same degree of provisions for the annual feast day cele
brations .

This is evidence that the Papagos have taken

over the Franciscan chapels as their own in this matter and
also that the feasts are not outside the range of activ
ities which are acceptable to the Franciscans.

This latter

fact was already known to be true, although there are some
exceptions.
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In this connection, I had hoped to be able to demon
strate that Franciscan-built chapels provided a setting
inside which ceremonies could occur, while Papago-built
chapels provided a setting around which ceremonies could
occur.

Such a contrast would have been similar to that

which is often made between Aztec manipulation of exterior
space and Spanish manipulation of interior space in the six
teenth century (McAndrew 1965:204-209, 236-246).

I found

this comparison not to be as valid as I had expected, due in
part to the fact that the Franciscans had permitted the con
struction of the sort of external features which are typical
of the Papago chapel complex.

That this contrast is still

somewhat valid is indicated by the fact that the Franciscanbuilt chapels are usually larger than those constructed by
Papagos.

Were it possible to discover more about the his

tory and development of external features in association
with both sets of chapels, more might be said on the matter.
The test implications which deal with differences
in complexity of plan, in size of chapels, and in the inte
rior arrangements which are related to ceremonial use were
demonstrated to have been correct.

Papago-built chapels do

in fact differ from Franciscan-built ones in ways which have
to do with the ceremonies which are held in the buildings.
Two major realms of difference have been examined: the utili
zation of space and the utilization of ritual equipment.
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The second, third, and fifth test implications deal
with the utilization of space.

I feel that it has been con

clusively demonstrated that from the placing of"the chapel
in the external environment through the size of the chapel’s
interior space to the complexity with which that interior
space is arranged there are significant differences between
the two bodies of architecture.

Papago folk Catholics

simply require different kinds of space in their chapels
than do European-descended Roman Catholics.

I also believe

I have demonstrated that these different spatial require
ments are not accidental but are linked to the traditions
and ceremonial needs of the two groups.
In a like manner, Papago-built and Franciscan-built
chapels differ in the arrangement of the altars in the
kinds and number of objects found on and near these altars.
Once again, these differences are not capricious.

Sonora

Catholic altars are not crowded with sacred images simply
because that is the way those people like to do things or
out of a desire to be different from the Franciscans.

They

are crowded with images because one purpose of a Sonora
Catholic chapel is to provide a safe place for the power
bearing sacred images which are cared for by members of the
community.
The final point which has been demonstrated is that
Papagos have apparently taken over most of the chapels
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built by Franciscans as their own.

This is evidenced by the

similarity in the physical repair and tidiness of the two
groups of chapels as well as by the fact that both groups
possess facilities for the celebration of traditional Papago
Catholic feasts.

Frankly this is a conclusion which I did

not expect to reach when I started this study, but it is in
escapable in the light of the data.
The Wider Implications
In Chapter I , I stated that I wished to examine the
relationships between religious architecture and some of the
other aspects of the cultures producing it.

Such a general

statement of a problem would seem to indicate that I held
expectations of producing observations and ideas which would
be applicable on a broader stage than the one occupied by
the Franciscan and Papago builders in southern Arizona.

It

is therefore appropriate to examine the data in the light of
this possibility of a broader application.

I do not pre

tend that the study which has just been completed has added
greatly to the body of anthropological theory.
its intention.

Such was not

The primary object of this study has been to

recover data concerning a body of architecture which may be
said to comprise one of the most important tangible docu
ments in existence relating to the history of the Papago
Indians during the first half of the twentieth century.
This purpose has been accomplished.

It would be surprising,
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however, if this study could not be shown to have some
application beyond the specifics of Papago and Franciscan
history.

In the following paragraphs I shall attempt to ex

plore some of these possible applications.
In the first place, I have demonstrated, certainly
not for the first time in the history of anthropology, the
usefulness of certain theoretical and conceptual tools.
Robert Redfield’s concept of the Great and Little Traditions
(1967:26), for example, has certainly applied neatly to the
data with which we have been dealing.

It has proven its

usefulness not only as a label but as an explanatory device.
By the same token, George Foster’s concept of the "culture
of contact (I960)" has proven extremely useful in explain
ing phenomena which might otherwise have proven confusing.
Even such a basic assumption as the interconnection of the
various parts of a culture can stand occasional reaffirma
tion,and the evidence concerning the artistic and
technological heritages of the Franciscans and Papagos as
they bear upon the appearance of the chapels has done pre
cisely that.

Further demonstration of this concept may be

found in the data which link the furnishing and arrangement
of the chapels with the nature and requirements of the
ritual and ceremonies for which they were built.
It is when we reach this point that I feel we are
approaching an area beyond the simple revalidation of
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familiar tools and techniques.

It is abundantly clear from

the data that one basic way in which the two groups of
chapels differ from each other is in the utilization of
space.

There is a growing body of literature which deals

with the perception of the physical environment as it varies
from culture to culture (Lowenthal 1967).

Glassie has dem

onstrated that the conceptualization and utilization of
space is a vital factor in at least certain kinds of domes
tic architecture (n.d.).

The data of the present study

indicate that this is not limited to domestic architecture.
Further study is now necessary to determine whether or not
these differences in space utilization can be linked with
other aspects of the religious and ceremonial systems which
are served by the chapels.
The Personal Dimension
Finally, it would be impossible to spend over two .
years on a project and not be affected by it.

A disser

tation is supposed to be part of one’s formal education,
and for this reason I feel justified in sharing a few of the
ways in which this study has touched ray perception of my
self, my career, and the field of anthropology.

In the

first place, I have experienced a place and a time period
with which I was previously unacquainted.

I am the richer

for my trips into the desert, my readings in twentieth cen
tury Papago and Franciscan history, and my travels, chats,
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and interviews with Papagos and Franciscans.

In the second

place, in this study I have attempted to employ a more
rigorous methodology than I had previously used and have
used statistical analysis for the first time in my career.
Certain tests have left for me the status of mathematical
mumbo jumbo and have been recognized as useful and non
threatening tools.

A project which started out with

photographing interesting buildings ended up in the analysis
of carefully gathered data.
I feel that, were I to embark again on this sort of
study, I would be a little more sophisticated in the con
struction of test implications and in the selection of data
to be gathered.

I would be able to plan my field work more

carefully so as to eliminate some of the need to revisit
sites.

In this context, it should be mentioned, however,

that this very necessity of redoing field work led to cer
tain observations on the remodeling and repair of chapels
which were very useful to my study.
Finally, the experiences of the past two years have
confirmed me in my belief that there is a great deal of man
made beauty and diversity in the world and that it should be
gathered and recorded for a variety of reasons, not all of
which are connected with the advancement of the body of
anthropological theory.

APPENDIX A
PHOTOGRAPHS OF CATHOLIC
RELIGIOUS STRUCTURES
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Fig. Al.

Field Crosses

a) The field cross at Sil Nakya, looking northeast.
The cross is painted pink; the pedestal white. The floral
wreath is plastic. February 1970.
b) The field cross at Hodaison Vo, looking east.
Both cross and pedestal are painted white. The four
flowers are made of paper. March 1970.
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Fig. Al.

Field Crosses

Fig. A 2 .

Field Cross; Feast and Dance Complexes

a) The field cross at Gu Oidak, looking east. The
niche and base are of rough stones set in mortar, while
the ledge is of cement. The plaster statue of the Virgin
has a vase of plastic flowers in front of it. Paper
flowers adorn the white wooden cross. December 1972.
b) The Dance complex, feast complex and chapel at
Vaiva Vo, looking southwest. The dance floor and band
house are on the far left, surrounded by a wire fence.
The feast house and cooking ramada are in the center,
behind the large pile of firewood. The chapel is at the
far right. January 1973.
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Fig. A 2 .

Field Cross; Feast and Dan Complexes

I

Fig. A3.

The Cooking Enclosure at Vainom Kug

a)
View of the interior of the cooking enclosure at
Vainom Kug, looking southeast. The cooking pits are in
the left foreground, under the ramada. The horizontal
supports for the latter include iron pipe and a reinforcing
bar. The large adobe structure in the center is an oven.
The enclosure is surrounded by an ocotillo fence. April
1970.
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Fig. A 4 .
Chiawuli Dak

Chapels Built by Franciscans:

Ali Chukson,

a) Our Lady of Lourdes chapel at Ali Chukson, looking
northeast. The main structure was built in 1912 by
F r . Bonaventure Oblasser, and is the oldest Roman Catholic
chapel on the main reservation. The buttressing and bell
tower were added, probably in the 1940*s , by Brother Robert
Schuchert.
September 1972.
b) The interior of Our Lady of Lourdes chapel. Although
the altar in the middle of the presbytery is set up for the
new liturgy, the arrangement of altar table and tabernacle
against the head wall may well have remained the same since
the chapel was built. September 1972.
c) The chapel of St. Paul at Chiawuli Dak, looking
northwest. The stone footings of this adobe chapel can be
clearly seen. The object at the far right is a small shrine.
October 1972.
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Fig. A 4 .
Chiawuli Dak

Chapels Built by Franciscans:

Ali Chukson,

Fig. A 5 .
Haivana Nakya

Chapels Built by Franciscans:

Comobabi,

a) The chapel of the Sacred Heart at Comobabi, looking
northwest. The field cross, which stands to the southeast
of the chapel, is visible in the foreground. The chapel has
a stove for the winter months, when the temperature can get
quite cold. The chimney can be seen to the left of the
bell tower. October 1972.
b) San Ysidro chapel at Haivana Nakya, looking
northwest. The chapel is pink with a white dome. October
1972.
c)
The interior of the San Ysidro chapel at Haivana
Nakya. Although the main altar is arranged for the new
liturgy, a Papago touch may be seen in the decoration of
the two small altars in the corners, which hold sacred
images from Magdalena. The door at the left leads into
the sacristy. The neo-Gothic altar rail appears in
photographs taken of the chapel at the time of its
dedication in May, 1936. October 1972.
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Fig. A5.
Haivana Nakya

Chapels Built by Franciscans:

Comobabi,

Fig. A6.
Sil Nakya

Chapels Built by Franciscans:

Kernelik,

a) The chapel of St. Jude at Komelik, looking
northeast. The peak of Baboquivari is visible in the
right background. The outline of the gable end as well
as the rather heavy proportions of the tower are typical
of Brother Robert Schuchert‘s work. The chapel was being
repainted at the time of my visit, which explains the stove
in the right foreground. October 1972.
b) The interior of the chapel at Komelik. Note the
rosaries draped over the backs of the benches, and also
the Papago basket on the altar. October 1972.
c) The chapel of St. Agatha at Sil Nakya, looking
northwest.
The lower walls and the columns were built in
1919 by Fr. Nicholas Perschl. The upper walls and the
bell tower were added, after a fire in the 1940's, by
Brother Robert.Schuchert. October 1972.
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Fig. A7. Chapels Built by Franciscans:
Supi Oidak, Topawa

Sil Nakya,

a) The interior of the chapel at Sil Nakya. The
small covered litters against the sides of the presbytery
probably hold privately-owned images. The cardboard boxes
by the altar rail hold candles. They, along with the other
candles and the paper wreaths in the foreground, are
awaiting the arrival of the priest, who will bless them.
They will then be placed on graves and death sites as part
of the All Souls' Day observances. October 1972.
b) St. Anthony's chapel, Supi Oidak, looking northwest
This is another typical Brother Robert production. The
small side room holds a Papago-style altar. October 1972.
c) St. Catherine's chapel at Topawa, looking north.
The walls which flank the bell tower were originally
finished with rough stone. The Franciscan Residence and
administrative offices for the San Solano Missions are in
the building to the right of the church. February 1970.

Fig. A 7 . Chapels Built by Franciscans:
Supi Oidak, Topawa

Sil Nakya,

Fig. A8.
Vaf Kug

Chapels Built by Franciscans:

Topawa,

a) The interior of the Topawa chapel. The interior
was redecorated in the summer of 1970 by a group of Papago
boys under the direction of Brother Roy Rivas. The two
medallions on the right side contain Papago basketry designs.
According to Brother Roy, the villagers say that the frieze
which is visible just below the ceiling symbolizes the
unity of the Catholic and Protestant segments of the village.
The Stations of the Cross were painted by David Sine.
January 1972.
b) The bell tower of the Vaf Kug chapel, looking east
The cement foundations also remain, as do several adobe
house mounds. October 1971.
c) The Vaf Kug chapel shortly after its completion,
looking southeast. The caption says: "Built by Fr. Nicholas
... abandoned when villagers removed to Crow Hang." The
latter village is the "Haivana Nakya" of this study. From
a photograph in the San Xavier archives.
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Fig. A 8 .
Vaf Kug

Chapels Built by Franciscans:

Topawa.

Fig. A9.
Pisinimo

Chapels Built by Franciscans:

Cowlic,

a) The chapel of Our Lady of Guadalupe at Cowlic,
looking northeast. This is the first example to appear
in this catalogue of the rough stone adaptation of the
Mission Revival style, which is discussed in Chapter 6.
The niche to the left of the portal contains a picture
of Our Lady of Guadalupe in polychrome tile. The school
wing is visible to the far left of the photograph.
November 1972.
b) San Jose Chapel, Pisinimo, looking northeast.
The bare portions of the walls have been painted a
brilliant yellow since April, 1970, when this picture
was taken. The centers of the crosses atop the saguaros
are filled with colored glass. April 1970. •
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Fig. A9.
Pisinimo

Chapels Built by Franciscans:

Cowlik,

Fig. A10.
San Miguel

Chapels Built by Franciscans:

Pisinimo,

a) The interior of the Pisinimo chapel. The geometric
painting is executed in black, white, and dark red, and it
derived from Papago pottery designs. The gourd mobile, which
was originally hung as a Christmas decoration, is also
decorated with motifs taken from Papago pottery. Both are
the work of Frank Mariano, of Pisinimo. The paintings
of Our Lady of Guadalupe on the left wall of the presbytery
and the Last Supper on the head wall are the work of David
Sine of Sells. January 1970.
b) The chapel of Our Lady Queen of Angels at San
Miguel, looking northwest. The East-West section at the
rear is the original adobe school and chapel building
constructed by Fr. Bonaventure in 1913. The stone nave
was added in 1922 and 1923. The facade provides another
example of the rough stone adaptation of the Mission
Revival style. The transverse clerestory window can be
seen on the roof at the head of the nave. October 1972.
c) The interior of the chapel at San Miguel. The
presbytery has been rearranged so as to conform with the
requirements of the new liturgy. The effectiveness of
the transverse clerestory window as a dramatic lighting
device has been diminished slightly by the removal of the
altar from the head wall. October 1972.
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Fig. A10.
San Miguel

Chapels Built by Franciscans:

Pisinimo,
’

Fig. All.
Vamori

Chapels Built by Franciscans:

Sigogoksik,

a) The chapel of Our Lady of M t . Carmel at Sigogoksik
Sonora, looking west. The chapel was built in 1954 and
1955 under the direction of Brother Robert Schuchert. The
facade is the least angular of Brother Robert's churches.
The figure in the left foreground is Frank Lobo of Tucson,
Arizona. January 1972.
b) The chapel of St. Paschal at Vamori, looking
northwest. The buttresses on either side of the door were
added after the original construction campaign, probably
as part of the repairs that were urged in 1959. November
1972.
c)
The interior of the chapel at Vamori. The marks
directly under the crucifix were probably left by the
removal of the old altar. Note the small Papago basket
on the altar rail, to the left of the post. •November 1972
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Fig. A12.
Gu Achi

Chapels Built by Franciscans:

Akchin,

a) The chapel of San Seraphim at Akchin, looking
southwest. What appears to be a covered porch is actually
an extension of the nave. A Mass notice is visible on the
door. November 1972.
b) The interior of the chapel at Akchin. Due to
overexposure, only the central dot and human figure of
the maze design are visible in the window over the altar.
The gap in the center of the ledge abutting the head wall
was made by the removal of the old altar. Two reclining
statues of St. Francis Xavier are visible in glass cases
on the right side of the ledge. November 1972.
c) St. Elizabeth's chapel at Gu Achi, looking northwest.
The scalloped gable end was built in 1952 by F r . Lambert
Fremdling. November 1972.
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Fig. A12.
Gu Achi

Chapels Built by Franciscans:

Akchin
‘ 5

Fig. A13.
Gu Oidak

Chapel Built by Franciscans:

Gu Achi,

a) The interior of St. Catherine’s chapel at Gu Achi.
Although no privately owned sacred images are visible in
the chapel, the presbytery has been decorated in Papago
style with paper flowers and streamers. November 1972.
b) St. Aloysius' chapel at Gu Oidak, looking northwest.
The benches and poles in the foreground are part of the
dance complex. December 1972.
c) The interior of the chapel at Gu Oidak. The door
in the head wall leads to a sacristy. The two windows in
the presbytery are filled with stained glass representations
of saints. December 1972.
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Fig. A14. Chapels Built by Franciscans:
Vaya, Old San Solano

Maish

a)
The chapel of the Sacred Heart at Maish Vaya
(Covered Wells), looking southeast. The building in the
left background is the school. This chapel has a resident
priest, whose quarters are visible to the right of the
photograph. There is a Mass notice on the door. November
1972.
b) The interior of the chapel at Maish Vaya. The
false ceiling is made of saguaro ribs arranged in a
herringbone pattern. The crucifix is of straw, and was
made in or near Patzcuaro, Michoacan, Mexico. The
decorative painting was conceived and executed by Felix
James, a villager. The doorway on the left leads to a
choir room. • November 1972.
c) The Residence at Old San Solano, looking west.
This photograph shows the old headquarters of the San
Solano Missions as it appeared shortly after its
abandonment in 1924. The building held chapel, school,
offices and living quarters, and was used from 1916
through 1924. Although I have located the site, I have
not been able to obtain sufficient data concerning the
building to warrant its inclusion in the catalogue.
Old San Solano stood about one mile to the east of the
old Rincon Trading Post, near Ko Vaya. From a photograph
in the San Xavier archives.
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Fig. A14.
Old San Solano

Chapels Built by Franciscans:

Maish Vaya,

Fig. A15.

Chapels Built by Franciscans:

Sells

a) The chapel of Our Lady of the Sacred Heart in
Sells, looking southeast. Over the portal is a picture
of the Virgin, executed in polychrome tiles. The south
transept of the chapel can be seen to the right of the
nave. The building to the far right of the picture is
a prefabricated community hall. October 1972.
b) The interior of the chapel at Sells. The chapel
has been decorated for Christmas. The mural on the head
wall, which shows a desert landscape, is not visible due
to overexposure. Portions of two transept paintings which
portray incidents in the mission history of the Southwest,
are visible on the extreme left and right of the picture.
January 1973.
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Fig. A15.

Chapels Built by Franciscans:

Sells

Fig. A16.
Anegam

Chapels Built by Franciscans:

Sells,

a) A painted niche on the south side of the east
transept in the Sells chapel. The painting was executed
in the late 1950’s under the supervision of F r . Remy
Rudin. January 1973.
b) The chapel of St. Clare at Anegam, looking west.
The atrio fence is visible in the foreground and again in
the middle distance. The round tower on the southeast
corner was apparently constructed as a chapel in which
the Papagos could keep their sacred images. It still
serves this function. The tower and other portions of
the chapel walls, have been rebuilt since this photograph
was taken. The detached bell tower was built in the
1960’s under the direction of Fr. Lambert Fremdling.
There is a Mass notice on the door. November 1972.
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Fig. A16.
Anegam

Chapels Built by Franciscans:

Sells,

Fig. A17.
Chuichu

Chapels Built by Franciscans:

Anegam,

a) The interior of the chapel at Anegam. The neoGothic altar against the head wall is flanked by tables
which hold sacred images, most of which were obtained in
Magdalena. The large portrait on the right is of the
late Fr. Bonaventure Oblasser, O.F.M. November 1972.
b) St. Augustine's chapel at Chuichu, looking northwest.
This was the first Mission Revival style chapel to be built
on the Papagueria. The small churchyard is surrounded by
an ocotillo fence. November 1972.
c) The interior of the chapel at Chuichu. The old
altar has been removed. The rags on the new altar were
placed there during the cleaning that was in progress at
the time of my visit. November 1972.
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Fig. A17.
Chuchu

Chapels Built by Franciscans:

Aneeam
° ’

Fig. A18.

Chapels Built by Franciscans:

Vaiva Vo

a) St. Elizabeth’s chapel at Vaiva Vo, looking north.
The facade and the foundations are all that remains of this
chapel. The stones in the left foreground marked the
boundaries of the churchyard. January 1973.
b) St. Elizabeth’s chapel at Vaiva Vo shortly after
its construction in 1915. This was the second Mission
Revival chapel to be built on the Papagueria. The identity
of the figure by the door is not known. From a photograph
in the archives at San Xavier.
c) Building St. Elizabeth's chapel at Vaiva Vo in
1914. The adobe walls are chest-high, and the doors are
already framed up. To the right are stacks of adobes
with the tops covered with straw in order to prevent
erosion. From a photograph in the archives at San Xavier.
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c
Fig. A18.

Chapels Built by Franciscans:

Vaiva Vo

Fig. A19.
Bend, Kaka

Chapels Built by Franciscans:

Gila

a) The new chapel of San Lucy at Gila Bend, looking
northeast. Although both doors are on the south side of
the building, the nave runs east and west, with the altar
at the west end. The sign over the right-hand door says
"San Lucy Chapel 1966." November 1972.
b) The interior of the new chapel at Gila Bend.
The sacristy door is behind the pulpit, to the right of
the altar. At the end of the chapel opposite the altar
are two small alcoves which have in them some privatelyowned sacred images. November 1972.
c) The new chapel at Kaka, looking northwest. The
door is to the right of the tower. As of June, 1973,
the chapel was scheduled to be finished sometime in August
of the same year. March 1971.
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Kaka

Fig. A20.

Chapels Built by Franciscans:

Ventana

a)
The chapel of the Immaculate Conception at Ventana,
looking north. At the far right of the picture are the
dance floor, benches for the spectators, and the band house.
The latter building has wire mesh over its front. December
1972.
b) The interior of the chapel at Ventana. The altar
is still placed for the old liturgy. The painting behind
the altar was done in the 1950‘s by Sidney Humphrey. The
chapel is decorated for Christmas. December 1972.
c) The head wall of the small chapel under the bell
tower of the Ventana chapel. Host of the sacred images
come from Magdalena. The four elaborately framed postcards
of the reclining St. Francis Xavier in the top row all have
"recuerdo" or "souvenir" written on them. This sort of
decorated frame is made and sold in Magdalena in great
quantity. December 1972.
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c
Fig. A20.

Chapels Built by Franciscans:

Ventana

Fig. A21.

Chapels Built by Franciscans:

Ajo,

Emika
a) St. Catherine's chapel at Ajo, looking west.
The chapel occupies the right wing of the building.
The left wing holds a school, while the priest's quarters
are in the rear. This chapel usually has a resident
priest. March 1971.
b) The chapel of St. Margaret Mary in Emika, looking
northwest. The wooden door on the side led from the nave
to the bell tower, which has collapsed. The metal frame
for the dome of the tower is visible in the left foreground
This village is currently unoccupied, and the church is
falling down. December 1972.
c) The interior of the chapel at Emika.

December 1972
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Emika

Fig. A22.

Chapels Built by Franciscans:

Vaya

Chin
a) The chapel of Santa Barbara at Vaya Chin, looking
east. The neo-Classic portal may be a reminiscence of the
facade of the Santa Barbara mission in Santa Barbara,
California. December 1972.
b) The interior of the chapel at Vaya Chin. The
presbytery has been decorated for Christmas, and a Nativity
scene has been set up on the floor in front of the altar.
The door behind the altar leads into a combination priest's
quarters and sacristy. December 1972.
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Fig. A22.

Chapels Built by Franciscans:

Vaya Chin

Fig. A23. Chapels Built by Papagos and Franciscans:
Viopulij Korn Vo
a) The chapel of St. Peter at Viopuli, looking northwest.
October 1972.
b) The interior of the chapel at Viopuli. The altar,
which appears to abut the head wall, is actually set in the
middle of the presbytery. The paper decorations along the
upper walls are among the most elaborate I have seen. Note
the two displays of small sacred images. The door leads
into a sacristy. October 1972.
c) The Santa Cruz chapel at Korn Vo, looking northwest.
One of the benches which surround the dance floor is
partially visible in the right foreground. This chapel has
two transepts which are used as chapels. December 1972.
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Fig. A23. Chapels Built by Papagos and Franoi
Viopuli, Kom Vo
cans

Fig. A24. Chapels Built by Papagos and Franciscans:
Korn Vo, Wahak Hotronk
a) The main altar in the chapel at Kom Vo. The
painting on the head wall is by David Sine, and originally
hung at Topawa. The altar cloth is a commercially printed
fabric with Papago basketry designs. The door leads to
a sacristy. Two Papago baskets are visible on the small
table to the left of the door. December 1972.
b) The south transept in the chapel at Kom Vo. This
side chapel contains privately owned sacred images and is
framed by a processional arch. December 1972.
c) The chapel of St. Simon at Wahak Hotronk, looking
west. The tower is built on a base of crossed wagon tires.
The atrio fence can be seen on either side of the chapel.
December 1972.
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Fig. A24. Chapels Built by Papagos and Franciscans:
Korn Vo, Wahak Hotronk

Fig. A25. Chapels Built by Papagos and Franciscans:
Wahak Hotronk, Ko Vaya, Vaiva Vo
a) The interior of the chapel at Wahak Hotronk. A
typical Sonora Catholic altar abuts the head wall. In
front of it is an altar for the new Liturgy of the Roman
Catholic church. The altar cloth is identical to the
one at Kom Vo. The door leads to the sacristy. December
1972.
b) The chapel of St. Mary at Ko Vaya, looking
northwest. The dance floor is in the foreground, surrounded
by posts for colored paper streamers. October 1972.
c) St. Elizabeth's chapel at Vaiva Vo, looking
southwest. In the foreground is a pile of firewood for
use during the all-night dances. January 1973.
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Fig. A25. Chapels Built by Papagos and Franciscans,
Wahak Hotronk, Ko Vaya, Vaiva Vo

Fig. A26. Chapels Built by Papagos and Franciscans:
Vaiva Vo, Gu Komelik
a) The interior of St. Elizabeth’s chapel at Vaiva Vo.
This view provides a good example of an interior in which
Roman and folk Catholic materials are equally represented.
Note the processional arch leaning against the wall at the
left. January 1973.
b) The chapel of St. Ignatius at Gu Komelik, looking
southeast. The chapel and bell tower were built under the
supervision of Fr. Lambert Fremdling. The small shrine to
the right was added by a Papago family. November 1972.
c) The interior of the chapel at Gu Komelik. A table
in the left transept holds a collection of privately owned
sacred images. November 1972.
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Fig. A26. Chapels Built by Papagos and Franciscans:
Vaiva Vo, Gu Komelik

Fig. A27.
Schuchuli

Chapels Built by Papagos and Franciscans:

a) St. Martin’s chapel at Schuchuli, looking southwest.
The chapel originally had bell tower attached to the
southeast corner, where the smooth concrete patching can
be seen. After its collapse, the wooden tower to the right
of the picture was erected. November 1972.
b) The interior of the chapel at Schuchuli.
1972.

t

November
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Fig. A28.
Ali Akchin

Chapels Built by Papagos and Franciscans:

a) SS. Peter and Paul chapel at Ali Akchin, looking
northwest. The openwork concrete block windows were added
in the 1960’s by Fr. Camillus Cavagnaro. November 1972.
b) The interior of the chapel at Ali Akchin. The short
walls which create the presbytery are unique on the
Papagueria. November 1972.
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Fig. A29. Chapels Built by Papagos:
San Juan Spring

Pan Dak,

a) The chapel at Pan Dak, looking northwest. The
dance floor and band house are visible in front of the
chapel. The band house walls are of puddled adobe,
reinforced with wooden beams. The feast complex is
behind the band house. October 1972.
b) The chapel at San
The star over the door is
circular scratches in the
door show where a lantern
October 1972.

Juan Spring, looking northeast
made of baling wire. Semi
plaster to the left of the
has swung against the wall.

c) The interior of the chapel at San Juan Spring.
Although nobody lives in the village and the chapel is
used for storage, a cross still hangs on the head wall
over the altar. The mural to the right was done in
green enamel paint. October 1972.
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Fig. A29. Chapels Built by Papagos:
San Juan Spring

Pan Dak,

Fig. A30.

Chapels Built by Papagos:

Chuwut Murk,

Kupk
a) St. Theresa's chapel at Chuwut Murk, looking
northwest. The bell pull may be seen hanging from the
belfry above the door. December 1972.
b) The interior of the chapel at Chuwut Murk. The
altar is framed by a processional arch. Both paper and
plastic flowers are used in the decoration. December
1972.
c)
The chapel of St. Francis at Kupk, looking
northwest. Note the filled-in arch over the door. A
few wagons like the one at the far left are still in
use on the reservation in the early 1970's. December
1972.
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Fig. A30.
Kupk

Chapels Built by Papagos:

Chuwut Murk

Fig. A31.
Gu Achi

Chapels Built by Papagos:

a) The interior of the chapel at Kupk.

Kupk, Stotonyak,
December 1972.

b) The chapel at Stotonyak, looking west. The adobe
altar abuts the head wall. Remains of wooden crosses can
be seen on the ground inside the chapel. The front wall
has collapsed outwards. The lintel of the door is visible
in the right foreground. The hollow behind it was once the
door. March 1973.
c) The Sonora Catholic chapel at Gu Achi, looking
northwest. Two of the benches which surround the dance
floor are visible in the foreground.
November 1972.
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Fig. A32. Chapels Built by Papagos:
Gurliput Vo, Palo Verde Stand

Gu Achi,

a) The interior of the Sonora Catholic chapel at
Gu Achi. The braided rugs on the floor were made by Papago
women. November 1972.
b) The remains of the chapel of St. Thomas at Gurliput
Vo, looking east towards the field cross pedestal. The chapel
appears to have been deliberately razed. The white rubble in
the middle foreground is white plaster from the facade.
January 1973.
c) The chapel at Palo Verde Stand, looking west.
November 1972.
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Fig. A32. Chapels Built by Papagos:
Vo, Palo Verde Stand

Gu Achi

5 Gurliput

Fig. A33. Chapels Built by Papagos:
San Luis (near Gu Achi)

Santa Lucia,

a) The chapel at Santa Lucia, looking northwest.
November 1972.
b) The interior of the chapel at Santa Lucia. The
village is almost entirely abandoned, but the chapel interior
is still equipped with sacred images, candles, and Holy Water,
and decorated with clean cloths and paper flowers. August
1971.
c)
The chapel at San Luis (near Gu Achi) looking
northwest. Like the chapel at nearby Palo Verde Stand,
this was built in the early 1970's to replace an earlier,
smaller building. November 1972.
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Fig. A33. Chapels Built by Papagos:
San Luis (near Gu Achi)

Santa Lucia,

Fig. A34. Chapels Built by Papagos:
(near Ko Vaya), Sikul Himatk

San Luis

a) The chapel at San Luis (near Ko Vaya), looking
northwest.
November 1972.
b) The interior of the chapel at San Luis.

November

1972.
c)
March 1971.

The chapel at Sikul Himatk, looking northwest.
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Fig. A35. Chapels Built by Papagos:
Chiapuk, Kohatk

Vainom Kug,

a)
The chapel at Vainom Kug, looking northwest.
This facade provides an excellent example of the
interrupted parapet discussed in Chapter 6. December
1972.
b) The chapel at Chiapuk, looking west. One of
the benches which surrounded the dance floor is visible
in the right foreground. The remains of the band house
can be seen in the left foreground. This chapel once
had a low, interrupted parapet with three crosses on it.
The wooden crosses are now kept inside the chapel. The
village is presently abandoned. April 1971.
c) The chapel of St. Francis at Kohatk, looking
west. The field cross is in the foreground. The dance
floor and band house can be seen behind the cross. To
the left, behind the chapel, is the feast house. The
center of the gable on the chapel facade has been altered
slightly since this picture was taken. Note that this
chapel has a scalloped gable at each end. April 1971.
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Figure A36.
Sif Vaya

Chapels Built by Papagos:

Kohtk,

a) The interior of the chapel at Kohatk. This is the
most plentifully supplied with images of all the chapels
on the Papagueria. Among the images, the following can
be identified: Reclining St. Francis Xavier, The Guardian
Angel, The Sacred Heart of Jesus, St. Martin of Porres,
The Holy Child of Atocha, St. Joseph, and several manifestations
of the Blessed Virgin Mary. All these are commonly found
on Sonora Catholic altars. November 1972.
b) The chapel at Sif Vaya, looking west. The row
of uprights in the foreground are bench supports. They
are located on the far side of what once was the dance
floor. Saguaro ribs were scattered around the chapel when
the roof beams were removed. March 1971.
c) The interior of the chapel at Sif Vaya.
Scraps
of embroidered cloth still cling to the adobe altar.
March 1971.
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Fig. A37.
Shopishk

Chapels Built by Papagos:

Totopitk,

a) The chapel at Totopitk, looking northwest. The
tin roof is coming up in the rear of the chapel. January
1973.
b) The altar in the chapel at Totopitk.

January

1973.
c)
The chapel of St. Francis at Shopishk, looking
northwest. The atrio fence can be seen far to the right,
beyond the chapel. November 1972.
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Fig. A38.
Gila Bend

Chapels Built by Papagos:

Shopishk,

a) Part of the altar in the chapel at Shopishk. A
large reclining statue of St. Francis Xavier is visible
in the foreground. Large statues of this type, purchased
in Magdalena, are becoming quite popular in the early
1970’s. Other examples can be found at Schuchuli and
Gu Vo. November 1972.
b) The old chapel of St. Lucy at Gila Bend, looking
northwest. The walls of this chapel are built entirely
of railroad ties. November 1972.
c) The altar of the older chapel at Gila Bend. The
gap in the array of images is probably the result of one
or more families being away from the village on an extended
trip. November 1972.
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I

Fig. A38.
Bend

Chapels Built by Papagos:

Shopishk, Gila

Fig. A39.

Chapels Built by Papagos:

Kaka, Hodaison

Vo
a) The San Jos£ chapel at Kaka, looking northwest.
The dance floor with its benches, posts, and wires is in
the foreground. To the far right is part of the Kaka water
tank. December 1972.
b) The altar of the chapel at Kaka.

December 1972.

c) The chapel of St. Bonaventure at Hodaison Vo,
looking northwest. In the foreground are some of the
posts and wires which surround the dance floor. Part of
the atrio fence is visible just beyond the chapel.
Although the chapel is dedicated to St. Bonaventure
according to a Franciscan list, the words "Santa Cruz"
can be seen above the door. December 1972.
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Fig. A40.
Vo, Gu Vo

Chapels Built by Papagos:

Hodaison

a) The altars the Hodaison Vo chapel, decorated
for Christmas. December 1972.
b) The older chapel at Gu Vo, looking west. The
date 1929 is scratched into the cement slab in front
of the door. November 1972.
c) Part of the head wall of the older chapel at
Gu Vo. Although most of the sacred images have been
removed from the chapel, the head wall retains its
sheets and paper flowers, and a candle still burns on
the altar. November 1972.
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Gu Vo

Fig. A41.
Hickiwan

Chapels Built by Papagos:

Gu Vo,

a) St. Anthony's chapel at Gu Vo, looking northwest.
November 1972.
b) The interior of St. Anthony's chapel at Gu Vo.
On the left is part of the altar for the Roman Catholic
liturgy. The Sonora Catholic altar is against the wall
in the alcove to the right. Note the baptismal font and
the large reclining St. Francis Xavier in the Sonora
Catholic section of the chapel. November 1972.
c) The chapel of St. Margaret Mary at Hickiwan,
looking west. The stone storehouse is visible directly
behind the chapel. The kitchen enclosure is to the
far left. December 1972.
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Fig. A41.

14-

Chapels Built by Papagos:

Gu Vo, Hickiwan

Fig. A42.

Chapels Built by Papagos:

Hickiwan

a) Part of the altar in the Hickiwan chapel. At the
time of my visit, the chapel was being decorated for
Christmas. December 1972.
b) The chapel in Benito Garcia's yard, Hickiwan,
looking west. Theodore Rios is standing beside the
chapel. The federal commodities truck is visible in
the left distance. The field cross is in the foreground.
The chapel occupies the northeast corner room of a large
house. January 1973.
c) The altar in the chapel in Benito Garcia's yard,
in Hickiwan. The altar is decorated for Christmas with
tinsel streamers and a Nativity scene. On the right
side of the altar are beauty contest awards and school
certificates belonging to children in the family.
January 1973.
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Fig. A42.

Chapels Built by Papagos:

Hickiwan

Fig. A43. Chapels Built by Papagos:
Stoa Pitk, Kuakatch

Hickiwan,

a) The chapel under construction in Benito Garcia's
yard, Hickiwan, looking northwest. The chapel is built
of coursed, puddled adobe, reinforced with railroad ties.
January 1973.
b) The chapel at Stoa Pitk, looking northwest.
This
chapel is no longer in use. A new chapel is under
construction to the east of the old one. December 1972.
c) The chapel at Kuakatch, looking west. The mountain
in the background is Montezuma's Head. December 1972.
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Fig. A43.
Pitk, Kuakatch

—

Chapels Built by Papagos:

HickiWan

stoa

Fig. A44.
Sweetwater.

Chapels Built by Papagos:

Pia Oik,

a) St. Theresa's chapel at Pia Oik, looking northwest.
November 1972.
b) The head wall of the chapel at Pia Oik.

November

1972.
c)
The
interior of this
and other junk.
the construction

chapel at Sweetwater, looking northwest. The
chapel has been filled with old bed springs
The roof has been removed and reused in
of a new chapel at Gu Vo. December 1972.
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b

Fig. A44.
Sweetwater

Chapels Built by Papagos:

Pia Oik,

Fig. A45.
Chapel

Roadside Chapel in Sonora, Painted Papago

a) A small private chapel attached to Rancho la
Xilipa just north of Cibuta, Sonora, on the highway between
Nogales and Magdalena. The photograph was taken looking
west.
Inside is a three-level altar similar to those in
the Papago Sonora Catholic chapels. October 1971.
b) A Sonora Catholic chapel with murals, probably
at Chiapuk. The designs on the facade are pottery motifs.
A cornstalk and a long-necked bird can be distinguished
on the side. The label says "Indian church (Poso
Redondo)." See the discussion of this photograph in
Chapter 6. From a photograph in the Sax Xavier Archives,
probably taken about 1915.
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Fig. A4 5.
Chapel

Roadside Chapel in Sonora, Painted Papago

APPENDIX B
COMMON ALTERNATIVE NAMES FOR VILLAGES
MENTIONED IN THE TEXT
The villages appear in the same order as they do
in the catalogue in Chapter V .

I have not attempted to

give alternate spellings for the Papago village names
which appear in the text.

Examples of the possible range

of these spellings are found in the cases of Gu Vo, which
is also rendered "Kerwo" and "Cubo," and Ko Vaya, which
is also frequently given "Cababi."

Many alternate

spellings as well as some other, less common alternate
names may be found in [Jones] 1941.
Ali Chukson

Little Tucson

Chiawuli Dak

Fresnal, Devil Sits

Haivana Nakya

Crow Hang

Komelik

South Komelik

Supi Oidak

Cold Fields

Sigokoksik

Many Dogs, Carmelo

Gu Achi

Santa Rosa

Gu Oidak

Big Fields

Maish Vaya

Covered Wells

Vaiva Vo

Cocklebur

Viopuli

San Pedro
287

Kom Vo

Santa Cruz

Wahak Hotronk

San Simon

Gu Komelik

North Komelik

Schuchuli

Gunsight

All Akchin

Manager’s Dam

Pan Tak

Coyote Village

Gurliput Vo

St. Thomas

Vainom Kug

Iron Stands

Shopishk

White Horse Pass

Hodaison Vo

Charco 2 7

Kuakatch

Wall’s Well
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The Papago Indian Reservations,

showing mountain ranges, neighboring cities and major highways.

After Jones ( 1969).
Griffith, Anthropology, 1973, Dissertation.

